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Fraternities dispute hazing charges
by Sharon A. Turco
The BG News

In the past two weeks, Delta
Tau Delta Fraternity and Phi
Gamma Delta Fraternity have
been brought before Greek Life
on hazing charges.
After a source informed Greek
Life that Delta Tau Delta had
been allegedly hazing, the
fraternity's initiation week was
shut down and all its fraternity
activities stopped, pending an investigation. After an interrogation of its pledges on Sept. 22,
Delta Tau Delta was found innocent.
Phi Gamma Delta was brought
up on hazing charges Sept. 22 by
unit director Shantel Joy. Although no allegations could be
proved, the fraternity is now
serving a two-year probation.
Appendix JB4 of the University Student Code states that "in all
cases of alleged violations of this
policy, faculty and alumni advisers
and
the
national/international headquarters of any organization will be
notified. During the period of investigation, all pledge/associate
member activities of the organization shall be suspended."
In both instances, Interfraternity Council President Bret Haggy was not notified of the allegations.
Katie Shanahan, assistant di-

rector of Greek Life, who also
handles fraternity cases involving hazing, declined to comment
on the fact that Delta Tau Delta
had hazing allegations made
against them.
"I cant talk about Delta Tau
Delta because of confidentiality," Shanahan said.
She did say it came to the attention of one of the staff members, and according to the stu-

due to confidentiality.
Greek Life refused to release
any hazing records to The
Newsat this time.
Director of Greek Life, Wayne
Colvin, was unavailable for
comment.
According to Judge C. Ellen
Connally, chairwoman of the
University Board of Trustees,
"The Board of Trustees delegates authority to Wayne [Col-

how important Greek Life is to
the University.
"I realize she's busy, but when
you consider we make up almost
3,000 of some of the most involved and inspired individuals
on this campus, our problems
should get more consideration,"
Haggy said.
According to Haggy, 70 percent of alumni donations are given by Greek alumni, and each
year Greeks are responsible for
close to $40,000 of charity donations.
"When you consider these statistics, I feel that we should be
treated with utmost respect by
our University officials," Haggy
said.
Bret Haggy
The student code is up for reInterfraternity Council President view during the 1994-95 academic school year, Whipple said.
"If there are some problems
vin]because he knows what's go- with the hazing code, appropriate
ing on. We only meet about four steps will be taken at that time,"
times a year, and he reports back Whipple said. "We must follow
the current hazing code because
to us.
"Greek Life falls under Dr. we have no choice. Whether IFC
Edward Whipple, vice president agrees with it is not pertinent."
Delta Tau Delta President Tim
of student affairs. Fraternities
and sororities are not one of my Ryan and Phi Gamma Delta
high priorities," Connally said. President Charlie Apigian both
"They must go through proce- understand that Greek Life is
dural due process. That's in the just doing its job.
"I realize they are just enforc
rules. They could be shut down
until the next Board of Trustees ing the student code, but this has
been going on too long," Ryan
meeting."
Haggy said Connolly's attitude said. "Other fraternities have
was inappropriate considering had the same problems, and it's

"The problem is trying to grasp the power,"
Haggy said. "IFC likes to control fraternities'
actions, but Greek Life has taken that control
away."

dent code Greek Life must follow
up on the allegations.
"Bret has nothing to do with it.
The discipline was nothing to do
with IFC because hazing is a violation of risk management and
state laws," Shanahan said. "It is
Greek Life's job to deal with, not
IFC."
"This is a blatant example of
prejudice against fraternities,"
Haggy said.
Shanahan also added that there
have been hazing incidents on
this campus in the last five years,
but declined to comment on them

about time fraternities stand up
for their rights. Delta Tau Delta
is willing to lead the charge.
"If Greek Life is truly here to
serve the Greek system and truly
here to uphold our integrity, they
would stand behind us on this issue."
Apigian said he asked Shanahan, "Aren't you here for us?"
and she replied by saying she
was just doing her job. "Katie
could not even pinpoint for me
the exact hazing violation we
broke."
"I have no tolerance for hazing," Whipple said. "Groups must
be investigated when there are
allegations. Hazing is serious,
and the investigations must be
quick and thorough."
lloggy said he believes there is
definitely tension between Greek
Life and IFC that perpetuates the
situation.
"The problem is trying to
grasp the power," Haggy said.
"IFC likes to control fraternities'
actions, but Greek Life has taken
that control away."
"Greek Life and Wayne Colvin
have a lot of power on this campus and could do so much more
for us," Ryan said. "But, when
push comes to shove, they are
hiding in the corner."
Sigma Chi Fraternity also had a
similiar incident happen to them
in the Spring of 1993. Allegations
of active brothers hazing pledges

Retired coach may receive namesake
by Scott Brown
The BG News

Editor's note: This is the third
part in a continuing series about
people who have made an impact
on the University.
Nearly every big name in
Bowling Green sports lore has
his own arena. Doyt Perry has his
football stadium. Mickey Cochran has his soccer field.

Mel Brodt, however, doesn't
have anything. Sid Sink would
like to change that.
"We're looking at possibly
naming the track infield after
him, or maybe the cross-country
course - even a wing of the Rec
Center," the men's cross country
coach said. "He definitely deserves something."
The average student would not
know who Mel Brodt is. It's been
10 years now since Brodt retired
from his coaching career. But
what a career it was.
For 25 seasons, Brodt was the
men's cross country and track
coach at the University. Consider
these credentials for the first
man to put Bowling Green athletics in the national spotlight: an
Olympic gold medalist; five collegiate world record holders; 17
national champions; 53 Division I
Ail-Americans; and 92 MidAmerican Conference champions.
Mel Brodt's file in the Sports
Information Office is thicker
than the average college textbook. That is something that
makes the 68-year-old Brodt

chuckle.
"I guess, after 25 years, there
might be a piece of paper or two
laying around," said Brodt,
speaking from his home in Venice, Fla.
Brodt has a career cross country record of 146-55. While in his
20-year stint as head track coach,
the squad tallied an 89-44-2 record. In 1972, Bowling Green
graduate and Brodt protege Dave
Wottle won a gold medal in the
800-meter run at the Munich
Olympics.
"He was a father figure for me
and for the other athletes," said
Wottle, now dean of admissions
at Rhode's College in Memphis,
Term. "It was nice as a young athlete to have somebody that you
could go to and talk to, chew the
fat with I really enjoyed being
around him.
"He is the major reason that
Bowling Green did so well back
in the 70s with me and Sid. He
was very supportive of us and
everyone else. It was a pleasure
being associated with him."
Brodt is a member of the Ohio
Association of Track Coaches
Hall of Fame, as well as a 1988
inductee to the Bowling Green
Athletic Hall of Fame. He is a
1949 graduate of Miami University in Oxford. The Mel Brodt Invitational, which boasts some of
the Midwest's best cross country
programs, is hosted every year
by Bowling Green.
It was through Brodt's program that Bowling Green gained
national recognition. The Falcon
squad finished in the Top 10 in
the nation for four consecutive
years starting in 1969, with Wottle and Sink leading the way.
"He, more than anybody,
moved the program in that direction," Sink said. "Before him, this
program was not on the national
level. It is something that the

INSIDE

See MOOT, page eight

were brought against them, only
to be dropped later. In the meantime, initiation week was
stopped.
"The way the student code is
written makes us automatically
guilty," said Dante Orsini, president of Sigma Chi. "It is the stu-

Fraternities
protest charges

4

Hazing charges against
Delta Tau Delta were
dismissed while Phi
Gamma Delia serves a
two-year suspension.

© Greek Life is handling
the hazing charge which
violates the Student
Code.

4

The Interfraternity
Council was not notified
of the allegations.

dent code that must change. To
correct the problem the student
code must be rewritten."
This control base of IFC lies in
Article II of Il"C's constitution:
Derivation of Authority. "The authority of the Interfraternity
Council shall be derived from the
See HAZING, page three.

Grenade
explodes
in crowd
in Haiti
by Jeflrey Ulbrich

The Associated Press
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
- In a bloody attack on the
U.S.-orchestrated return to
elected rule, a grenade exploded Thursday in front of
a pro-democracy demonstration, killing three Haitians and wounding at least
31.
Hundreds of people fled
in panic, leaving the dead
and injured in a circle on
the ground. U.S. soldiers
and military police who
sped in to investigate detained three men a ter firing more than 20(. rounds
into a warehouse.
After they left, chaos
reigned. Hundreds of Haitians looted the building of
bags of cement, wooden
pallets for fuel, even iron
bars pulled from the foundation and windows ripped
from their frames.
Survivors wailed along
the dusty stretch of seaside
Harry Truman Boulevard.
"Are we never going to
stop dying? Are we never
going to stop suffering?"
cried a 26-year-old woman.
She identified herself only
as Jesula.

nir photo

Mel Brodt, former Falcon cross country coach and the 1983 Mid-American Conference Coach of the
year, talks to a team member during a 1983 track meet.

CAMPUS
The musical duo
Romanovsky and Phillips
will entertain students with
their music In the Moore
Musical Arts Center tonight
at 8:00.
•-Page 4.

CITY

SPORTS

Students owning unusual
pets like boa constrictors
and pythons may want to
consider finding other pets
to care for.
* Page 5.

The Bowling Green football team takes a week off
from its MAC schedule to
battle the Bearcats of Cincinnati Saturday at 7 p.m.
» Page 6.

The U.S. military counted
40 casualties, but did not
offer a breakdown of dead
and wounded. There were
no reports of any American
casualties.

WEATHER
Partly sunny with a high
around 70. West winds becoming southwest and increasing to 10 to 15 mph.
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Attention all freshmen, transfer and exchange
students: this week is but a sampling of the
weird and wacky menagerie we call "Northwest Ohio
Weather."
Oh, it will get colder -- much colder - in the upcoming months. Just ask any of the number of veteran
students who are still massaging some feeling into
their frozen limbs.
And yes, it still may get a lot wanner. Feel free to
ask the number of students who still wear shorts on
cold fall days. They hold out with the hope that a second summer is just beyond the frosty horizon.
And don't be fooled, we are not experiencing a
monsoon if the rain seems to go on for days and days
and days.
You want a little bit of advice? Prepare for all occasions: wear shorts, tie a flannel around your waist,
slip on the wool socks and lace up the boots.
Wait a minute. Everyone on campus already dresses like this. Better bring an umbrella.
***
While it has been cold this week, residents of Offenhauer West got more heat than they wanted as a
fire erupted on the eighth floor Tuesday night Arson
was listed as the cause of the blaze that started on a
bulletin board on the floor.
The University police department is investigating
some leads and is offering up to $5,000 reward for
any information.
We know there isn't too much to do in this town, but
it is pretty sad that the only enjoyment for somebody
was to ruin University property and put students'
lives in danger. Luckily, no one was hurt but the fact
that the suspect or suspects remain at large is frustrating.
How many students live in Offenhauer, anyway?
Didn't anyone see anything or are they waiting until
the award gets bigger to make this their new getrich-quick scheme?
If anyone knows anything, please let the proper authorities know because if the person (or persons)
who did this tries it again somewhere, the flames
might not be as easy to control.
*•*
Two by two we filed across the sidewalk into the
Union.
The other day EAR was walking across campus
when a slight drizzle began to fall from the sky when
suddenly, whoosh, the skies opened up. Except the
water didn't fall from the sky. Instead, the rain spurted from a University sprinkler system. You'd think
the University would want to keep the walkways as
dry as possible due to its superior sidewalk draining
techniques.
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Pucker up and 'beat' your enemy
Why can't we all just get along?
The other day I was riding my
snazzy Pee Wee-esque 1964 Huffy Sportsman home from a local
drinkery when a group of rabblerousers crossed my path in a red
car.
"Get the P" out of the road!"
they yelled as they swerved perilously close to Big Red (my bike)
and I.
Not wanting to be beaten like a
Miami tourist, I tried something
I'd never done before - I blew
them a kiss.
Just returned their overt aggression with mocking kindness.
Luckily, it worked.
Wiping my brow like someone
who just scored a .099 on a
breathalyzer, I began to think.
You know, too often we return
other people's aggression with
matching force. Instinct says to
attack.
I avoid getting beat up as often
as I can. As far as I'm concerned,
no matter whether you win or
lose a fight, chances are you're
going to get hurt.
Big angry guys would claim
that I don't like to engage in a
melee simply because I probably
wouldn't last three and 1/2
rounds with Carrot Top. It's not
that I'm saying that you should
back down; there are just other
ways to handle the situation.
The first one, as I said earlier,
is to simply blow a kiss. For the
most part, guys have a problem
feeling manly striking a man
with a puckered mouth.
I discovered the other method
one night in a small bar in the
small town of Mansfield. If you've never been to Mansfield, you

Joe-

Peiffer
really have to check out this bar
named Planet Earth.
Anyway, I was In the Earth one
fine summer evening when I
overheard two three-toothed,
tank-topped men talking at the
end of the bar.
"Yessiree, gonna whip some
ass tonight, boy, yeah," one man
said, gums a-f lapping.
"Woooh, buddy," responded his
colleague, teeth a-sawing.
So it wasn't long before they
spotted my above-average dental
hygiene and decided to make
trouble.
It was almost surreal. The back
hair sprouting from the tanktop
on Man #1 blew backward as he
moseyed over to my table. His
two teeth gleamed in the light.
"What are you looking at,
boy?" asked the hairy-backed
chap, threatening my life like I
was a Florida abortion doctor.
Like everyone my first response was to crank up the testosterone and simply tell the
man, "Nothing." Then something
happened. A light shone from
above the bar. Fireworks ex-

ploded in my head. Gin and tonic
#8 went down the hatch. And I
saw clearly what this man feared
most.
"Hey, man, I don't swing that
way," I said with polite refusal.
"What?!?" he asked.
"I'm not gay, man," I said. "I
mean, it's cool with me if, but,
you know, I dont go that way. I
wasn't looking at you."
I could see that I had confused
the beast. I got the feeling that
one night, long ago, this man
faced a difficult decision. He sat,
probably in this very bar, with
one joint and one brain cell. I
think he lit up.
But anyway, to make a long
story short, he returned to his
seat without socking me.
Well, now that I look at my
notes, I guess I only have two
creative ways to get out of fights.
No matter.
I do have some advice for the
tough guys who begin the skirmish in the first place.
I think the world would be a lot
better place if we took the phrase
"Go over there and kick his ass"
out of our vocabulary and substituted It with "Go home and masturbate."
A walk through a local tavern
might yield the following conversations.
"I dont believe he's looking at
her," a young marauder would
say. "He's lucky I don't just go
home and masturbate."
Or, "Hey buddy, you Just spilled my drink," one would say.
"Unless you want me to come
over there and slap the monkey,
then you better just apologize."
"No way I'm gonna apologize to

you, bud," the other might say.
"All right, that's it! You just
opened up a whole can of masturbation."
Hey, this is kinda fun. Let's
continue.
"He's on pretty thin ice with
me. If he keeps this crap up, I'm
gonna have to beat the holy hell
out of myself."
It would completely change the
face of professional boxing, not
to mention prize fights.
"The National Masturbation
Association's bout of the century
is underway," an announcer
would croon. "It's a grueling
competition. The contestants are
dropping out faster than USG
cabinet members."
Enough said.
This theory can even work on a
global level. Think about it. We've tried alliances. We've tried
treaties. We've tried disarmament. Why dont we give
masturbation a shot? Every time
a leader gets all riled up and
feels like shooting off a missile,
they could do so in the privacy of
their own homes.
World peace through masturbation. I like it.

Joe Peiffer is the City Editor
and a weekly columnist for The
News. He believes that the word
virgin speaks for itself. Any questions, comments, or concerns can
be mailed to The News or addressed to Joe at jpeiffe@andy.bgsu.edu

MAN ON THE STREET

Do you think our union serves the students'needs?

372-2603
372-6967
372-6966
372-2952
372-2604
372-6968
372-2602
372-2604

204 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403-0726
bgnews@andy.bgsu.edu
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"Yes I do, because you can
have a great banana split and
go bowling at the same time."

"It serves the purpose for now
~ if you want variety go to
Founders."

Claudia Ferretti
Junior
Theater

Tonya Dahyi
Junior
Nursing

"It suits my needs, but the
new one USG is proposing
would be nice."
Hal Hixson
Freshman
Math/Film

"To a certain degree it does,
but the proposed one would
offer even better resources."
Jason A. Hairson
Freshman
Performance
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ITHREE
September
Top Albums
Weekly charts for
the nation's bestselling albums as they
appear in next week's
issue of Billboard

magazine. Reprinted
with permission.
l.II,BoyzIIMen
(Motown)
2. From the Cradle,
Eric Clapton (Duck)
3. Rhythm of Love. ,
Anita Baker (Elektra)
4. The Lton King
Soundtrack, (Disney)
Platinum
5. Songs, Luther
Vandros8 (LV).
6. Dookic, Green Day
(Reprise) Platinum
7. Smash, Offspring
(Epitaph) Platinum
8. Tuesday Night
Music Club, Sheryl
Crow (A&M)
9. Forrest Gump
Soundtrack, (Epic)
10. Purple, Stone
Temple Pilots
(Atlantic) Platinum

HAZING

Top Singles

19

0

Sun-Thursday 11:00 a.m. - midnight
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SAN DIEGO - Rafael Ibarra,
high school valedictorian, top
student at the University of Chicago and illegal alien, passed one
of his toughest tests today. He got
a visa.
The visa allows Ibarra to return for his sophomore year
when classes start Monday.
"He's not someone who came
here and was living on the fringes
of society," federal administrative law Judge Kenneth Bagley
said after his ruling. "He did not
work illegally and take more than
he gave back."
Ibarra was euphoric.
"I definitely felt like I had my
hands tied behind my back because of this barrier. Now I feel
free," he said.
Ibarra, 20, graduated from a
San Diego high school in 1993 and
won full scholarships from top
colleges around the country.
When it came time to fill out
applications, he acknowledged
that he is a Mexican citizen and
not a legal resident of the United
States, where he has lived since
his mother brought him when he
was 6.
The University of Chicago said
it would take him anyway if he

We deliver everyday after 4 p.m.

354-6500
112 Mercer & Wooster
Fri & Sat. 11:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m.

UA(J Cordially invites all students to a

Free Ice Cream Social,
Ibe 1994 homecoming Court
Candidates mill be dishing out your
favorite flavors in front of the
'Education (Bldg. on Monday,
October 3rdfrom 6:30-8:00 pm.
Come and meet the future king and queen.

Men's residence halls had a
complete student government for the
first time with a constitution created
by Conklin Hall students.
The constitution was used in
Rodgers Quadrangle, Kohl and
Williams halls.

HOMECOMING 1994

Gernot Alstrop gets pulled across the parking lot by his dog
"Bundy," at Stonegate Rehabilitation and Nursing Center.

Illegal student gets visa

In The News
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However, under the same code
listed for USG it says "revisions
and amendments to the USG constitution will be subject to review
and approval by the assistant
vice president for student affairs, student activities and
orientation, or designee, prior to
the implementation."
"Someone doesn't need to look
over our shoulder every minute,"
Haggy said. "There is a definite
prejudice against fraternities in
the IFC constitution because all
amendments must be approved
by Greek Life."

One Medium Pizza with one item

4

32 years ago

and by-laws of the Interfraternity Council, as well as all judicial
actions will be subject to review
and approval by the assistant
vice president for student affairs; residential services, or designee, prior to the implementation of any action. Reviewing authority is hereby delegated to the
director of small group housing
and Greek life."

$3.99
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"We participate in a kind of social contract which obligates us not only to
obey the law, vote and defend our nation when necessary, but to support,
protect, and encourage one another."

Rolling along

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
singles as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.
1. I'll Make Love To
You, Boys n Men
(Motown)
2. All I Wanna Do,
Sheryl Crow (A&M)
3. Endless Love, Luther
Vandross & Mariah
Carey (Columbia)
4. When Can I See You,
Babyface (Epic) Gold
5. Wild Night, John
Mellencamp & Me'Shell
Ndegeocello (Mercury)
6. Stroke You Up,
Changing Faces (Spoiled
Rotten-Big Beat) Gold
7. Stay (I Missed You),
Lisa Loeb & Nine
Stories (RCA) Gold
8. At Your Best (You
Are Love), Aaliyah
(Blackground)
9. Never Lie, Immature
(MCA)
10. Another Night, Real
McCoy (Arista)

Continued from page one.

stated Grant of Powers from the
Board of Trustees of Bowling
Green State University and the
approval of the president of the
University or the president's desi gnee."
The statement on student participation in University Government outlines how eight University organizations, including IPX",
handle power in article II: Specific Delegation of Duties and Responsibilities.
The organizations, listed in order, are the Undergraduate Student Government, Graduate Student Senate, Student Judiciaries,
IPC, Panhellenic Council, sororities and fraternities, and Resident Student Assocation.
Under IPC is listed "the officers, boards, committees and
representatives of IFC are
hereby vested with all duties and
responsibilities as set forth in the
provisions of the constitution and
by-laws of IPC. Revisions and
amendments to the constitution

3

THEY
SAID IT

tried to legalize his status.
Ibarra asked the Immigration
and Naturalization Service for an
international student visa. The
INS arranged for today's expedited hearing because of Ibarra's
academic standing, spokesman
Rudy Murillo said.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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Have You Heard?
Overnight
Lodging
in Anderson Hall
Homecoming
Fri. & Sat., Oct 7 & 8
PARENTS
WEEKEND
Fri. & Sat.,Oct. 28 & 29

"*

Stop in at 425 Student
Services or call 372-2458
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CATCH THE WAVE: BG Beach Bash
Oct. 3rd-8th
1994 Homecoming Week
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Monday
Ice Cream Social: outside Ed. Bldg., 6:30-8:00 pm
"It Came from Outer Space": 3-D movie, 115 Ed. Bldg., 8:00 pm

to

Tuesday

Outdoor Fun:
Human Bowling, Fun Pix, Velcro Fly Trap
Union Oval, 1 lam-5pm

X

Wednesday

2

o

Tie Dye
Union Oval, 1 lam-4pm

o
o
w
o

P3
O

o
2
2

Thursday
Pep Rally
Lawn between Student Services and Kreischer Quad, 8pm

CD

Friday

to

Master Hypnotist J. Medicinehat.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 8pm
Top Gun," 111 Olscamp Hall, 8pm and 10pm. $1.50
"Risky Business," 111 Olscamp Hall, midnight, $1.50

X

Saturday

2

rj Face Painting & Pictures with Freddie & Frieda, Stadium, 1 lam-1 pm
~-r Homecoming Football Game vs. Ohio University, Stadium, lpm
~
King and Queen announced at Half time

s
o
w

$17.00 i Single
$26.00 • Double

HOMECOMING 1994
X

Top Gun," 111 Olscamp Hall, 8pm and 10pm, $1.50
"Risky Business," 111 Olscamp Hall, midnight, $1.50

o
o
o
2
^S
"5
z
o

•Merchandise on sale Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm in the Union Foyer*
O •King
and Queen voting Monday-Wednesday, 9am-5pm, Union Foyer*
X "All Homecoming events are fret unless otherwise noted.** ilk
HOMECOMING 1994 HOMECOMING 1994
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PRESENTS *

Angie & Steve
-~™v
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"
Stacy & John
• Birdie & Bunnyhead ^-»W
Rnrnut
*
Sprout & Mark
Erick & Seth
Bran Flakes & Special K
Jody & Jason
Holly & Andy
Missy & Bo
Laura & Brandon
Jen & Gus Gus
Shelly & Ty
Julie & Brady
Kristy & Vince
Linus & Michael Thomas
Fhomas«
w
w
Carrie & Casper
Jill & Dan
Kim & Whip
Beth & Todd
Jackie & Tom
Denise & Darren
Erin & Ed
Heidi & Frank
Jennifer & Steve
Bonnie & Clyde
Julie & Steve
Angie & Gus Sr.
OCTOBER 1,1994
Dana & Gus Jr.
Lamb & 6' 6

™'~

Thumper & Tigger
Janie & Brian
-JLw
Tiffany & Dan
.lonnu
A Geraldo
ftaralrin
Jenny .Innas
Jones &
Tracy & Eric
Lois Lane & Superman
Julie & Ray
Toad & Polk
Elizabeth & Mike
Michelle & Lonnie
Kim & Jacob
Mo&D
Steph & Matt
Jen & Johan
M.C. & Tony
Jackie & Jeff
Kim & Dave
Beale & Dave
Worm & The Early Bird
Tina & Bob
B & Tonto
Jen, Jess & The Canoe Crew
Sewell & The Con Man
Summers & The Roommate
Hannah & John Deer Green
Carrie & Jonny
Beth & John Jr.
Barth & The Rocket Man

IT'S THE END OF THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT
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Union considered for changes
Proposals for renovation focus on student convenience
iy Katie Simmons
The BC News
Editor's note: This is the final
part in a continuing series which
looks at the various recommendations made by the NonAcademic Functions Committee.
The last time the University
Union underwent some type of
renovation was when changes
were made to the Falcon's Nest in
:987.
This year, the Non-Academic
Unctions Committee has recommended that the Union undergo more extensive renovations to
update its facilities.
According to interviews done
by the committee in relation to
the structural needs of the University, students suggested the
University Union be examined
for proper renovations because it
is the largest student gathering
place on campus, said Paul Yon,
committee member and director
of archival collections.
"The University Union, in
comparison to other universities

,€.
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such as the University of Miami the students was the focus of the
and Ohio University, does not NAF Committee when making
compare in relation to services their recommendations.
'The students were interested
and other functions," Yon said.
in more services and possibly
expanding for the interest of
convenience," Yon said. "That
gets us back to the one-stop-shop
concept again, which may involve the consolidation of other
University services."
According to the report, other
Union renovations would include
incorporating a University bookstore and making a Ticketron
The committee is interested in available for students to purpossibly providing additional chase tickets for campus activispace and generating more activ- ties.
ities in the Union such as including fast food franchises, a travel
The committee's proposal to
agency and a job placement firm. finance these renovations would
"I really think that during the possibly involve the allocation of
last year and a half, the commit- money from student fees.
tee has gathered information that
Although nothing has been dewe provided to them on what the termined, two avenues for fineeds of the Union should be - a nancing are available and being
sort of wish list for us," said Da- taken into consideration at this
vid Crooks, director of the Uni- time. Those possibilities include
versity Union.
the reallocation of student genThe area of convenience for eral fees and raising the general

THE PLACE FOR
B.G. STUDENTS

PLACE

bnjoy our Clubhouse
or Dining Room

RIBS

IM^

382-6116 BKS&afl
2009 S. Reynolds Rd.
(Across from Southwyck Vlall)
Kate & Shane
Shawn & Kevin
T.J. S Fiorelli
Cari S Speer
Cheri & Greg
Seely & Beck
Klein & Levino
Ali & Dali
Maggie & Matt
Kassie & Curtis
Tina & Roman
Stephanie & Rod
Monie-Love & Matt
Hoova & Andy
Fast & Stick Man
Jane-O & Frugal Gourmet
.
Amanda & Casper
Shannon & John
Kristi & Michael
Kevin & Michelle
[
Laura & Jason

A

\A'

byChrls Malanga
The BC News
A reward of up to $5000 is being offered for information concerning a fire started on a bulletin board on the eighth floor of
Offenhauer West early Wednesday morning.
The incident was listed as arson and the Bowling Green Fire
Department arson team was
called to investigate the scene,
according to the police report.
The University police department has no suspects in the case,

Colleen J. & Chambers
Auble & Dalla
Amy E. & Buddy
Twig & Scott
Willy & Pat
Ramsey & B.J.
Karin & Sean
Tanny & Dennis
Kristie & Greg
Erin & Sean
Amy & Knupper
Carrie & Dan
Sara & Stotz
Smash 'Em Basham & Doug
Amanda & Fred (Not!)
Molly & Jake
Amy & Doug
Jill & Zach
Kyle & Gary
Christen & Mike
Julie & Keith

fra v

October 1, 1994
Having A Hay
Day
with Reggae

The flrk Banc)
Chee O Munga

"We asked students for theninput on the idea of finance if the
renovations were considered,"
Crooks said. "The feedback was
the idea would be good if it was
paid for by development dollars
- which the University doesn't
have; or if the money was [taken
from profits] from the businesses that would be involved
with the Union. Students did not
want the money taken from a
general fee increase."
If the renovations are accepted
by the University administration
and the Board of Trustees, it is
not clear whether or not the
Union would have to shut down
for the construction to take
place.

by Lawrence Hannan and Genell Pavellck
The BC News
The $13.5 million, two-story, 95,000 square foot Olscamp Hall
will have a chance to show off Its new technological capabilities
across the country today from 11 am. to 1 p.m. when it hosts a
national symposium on student learning.
Joyce Kepke, director of conference programs for continuing
education, said 122 colleges from the United States and Canada
will be taking part in the symposium by receiving downlinks at
their colleges.
"The main reason for the teleconference is a discussion of a
paper entitled The Student Learning Imperative,' " Kepke said.
"The paper focuses on renewing the commitment to student activities which improve student learning as well as personal development"
George Kuh, one of the principal authors of the paper and a
professor of higher education at Indiana University, will be the
keynote speaker for the conference.
Donald Gehring, chairman of the University's higher education administration doctoral program, said the symposium is
good for the image of both Olscamp Hall and the University as a
whole.
"Olscamp Hall is primarily designed for classroom downlinks,
not mass downlinks like this one," Gehring said. "But the WBGU
staff has been super about getting the hall ready for this program."

Arsonist strikes Offenhauer West
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Erin & Todd
Mary & Jason
Nikki & Jared
Kristine & Kyle
Katie & John
Cindy & Bob
Sam & Matt
Melanie & Kris
Marcia & Mike
Rachel & Mike
Kristi & Jim
Colleen & "Jerk"
Shanon & Brian
Angela & J.T.
Amy S Ryan
Michelle & Sean
Ebel & Rick
Molly & Eric
Katie S Spencer
Jenni & Mike
Jolyn & The Bike Man

fees, Yon said.
"Right now, it is too early to
say anything about the financing," Yon said. "What we do know
is that we can do a lot with the
general fee money, and that
doesnt necessarily mean a student fee increase."

Olscamp Hall will
host 122 colleges

but they are currently following
up on some leads that they have,
according to Barb Wydell, University public safety information
officer.
The fire reached all the way to
the ceiling, according to Joe Switala, eighth floor resident.
"I heard the alarms and was
trying to exit the building when I
saw the flames," Switala said.
"The entire bulletin board was on
fire, and some of the flames were
reaching the ceiling."
Brian Holden said he extinguished the flames.

"Rodney [Collins, resident adAll of Offenhauer West was
viser for the eighth floor] had a evacuated, and residents could
Are extinguisher in his hand and not re-enter the residence hall
I grabbed it from him, pulled the for 20 minutes.
Collins commended the resipin and put out the flames," Holden said.
dents for their swiftness in exitCollins said the fire alarms ing the building.
worked perfectly.
The Bowling Green Fire De'Two alarms positioned in the partment, as well as the Univerhallway are set to go off at the sity police, declined to comment.
A sign on the eighth floor confirst sign of smoke, and they firmed that police and fire inwent off, alerting the residents to vestigators suspect arson. It also
leave the building," Collins said. said anyone with information
"The alarms triggered other should contact University police
alarms in the building."
at372-2346.

Musical duo delivers message
by Jim Barker
The BG News
The musical duo Romanovsky
and Phillips will perform at Kobacker Hall in the Moore Musical
Arts Center tonight at 8:00, making their seventh annual appearance at the University.
Guitarist Ron Romanovsky and
keyboardist Paul Phillips first
met in San Francisco in 1982.
Since 1983, the pair has embarked on national tours, using
their combined musical talents to
deliver a message of gay rights,
women's rights and AIDS education, according to Gardner
McLean, associate director of
news services at the University.
"They sort of carry on the tra-

dition of Bob Dylan and Tracy
Chapman," he said.
Romanovsky and Phillips, both
openly gay, have won praise and
acceptance from heterosexual
audiences as well as national
media.

"They sort of carry on
the tradition of Bob
Dylan and Tracy
Chapman."

musically polished duo with a
good deal to say." A San Francisco Chronicle reviewer said
their music is "sassy, folkinspired" and it "celebrates gay
life with an easy humor that appeals to straight listeners as well
as gays."
Romanovsky and Phillips have
recorded four albums and have
appeared In more than 150 cities
in the United States, Canada and
Australia.

There will be no admission
charge for tonight's concert, but
those planning to attend must obtain tickets at the Moore Musical
Arts Center box office before the
The Chicago Tribune has called concert. The box office will be
Romanovsky and Phillips "a most open from noon to 6 p.m. today.
The Romanovsky and Phillips
concert Is part of the University's Residence Life Education
Series.
Gardner Mclean
associate director of news services

Adjust Your
Latitude

Ann & Todanis
Kelly S Tony
Sunshine & Hurricane
Liz & Jeff
Bridgette & Larry
Jami & Adam
Nicole & Shawn
Angie & Kevin
Jenny & Frank
Williette & Willie
Becky & Jeff
Maura & Chad
Sandy & Pat
Joanna & Chad
Peaches & Steve
Rose & Dave
Tanya £ Travis
Julie & Joe
Jenny & Justin
Trish & Todd
Sheri & Mark

Sydney
Melbourne
Jakarta
Dempasar
Vietnam

$695*
$695*
$645*
$645*
$630*
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Council Travel
8 East 13th Ave
Columbus, OH 43201

614*394*8696

Gill for a FREE
Student Tt.ivels maqazine!
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Voter registration
efforts begin early
for election season
by Cynthia Kent
The BC News
As the University begins a new
school year each fall, the city of
Bowling Green starts a new election season •- and every election
needs voters.
Undergraduate Student
Government
will be encouraging students
to register to
vote starting
Oct. 1, said
Amanda Applegate, USG
rational, state
tuid community
affairs officer.
USG will have a registration
table outside the Education
Building. Each residence hall's
district senators will have register cards for non-registered students In the residence halls, Applegate said.
Applegate said filling out a
voter registration card is well
worth the students' time.
"It takes three minutes to fill
out the [voter registration]

card," Applegate said. "We need
more students voting in Wood
County so the students' voices
can be heard."
A student can register to vote
at the City Board of Elections,
the Wood County Library and on
campus at 305 Student Services,
said Vicki Speck, a staff member
at the Board of Elections.
"[People registering] will need
to bring their Social Security
number, place of birth and address," Speck said.
Students can even register to
vote in hometown elections.
However, voters must choose between voting in Bowling Green
or their hometown county.
"[People registering] can vote
in their county if they are opposed to getting involved in
Bowling Green's politics," Speck
said.
However, Lisa Nelson, assistant professor of political science
at the University, encourages
students to vote in Wood County
because their vote will have impact on local issues.
"[The students] are a big part
of the community," Nelson said.

Students encouraged
to help mentally ill
by Nicole Pankuch
The BC News
The Alliance for the Mentally 111 of Wood County needs volunteers to help with community projects.
The Alliance is involved in many fund-raising projects
throughout the year and needs volunteers to help complete
them, according to Ben Strange, past president of the Alliance
for the Mentally III in Wood County.
"We need all kinds of help from time to time to help with the
community projects we have planned," Strange said.
This Saturday, the Alliance for the Mentally III will be selling
silk iris flowers at Wal-Mart to raise money for the organization,
Strange said.
The organization has also planned petition drives to raise
money and has an honor box program implemented in the city.
"The honor box program consists of cardboard boxes containing candy where people donate money for a piece of candy,"
Strange said. "We have these boxes located in various establishments throughout the city, such as Barry's Bagels, Subway
and some bars."
Anyone can volunteer his or her time to the Alliance, and volunteer help in the past from University students has been very
satisfactory, Strange said.
"We need help from any interested college students," he said.
The Alliance for the Mentally 111 is a national organization
founded 13 years ago in Madison, Wis. The purpose of this organization is to help family members of people with mental illnesses like schizophrenia or manic depression deal with the effects of the disease. Strange said.
Bowling Green started its own chapter five years ago with the
purpose of helping members of the community who have relatives with menial illnesses, Strange said.
For more information on how to volunteer, call 354-7677.

Soup's on!

Tht BG Nf wt/Nathan W.ll.ct

Delta Tau Delta Fraternity members Mike Hauser, Ken Felkley,
Mick McKcnney, Mark Thompson and Chris Frederick assist

Bowling Green urges pet exchange
Ordinance outlaws sharks, snakes, other exotic creatures
cases of snakes escaping through
a toilet and traveling through the
plumbing system into someone
else's toilet.
"It's a problem when these
Boa constrictor and python
owners might want to trade these animals escape," Johnson said.
snakes for a nice puppy or kitten, "In an apartment complex, they
provided they make sure these can go into other apartments and
animals have had their rabies give someone quite a shock."
Local pet shops have been inshots.
formed of the ordinance and do
Ownership of
not sell boa constrictors and
pythons and
pythons. Some pet owners,
constrictors is
however, may have purchased
prohibited by
the snakes elsewhere and
Bowling Green
brought them to Bowling Green
law, according
without realizing it was against
to Diane Johnthe law.
son, animal
Johnson said she is not out to
control officer.
cite people, she just wants them
Although not a
to be aware of the law.
big problem in
"It's much easier to nip this in
the city, Johnson said more constrictors and pythons than usual the bud instead of having to
prosecute somebody," Johnson
have turned up this year.
The fine for possession of an il- said.
Some other pets that are not allegal snake in Bowling Green is
lowed in Bowling Green, accord$5 to $500 per offense, per day.
One University student who is ing to the law, include water bufa snake owner disagrees with the falo, warthogs, sharks, pandas,
giraffes and elephants.
law.
Another pet problem in Bowl"It's kind of ridiculous," the
student said. "Don't I have a ing Green, according to Johnson,
right to own what kind of pet I is the failure of dog or cat owners
want as long as I take care of it?" to have their pets immunized for
In the past, Johnson has had rabies.
by Aaron Gray
The BG News

ATA

AI'A

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Prime Rib
Roast Turkey Breast
Hot Chicken Salad
Dressing and Baked Potato
Inch scrambled eggs, hash brawns, bacon
dutcheas patataea, mashed potatoes w/gravy
Alaa bat apple crisp* cakes, and full salad bar.

menu changes weekly

OPEN 11AM

-

2PM

$6.25 Adults
$5.95 Students/Senior Citizens
$3.25 Children 4-12
children 3 and under free

AI'A

AI'A

AfA

AI'A

AI'A

In 1993, 114 of the 147 stray
"Many people that have [dogs
or cats], I think, aren't aware that dogs found were returned to
we do have a mandatory rabies their owner. Eight, however, had
to be euthanized, or put to sleep.
Thirteen of the 86 stray cats
found were returned and 67 were
put to sleep.

"It's a problem when
these animals
escape. In an
apartment complex
they can go into other
apartments and give
someone quite a
shock."

Diane Johnson
animal control officer
ordinance," Johnson said. "Not
only are they required to have
their dog or cat immunized, a tag
must be on the animal."
Johnson said the reason for
this is that when pets run away
the owner has a difficult time locating an animal which has no identification.

AI'A

NIKKI CARPENTER
JEN FENSKE

HEATHER HARVEY
SUE JUSTEN
CYNTHIA KENT

ATA

/

ATA

AIA

AI'A

AI'A

/

Wednesday. Friday & Sunday
Lunch Bullet
S4 95
1616 E. Wooster
352-9153

FREE DELIVERY

23oz. Glass of
Michelob Light
Labatt's Blue, Molson Ice,
Killian's Red, and
Lemenkugel's Red

AH at special low prices!
/FREEWINGS\

« w/ purchase of j
•Single Wing Order/
V ■»« "• <*" IF»*I* w

/*2FREE \
/ Pocket Pizzas \
f w/purchase of \
I Triple Wing Order I
\VaJldcDlT«'cnpoa N* /
vtldMlfaoemMtla A

V.1>

176 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH

y '•UUP",

'All Student Meal Cards accepted

We serve lunch,
dinner & daily
cocktails

Budwiser, Bud Light
Miller Light
Samual Adams

' » .,<•'

TT»

ORiaiNAL CM11ESI RLSTMJRAr'T

23oz. Glass of

g
JENNIFER KLACJS
EMILY LACJER
EMILY MILLER
ANNA MOSCIONI
LISA NASH
JONIKKA PETERS
RAEGAN SANDONATC
TRUDY STOKES
STACY WHITE
JENZOUL
/

PIV

I CHINA GATE

& Daily Drink Specials

PRESENTS OCIR
1994
FALL PLEDGE
CLASS
BETH BOLEY
LAUREN BRODIE
KATHLEEN
CARGNEL

[>,la a\ M«ti

Happy Hour
3pm - 9pm
Everyday!

ArA

STUDY HARD
BOHX-N-GREENERY

Crlm Elementary School students in preparing a barbeque dinner
Wednesday night.

353-BWWW

^

BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK
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CMU's Pruitt piling up yardage
Back leading nation in rushing
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
The leading rusher in the nation doesn't hail from Perm
State, Colorado, Washington or
Alabama. Nor does he come
from Nebraska, Oklahoma,
Michigan, Ohio State or Wisconsin.
Brian Pruitt, the No. 1
ground-gainer in Division I-A,
plays for Central Michigan of
the Mid-American Conference.
Washington's Napoleon
Kaufman has a nifty poster
touting him for the Heisman
Trophy. Perm State's KiJana
Carter and Nebraska's
I-awrence Phillips are the triggermen on teams averaging
around SO points a game.
Eclipsed by other backs ~
sometimes even a teammate
- Pruitt just keeps piling up
yards.
"Number one, he has the
ability to break tackles," says
CMU head coach Dick Flynn.
"Number two, he has good
people and can make people
miss. And number three, he has
that explosiveness that if a
crack of seam gets a little too
big, he can take it all the way.
"Other backs might have a
15-yard gain on a play that he
gets 30 yards."
The 5-foot-10, 211-pound
senior has 88 carries for 642
yards (7.3 yards a carry) and
tops the nation with 161 yards a
game. That's a little over three
yards more a game than Indiana's Alex Smith, with Ne-

by Marty Fuller
The BC News

braska's Phillips, Alabama's
Sherman Williams, Washington's Kaufman and the Nittany
Lions' Carter close behind.
He had 97 yards in CMU's
only loss, a 52-21 beating at
Iowa. Since then, it's no coincidence that in three straight
games he's topped 100 yards
and the Chippewas have won.
He had 274 yards on 24 carries
against Nevada-Las Vegas, 152
yards against Eastern Michigan and 119 yards last week
against Kent.

"He has that
explosiveness that if
a crack or seam
gets a little too big,
he can take it all the
way."
Dick Flynn
CMU head coach
This week, the Chippewas
hope to keep first-year coach
Flynn perfect in the MAC when
they travel to Ball State.
Other games find Kent at
Western Michigan, Toledo at
Ohio U., Miami of Ohio at
Eastern Michigan and Bowling
Green goes out of the MAC to
play at Cincinnati.
Western (4-0 overall). Bowling Green (3-1) and Central
(3-1) all are 2-0 in league play,
with Ball State (1-2) a winner in
its only MAC start. Kent (1-2)

APpkMa/nir

Central Michigan's Brian Pruitt leads the nation with an average
of 161 yards rushing per game.
is 1-1 and Toledo (2-1) has yet
to play a conference game.
Miami (0-3-1) and Ohio U. (0-3)
are both 0-1, Eastern (0-4) is 0-2
and Akron (0-4) is 0-3 in league
play.
Central went 5-6 a year ago
in longtime coach Herb Deromedi's swan song. Flynn's
club has been an early surprise
in the MAC because of an
offense that is averaging 33
points a game and a rushing attack that has contributed 306
yards a game. The latter is

fifth best in the nation, behind
Nebraska, Wisconsin, Kansas
and Indiana.
Yet Pruitt isn't even the leading scorer in his own backf ield.
Eric Johnson, another doeverything back, has six
touchdowns to Pruitt's five so
far in 1994.
"We like balance and we intend
to have balance, but the running game has done so well the
last few weeks we haven't had
to throw the ball.'

HOLOCAUST €DUCOTION HJ€€K
Sept. 30, Oct. 1 - SCHINDLERS LIST
Gish Film Theater, $1.50 admission 6:30 p.m.
9:15 - PANEL DISCUSSION BY HILLEL

10:00 p.m.
Have You Visited Your
Doctor Lately?

Oct. 3 - SLIDE TOUR OF A CONCENTRATION CAMP
by Danielle Merrlman, BGSU student
Taft Room, Union 8:30 p.m.

PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL

Oct. 5 - HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
by George Vine
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union 8:00 p.m

by

ELECTROLYSIS

Oct. 9 - TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
Detroit Michigan, $ 2.00 admission charge.
Leave 8:30 a.m., back at 4:00 p.m.
sign up at rSfr© office, 330 Union

Maty Naas, R.N., C.T.
Licensed by The Ohio
State Medical Board

CALL NOW

"LCRRN NOW, SO THIS HISTORY WILL NCVCR RCPCRT ITSCLF."
coll 2 - 2343 for more Info

CODS'
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marks in terms of our nickle and
dime schemes, which is critical
because Cincinnati is primarily a
one-back team," Blackney said.
When the Bowling Green footThe frail secondary will go
ball team clashes with the Cin- against a Bearcat offense that
cinnati Bearcats on Saturday, the has not had much success under
work of assistant coaches will a new head coach Rick Minter.
have a big impact on the contest.
Todd Preston, the Cincinnati
"Cincinnati has had two weeks quarterback, has thrown seven
to prepare for
interceptions in his first three
us," head coach
games, and his offense has averGary Blackney
aged Just 13 points a contest.
said. "We know
BG offensive coordinator Mivery little
chael Faragalli will counter the
about CincinUC offense with his own, more
nati, and our
productive offense.
players are goOver the last three games, the
ing to have to
Falcon offensive unit has had the
be receptive to
ball 34 times. They have scored
22 times (17 touchdowns, S field
any changes
Blackney
our assistant
goals), punted seven times, ran
coaches make throughout the out the clock four times and have
game."
turned over the ball Just once.
Paul Ferraro, the defensive coEven though the club has been
ordinator, will probably be the nearly unstoppable, they will
man with the most moves. His have to respond to changes.
secondary has been thinned out
"This is another game where
by injuries, causing holes that our players have to be flexible
must be filled.
and take a very intelligent apReserve cornerback Steve proach and understand there
Ayers has been sidelined with a may be several adjustments durpulled hamstring, and safety ing the game," Blackney said.
Steve Rodriguez will miss an"I give our assistant coaches a
other game after undergoing lot of credit," Blackney said. "It
arthroscopic knee surgery ear- takes a lot of maturation and exlier this week.
perience on the part of an assisCharlie Williams will again fill tant coach to be able to get his
in for Rodriguez, while Ayers' players under control and calm
spot is still up for grabs.
them down in the heat of the
"One of our other players will battle." In the Falcons' wars with
have to step up for us," Blackney the Bearcats, BG holds a 3-0
said. "Someone like Dwayne overall edge The last time the
two teams met was in 1993, when
Hairston or Demetrius Carr.
"Right now, on the surface, the BG was the victor by a score of
situation creates some question 21-7.

Volleyball team
glad to be home
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Secondary play will
be key in UC game

for an appointment
Victorian Salon
325 E. Wooster

• 1-642-5501 '

by Jamie Schwa be row
The BG News
The Falcon volleyball team will have its second home appearance
of the season this weekend as it hosts Akron and Kent State
The weekend opens with a battle against the Zips Friday night at 7
p.m. in Anderson Arena.
"We are glad to be back at home for the weekend before going on a
five-game conference road trip starting next Friday," BG head volleyball coach Denlse Van De Walle said.
Akron Is heading into the weekend with a record of 13-1 overall, 2-1
in the Mid-American Conference.
"Anytime a team has won that many games, they have to have developed some team consistency and confidence," Van De Walle said.
The Falcons have an overall record of 4-7 but have played a tough
pre-conf erence schedule Including Nebraska, Arizona State and Wisconsin. The Zips have played more small and regional schools.
Kent State will come to town Saturday night at 7 p.m.
The Golden Flashes are currently tied for last place with Toledo
but should not be counted out.
"Not one team In the league should be taken lightly," V.- JI De Walle
said. "We have respect for every program."
The Falcons have not been focusing on what they can do to counter
either team this weekend, they Just want to focus on their side of the
net.
Carlyn Esslinger has shone so far for the Falcons in MAC play. Last
weekend she turned In solid matches against Miami and Ohio. She recorded a .394 hitting percentage, 48 kills, 31 digs, 11 blocks, four assists and three service aces.
The coaching staff has also been impressed with the play of setter
Jodl Olson, who has been running the offense with her solid setting.
Olson has 367 assists so far this year.

«
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• Participate in a mini-internship with an
I alumnus for a week over winter break.
• Great experience and networking
• Pick up an application at Mileti Alumni
I Center or come to our meeting at The
Union Taft Room, October 4 at 9:00p.m.
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Coach anxious to face Warriors
;y John Boyle
The BC News

The Bowling Green soccer
squad is 7-1 overall and 2-0 in
the Mid-American Conference.
Hurt's no secret. But Falcon
head coach Gary Palmisano
iind the players are looking to
.Sunday's!
game at
Marquette as
■ measurement of just
IOW

good

they really
are.
"We're
[coaches]
anxious to
see how we
Palmisano
match up against one of the
better teams in the region,"
Palmisano said. "And the
players see the game as an opportunity to gain some national

recognition."
A win over the Warriors
would do just that. Marquette
is currently ranked 23rd in
Soccer America's latest
national poll and fourth in the
Great Lakes region.
"We have a team that never
looks past any opponent,"
Marquette head coach Steve
Adlard said. "We are very cautious, having just crept into the
top 25."
The Falcons may also be
looking to exact a measure of
revenge against the Warriors
after last year's 2-1 loss in
Bowling Green. The Falcons
gave up a goal with only 19
seconds remaining on the
clock.
"I would tend to believe the
players will be motivated after
last year," Palmisano said.
Adlard said the Warriors deserved to win the game and

Women's tennis
hosts invitational
GarrctlWalkup
The BG News

The women's team will host
Mid-American Conference rival
Akron, Eastern Michigan and the
University of Toledo in the
BGSU Invitational this Saturday
and Sunday.
The women are coming off a
dual match win which they took
from the University of IllinoisChicago last Friday by a score of
6-3.
Winning for the Falcons, who
are without their No.l singles
player from last year, were
sophomore Cindy Mikolajewski

at the No. 1 spot, freshman Cassidy Landes and senior Kassie
Hembree. At the sixth spot was
junior Sandy Geringer, who blew
out UIC player Erica Suta 6-1,
6-0.
BG then took two of the three
doubles matches in straight sets.
The men had last weekend off
but are taking a road trip to Ypsilanti, Mich this Saturday and
Sunday to play in the EMU Invite. "I honestly feel that on any
day we could switch our sixth
seeded player to first and our
first to sixth, and reverse the rest
See TENNIS, page eight.

feels that the revenge factor is
not an issue.
"I thought we had the best of
the game," he said. "I don't
think they could feel cheated.
It wasn't as if we snuck away
with the victory. I don't see
that as an issue."
The Warriors (6-1) are led by
a defensive unit that has only
surrendered two goals all
season. Goaltender Steve
McCullough has been the recipient of the outstanding play
by Marquette's backfield.
McCullough Is ranked second
in the nation with a 0.29 goalsagainst average and has recorded five shutouts.
"The defensive effort has
been solid," Adlard said. "He [
McCullough lhasn't had an awful lot to do in most of the
games."
Offensively, the Warriors
are paced by two frontrunners.
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Michelle 4 Shane

Dawn 4 Travis

Anne & Jay
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Carolyn 4 Rob
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Sandy 4 Danny

WE GO TOGETHER

Lisa 4 Jeff

Beth 4 Man
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Aud 4 The Fonz
Marcy 4 Eugene

Maureen 4 George
Michelle 4 Shannon
Deeb 4 Tom

Sarah 4 G

Jen 4 Man
Juile4Jack

Heather4Joe

Mr. 4 Mrs. Cunningham

Jennifer 4 Lee
Sandy 4 Danny
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Wendy 4 Sam

Beth 4 Dave

Michelle 4 Dave

Danielle 4 Aaron
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Raira 4 Man
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Soccer
Overall
League
WLTPls. W LT
7 1 0
Bowling Green
2 0 06
Akron
3 0
10 03
Miami
0 0 00
3 0
4 I
Western Mich
0 I 00
Eastern Mich.
3 2
0 I 00
Central Mich
0 I 00
6 I

Kara 4 Alex

I f
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Meredith & Brian
Marty 4 Frenchy

^L
V

S
4
7
6
IS I
4
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Friday's Games
Akron at Bowling Green
Miami at Western Michigan
Ohio at Ball Stale
Kent al Toledo
Saturday's Games
Akron at Toledo
Ohio at Western Michigan
Kent at Bowling Green
Miami al Ball Slate

^ca 4
Jessica
4 Bren,
Brenl

m

'^L

Ball State
Miami
Akron
Ohio
Bowling Green
Western Mich,
liastern Mich.
Kent
Toledo

Ka,h,een4Jim

l^JErf W JLjlIJ
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Mary Both 4 Richie

Lauras Doug
ReneeSMatt
N

!jj"«|!^^^^^

sharon&Gay

Gretchen 4 Man

Mid-American
Football
1-eaguc
Overall
W L
Western Mich
2 ()
Bowling Green 2 0
Central Mich
2 0
Bull State
(I
Kent
I
Toledo
0
Ohio
I
Miami
I
Eastern Mich.
Akron
Saturday's Games
Bowling Green 30. E Michigan 13
Western Michigan 19. Akron 6
Central Michigan 45. Kent 0
Michigan Stale 45, Miami 10
Ball State 21. Ohio 14
Saturday Oct. I
Bowling Green at Cincinnati
Central Michigan at Ball State
Miami at Eastern Michigan
Kent al Western Michigan
Ohio at Toledo
Volleyball
League
Overall
W
L
W
I.
Central Mich.
5
0
7 5

K

Amanda 4 Jason

J^JoannieSChaCh.

N

Kevin Berry and Brian Brewer
lead the squad with four goals
apiece. Berry leads the team
with 10 total points.
The Falcons are currently
riding a seven-game winning
streak. Since an opening day
loss to Loyola, Md. 3-2, the Falcons have outscored the opposition 27-5. BG outshot Western
Michigan 31-5 and held a 12-1
edge in corner kicks in defeating the Broncos 4-0 Wednesday.
Midfielders Joe Burch and
Steve Klein lead the offensive
barrage for the Falcons. Burch
has amassed 21 points on the
strength of a team-leading nine
goals and three assists. Klein
leads the nation with 11 assists
and has tallied 15 total points.
"I really feel this could be
one of the best teams we've
ever had here," Palmisano
said.

Scoreboard

Sara 4 Bill

J"

October 1,1994
Rene 4 Steve
Schurtz 4 Kevin
Anne 4 Joe
Brooke S Brian
BGSU.

•h

-r

J"

»»r

FALCON VOLLEYBAKL IN HOME CONFERENCE ACTION THIS WEEKEND!
TONIGHT 7 PM - BG vs. AKRON / TOMORROW 7 PM - BG vs. KENT

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior Portaits are underway!
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are lOa.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily

Sports
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Sink looking for Players remain united
strong showing during baseball strike
from Thompson
by Denne H. Freeman
The Associated Press

by Mike Kazlmore
The BC News
After winning its annual Mel
Brodt Invitational, the men's
cross country team might have
an easier time this weekend - at
least in running the race itself.
Last weekend's event was a
10K race (6.2 miles), and the Falcons will only be running an 8K
event (5 miles) Saturday in the
Lakefront Invitational in Chicago, 111.
"I think that this race will definitely be a little easier on our
runners," men's head coach Sid
Sink said. "They know that they
were able to run a 10K last weekend, so this race should be easier.
They should be able to push
themselves a little harder."
Even though the Falcons have
won their last two meets, a third
consecutive victory could be
tough to come by in this 30-team
Held.
"There are some really strong
teams that we will be running
against, but I expect us to be
competitive," Sink said. "I expect us to finish in the top five
out of the dozen or so teams that
we will be running against in our
division.
"We have four guys who are
running really well right, but we
need to get some other people
into their group," Sink said. "I
think that Scott Thompson has
the capability of moving up.
Hopefully he'll be able to do that
this weekend."

As always. Sink said that the
key to the Falcons' success Saturday will be for them to race in
a group. While this strategy has
proved to be successful so far
this season, it could be difficult
to accomplish with such a large
field.
"We really want to stay
together because that makes it a
little easier to run," Sink said.
"When you start getting tired you
can look over at a teammate and
that really motivates you to keep
going.
"We plan to use the same strategy this weekend, but in such a
big race you can lose track of
each other in a hurry."
For the women's team, head
coach Steve Price expects Traci
Losl to get off to a fast start and
hold on for the win. In each of the
women's first three events, this
strategy has paid off for Losi.
"I really expect a strong performance out of Traci," Price
said. "She hasnt lost this year,
and I think that she can continue
that streak.
"Laura Hall has also been running well and should be right behind Traci during the race."
Although the women finished
second in the Mel Brodt Invitational last weekend. Price said
that the team is shooting for a
first-place finish Saturday.
"Yale and Duke aren't as
strong as they have been in past
years, so I think that we should
be able to win this meet," Price
said.

TENNIS
Continued from page seven.

of the lineup and still be a very
good team," head coach Dave
Mi irin said.
Playing first singles at EMU is
last year's fifth singles player
sophomore Joel Terman. "We
will try and take as many flights
as we can and unofficially win
the tournament," Morin said.
This weekend the women are
looking to see how their MAC
competition will be in the spring.
"We lost to EMU and UT in dual
matches last year, but finished

ahead of them in the MAC Tournament Championship," head
coach Penny Dean said. "We will
see how it goes."
Playing first singles this weekend is Mikolajewski, followed by
junior Patty Bank at two and
sophomore Julie Weisblatt at
three.
"The more fans we get, the better we will play," Dean added.
The BG Invitational starts at
10:00 a.m. on both Saturday and
Sunday at Keefe Courts behind
the Ice Arena.
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GRAPEVINE, Texas - Baseball union chief Donald Fehr
met with SO players in the last
of seven regional meetings
Thursday, and they came away
encouraged about their strike
and the action of a congressional committee to curtail
the owners' antitrust exemption.
"I think it's great news but
we still have a long way to go,"
said Houston Astros 1st baseman Jeff Bagwell. "We're as
strong as ever and it's unfortunate that we aren't getting
ready to play a World Series. I
just hope we're playing in
spring training next year. I
hope we can get the owners to
the bargaining table." "
"Congress is a big key," said
Texas Rangers pitcher Kenny
Rogers. "There shouldn't be a
monopoly in baseball. ... It's
embarrassing that baseball is
in this situation. It's a sad
time."
Rangers pitcher Brian Bohanan said "maybe the action
by Congress will make something happen starting next
year. The players are united.
We are sticking together
through this."
Fehr called the House Judiciary committee decision from
Washington a "significant step
forward. Momentum is building and it's building quickly.
Any bill that puts the owners
under antitrust scrutiny has to
help. "
Fehr said it might "spur the
owners to move a considerable
distance from where they are.
Maybe they would prefer to |_
negotiate without an imposed
AP phot ortl k
outside force. Right now we
are in no-man's land and that's
Great plays like Willie Mays' over-the-shoulder catch in the 19S4
where the owners want it to
World Series will be missed this season because of the baseball
be."
strike.
Asked if he thought there
would be baseball next year,
Fehr said: "Nobody wants to do
said. "They made no counterwho couldn't make it to the
it [keep striking]. I would hope
offers to our offers."
United States.
owners wouldn't be that irreFehr said he will travel to the
Other regional meetings
sponsible. They say there are
Carribbean in the next week or
have been held in Atlanta, Taprepared for a long fight."
10 days for another informampa Bay, New York, Chicago,
"We wouldn't keep any briltion update for Latin players
Los Angeles and Phoenix.
liant ideas to ourselves," Fehr

BRODT
Continued from page one.

program can build on now and in
the future."
The crowning moment of
Brodt's career came in 1972. The
team won the MAC championship, its only league title in history. Then came the Olympics and
Wottle's gold medal performance.
"That was probably the crowning point of my career," Brodt
said. "That team was really special. Sid and Dave had already
graduated, but the team went out
and performed tremendously.
There was no real Individual
focus on the team. It was very
team-oriented, and as a team
they were very successful."
In the Olympic trials that year,
Wottle tied a world record in the
qualifying rounds of the
800-meter run. Brodt said that
the world record was really the
most satisfying stage of the
season. Wottle also qualified for
the 1,500-mctcr run in the Olympics that year, but failed in the
preliminaries after he had his
gold medal in hand.
Sink won the NCAA steeplechase in 1970 and 1971 before
setting a national record in the
event in AAU trials in 1971. He
was a 10-time Ail-American
under Brodt. The current coach
owes a lot of what he does with
his athletes today to what he
learned from Brodt.
"He was my coach, and he was
very influential in what I do,"
Sink said. "A lot of the things I do
are similar to him."
Brodt remains humble about
his contribution to Bowling
Green athletics.
"It was a combination of
having good athletes and good
students," Brodt said. He is retired now, living in Florida with
Susan, his wife of 44 years. He
claims to spend most of his time
on the golf course, as opposed to
the hours he spent pacing the
Bowling Green track.
"He wasnt just a distance
coach, either," Sink said. "He had
some great sprinters and some
All-American mile relay teams,
too."
Brodt likes the current status
of college sports, particularly the
track programs. They are gaining exposure like never before,
he said, and they are always becoming more popular.
Brodt does frown on some
coaches who recruit overseas.
He disapproves of foreign athletes in college sports, simply
because it takes away from the
American athlete.

Classifieds
LOW 372-9699.

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bc-wlmg Green Slate University
Career Planning and Placement Services
Campus Recruitment Calendar
Fortneweetuof:
October 17 A October 24,1994

Scheduling On-Cempue Interview AppoWrtmenU:Interview sign-upe for the recruiting penod October 17 - 28 will begm with Advanced Sign-up on Monday. October 3, 1994
at 5 p.m. and continue through Tuesday si 4
p m Priority Sign-up stausmay SJCOBM the
sign-up system from 5 pm. Tuesday through 4
p m Wednesday. Al registered students may
sign-up beginning at 5 p.m. Wednesday. The
schedule will remain on-hne until 3 days belore
the organization's visit.
Instruct Ions tor aoc seeing The Integrated
Paiofnsnt Sign-up System (You must be
teutolered w*th Bet wwe ff inert Ptoel

—-<Youwlhear:>
2. If you with to schedule an appointment with
a visiting employer, press (he 1 key. If you'd
like to near Placement News, press the 2 key.
Press the 3 key if you have been pro-seiecied
by an employer. Press the 4 key b access fie
Alumni VIP Service. Press the 5 key to hear
your confirmed appointments. Press the star
(•) key to quit.
3. Press 1 to schedule en interview or Press 3
when you have been pre-telected by an employer.

You have selected (name of organization), if
this is correct press the pound (») key to continue or the star (') key to choose another organization.
The system wilt now verify (hat you meet
therequirements. as specified by the employer.
ff you meet the requirements by the employer,
you can proceed. Otherwise, the system will
tell you why you are unable to sign-up with the
employer. Should you wish to be considered
for other openings with this employer, add your
name to the Waitmg List and submit a copy of
your Placement Data Sheet.

4. Enter your Identification Number.
(The number you used on your Resume Expert
Plus disk)

0. Proas the 1 key for a morning interview,
press the 2 key for an afternoon inferview. or
press the 3 key for the next available time.
(Press either 1.2 or 3).

5. Enter the position code for the employef
you'd like to interview (this seven-digit number
is indicated on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to the left of (he position «0e).

Onoe you have selected a rime, rhen you many
press the pound (f) key to accept the, time, or
press the star f) key to reject it.

If you have entered a vaftd number the system
will say:

INDIAN
ENCOUNTER
Organized &
Sponsored by
World Student
Association

Sample Free Indian Food & Beverases
Obtain First Hand Information
From Student & Educators From India
Friday (September 30,1994)
7:00 p.m.
11Th Floor Offenhauer West

When you press the pound (#) key. the system
will say: "An interview has been reserved for
you at (rime)." Press the star (•) key to schedule an interview with another organization or
the pound (f) key to return to start.
Please remember: If you are unable to sign-up
for an interview, you will be asked whether you
wish to add your name to the Waiting List. You
nuet atoo eubmH a PUcemertt Data Sheet
tor oaeh Wafting Lett We advise strongly that
you listen to Placement News to keep informed
of changes or additions to interview schedules,
or other Career Planning and Placement Services programs.

Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Cancellation of an interview must be reported
in person to the Career Planning and Placement Services no later than 5 p.m. one week (7
full days) before the interview day. Complete a
cancellation card In the Sign-up Room of Career Planning and Placement Services DO
NOT cross your name off of an interview
schedule. Cancellations after this time will be
considered a no-show. You are encouraged to
consider employers carefully before signing up
for interviews.
No Show Policy: Failure to appear tor a
scheduled interview or violation of the canceilaDon policy will result in immediate suspension
of your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting
period. If you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology b the employer for missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a staff member
before scheduling any additional interviews.
Any student who "no-shows" twice will be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder
of the academic year.
Notice of Citizenship Requirements If an
employer is willing to interview international
students, it will be noted in the position description.
Spotlight Preeeniatlone: Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy. AD students scheduling interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate Spotlights. Please carefully
note dates, times, and locations of Spotlight
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presentation!, as they may vary. For evening
Spon gt". presentations held In the Career
Planning and Placement Services otlice, enter
the Student So<v cos Building using the second
Boor, patio entrance. Please consult the calendar (or appropriate dates, tjmes and locations
Additional Placement Service*: There are
important services available to you at the Career Planning and Placement Sen/ices. Please
note that not all organizations and companies
regularly recruit on college campuses. The list
below generally reflects the high demand
areas in me world ol work. Don't become discouraged il your career field is not requested.
To assist you in conducting an assertive job
search, the Career Planning and Placement
Services provides career and placement counseling. VIP professional vacancy hotline, job
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Career Connection. The excellent Center for
Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current job vacancies In
ALL fields Registered students are directly referred to employers m their desired career
'icids Insure your access to fhtt* services by
registering with the Career Planning and
PUKement Services in your final year at Bowling Green State University.
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIONINO
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POL-

OPEN 11:30-1:30 s^~v*r*

Tueeday, October!I
Allied Signal
•4281121-Buyer I
Enterprise RentACar. Clave.
•4281051 Manager Trainees
Enterprise RentACer.NWOH
•4281071 Manager Train—s
Hcndaof America Mgl.
•4 281081-Purchasing Stafl
IDS Financial Services
•4281141-Financial Planners
KMan Corporation
•4281011 -Assistant Manager Trainees
Nonhwestam Mutual Life
•4281021-Sales Agents

Owens Coming
•4281031-Sales Representames
The Sherwin- Williams Co.
•4281111 -Management Training Program
Wedneedey, October 18
Eli Lit,
•4292051-Chemists

continued on p. 9

Open Daily
11A.M.

FRIDAY SPECIAL
$4.24 SEAFOOD SPLASH!

\Best Vaulcs on Ci

Monday, October IT
Andersen Consulting
•4 290011 -Cons ulan u
Applied Materials
•4280031 -Buyer*

FAST FREE
DELIVERY
ALL DAY

BOWI,~]\~f;REEI\l]KY
A variety ©I seafood and our
"•*■" elaai chowder.
Inch clams, scallops, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar, baked potato
c^.
and unlimited beverage.

ICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.

352-4663
I a at ■■■■■■■■■■■

Med. 11tem ; 2 Medium
; Pizza with j
11tem
I 2 Free Pops I
Pizzas
; $
1

5.50 i >8.95

Pizza Served 4 p.m. - Close

\

Diasanactatto's
*>■■■■■■■■■■

■■■■■■■■«,

FREE
POP
with any
large sub

, Pizza Served 4 p.m. - Close

DiBanadatto'a

OtBaiMMtatto's)
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two days awaylll

Have you heard? Anderson Hall will be open
tor parents, (amity, alumni tor overnight lodging
tor HOMECOMING, OCT. 741 and PARENTS
WEEK END, OCT. 2M2M
kteipeneln ratee: (17.00 single. *MO0
double Call 2-24MOT go to 425 Student Service*.

continued from p. 8
Thuraday.Octotarao
M*U.rf*.NWONoaiM
M 293011 -Financial StBvces
Molljle. Toledo XM
(42S3021-Financial Scrvton
Friday, Oetotar 11
Cap Gtmmi America
IH2S4041 -Envy Laval AsaodaM Consultants
Motorola, he.
M2940I1 Production Supanrlaora
Pulla Homaa Corporaoon
■4294081 Salaa Rapraaantatva
Pulla Homaa Corporation
•4294091 -Cuuorrnr San/yWarraniy Tacn.
William Vaughan Company
•4294061 Accountants

Monday, OdobM 24
Kay Services. A KeyCorp Co.
•4297011
Information Tachnology Aaaoclaia Proof am
Tuesday, October 2S
Bank One Dayton NA
•4296031 Raiail Management Assoaatai
Bank Cna Dayton NA
•4 296041 Comnwc^ Credit Associates
CSC Conaulbng
•4296091 Associate Consultants
Daaigna, Inc., The Lavia a. net
•4 298051 Manager Trainee!
Key Services, a KeyCorp Co.

•4296011
Information Tachnology Associate Program
Lever Brothers
•4286111 -Sales Representatives
Lutwan Volunteer Corp.
•4298081 -Social Service Volunteers
Wednaedey, October 26
AT 4 T Global into Solutont
•4299031 -Programmer Analysts
KPMGPealMarwick
•4299041 Accountants. Asa't. Accountants
State Farm Insurance Companies
•4299011 -Programmer/Analysts
Thursday, October 27
Crowe Chizek
•4300041 .|nlo Systems a Mgmt. Consulting
Great-West Employee Benefits
•4300001 -Accounting Representatives (Sales)
Lazarus Department Stores
•4300101 -Accounting Management Program
Friday, October 21
Ernst & Young
•4301081 -Accountants
iiir Third Bank
•4301011 -Bank Associate Program
Wallace Computer Serv., Cols
•4 301091 -Sales Representatives
Wallace Computer Serv., Cleve
•4301111 -Sales Representatives

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
■ Learn now so that hiatus y
wM nmvr repeat rteelt '
SEPT. 30. OCT. 1- SCHINDLER-8 LIST GISH
FILM THEATER8PM A 10 PM.
OCT.3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP. TAFT ROOM UNION 8 30PM
OCT. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR
SPEAKSLENHART GRAND BALLROOM 8
PM
OCT. 0 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM 8 30AM « oo PM
can 2-7184 or 2-2343 for more info
sponsored by UAO

AOTT • Richelle ■ AOTT
BG'S Largest Selection of
Fraternity a Sorority products
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.

HOOTK AND THE ■ LOW FISH!
HOOT1F AND THE B UOWFISHI
HOOTIE AND THE BLOWFISHI
Keep watching...

352 8333

INDIAN ENCOUNTER
Organized and sponsored by World Student
Association. FREE INDIAN FOOD a BEVERAGES. First Hand Information from Indian Studenta a Educators. Friday (Sept. 30) 7 00pm
11 «i floor Otlsnhauer West.
O.S.EJL
Oho Student Education Association
' Fall Membershto Drive'
Sept. 26-Sept. 30
•am-4pm
Education Building
Applications and Dues will be taken
?rs Contact: Amy Moore 354-5094
O.S.EJk.
PUBLICITY OfUCLH s-is your organization
trying to Und crearrve ways to publicize your
events? Are you trying to make your group
more visible to the campus community? Please
attend the Pubkoiye oncer's Workshop on
Wed. Oct. S, 1004 at 7:00pm. Gardner
McLean, Assooast Director of the Public Relattona Office will be tie guest speaker. For
reservations, please contact the Office of Student Activities at372-2S43.

CREW CLUB
Good Luck at the first Regatta
in Pittsburgh! We've worked hard
so make v/«y stroke countl
CS/MIS students interested in Summer 1005
internships should come to the Co-op Office,
238 Admin Bldg. now. Some companies will
be interviewing tor Summer 1005 positions r
early October 1994

HOMECOMING '94
Show your spmt the week ol Homecomingl On
Oct. 2nd, ribbons win be placed on your car antennas to show the spirit and pride thai BGSU
students have. Extra ribbon can be picked up
in the UAO office.

Deer Little Tammy,
Good luck at Individuals.
You win" do fine.
I'D have you in mind.
Make sure you can define
THE PURPOSE
Love. Big

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: FRATERNITY
ICE HOCKEY - MON . OCT. 3: COED 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - TUES . OCT. 11;
MEN'S BOWLING • WEDS.. OCT. 12; ALL
ENTRIES DUE WITH FORFEIT FEE BY 400
PM. IN 130FIELDHOUSE ON DUE DATE.

Delia Sigma PI Delta Sigma PI
Sandra,
Good luck at INDIVIDUALS!!
You'll do greatl
Colleen

Delta Sigma Pi

USE YOUR POLITICAL POWER
Womyn for Womyn will be
holding a discussion on the
upcoming Ofuo National
Organization tor Women
on Monday, October 3, at 9pm
in the UCF center.
Former attendees wil speak about
their experienoM.

CAMPUS EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

•O.S.E-A.'
Don't target about our meeting Tueaday. October 4. 9 pm in 115 Ed. Bloc Come jon tie
run, door prizes A guest speakers!
SeeyoutnanH

HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS' RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13508 W KRAMER HO., BOWLING GREEN, OH 418-353-5403.

Delta Sigma Pi
Little Garry
Although Individuals are here there's no need
to fear. Know your Purpose and youll do fine.
Just remember - Have a good time
Delta Sig Love - Big Kale

Annual One Love REGGAE Party is win The
ARK Band al 9pm, Sat Oct. 22, Union Ballroom.
A Caribbean Association Event.

Pregnant? We can help.
Free a confidential pregnancy tests.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call3S4-HOPE.
SKYDIVE IN BG. 1st Jump course. Season
ending in 4 to 5 weeks. Call for info, and good
deal. Visa a Mastercard accepted. 352-5200

GET EXCtTEDII

ODSN

PERSONALS

Organization Development
Student Neiwork

CENTER FOR CHOICE

"DELTA SIGMA PI"
Li' Erich Papeach
Good luck this Sunday night
Know the PURPOSE * g*t il right
2 weeks down and 5 to go
Show the Brothers what you know.
Your Big Laura

II

ALPHA PH|-(ED DENNIS)'ALPHA PHI
EO,
Thank you eo much for all your
herd work and dedication.
You're aweeomel

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support

AOIIAOII LIL'MAUREEN AOII AON
2 MORE DAYS-GET PSYCHEDI
AOII AOII LOVE, YOUR BIG TERI AOII AOII
AOTT

Good Luck at Individuals
Know the Purpose
Stay Cool, Have Fun
You're Doing Great

Derric
Defls3lgm.PI

Delta Sigma Pi
Good Luck Gerry
Your Secret Big
DONTFORGETI
n*s your last chance to win the homecoming
spirit awardt Decorate your floor in beech
theme today-first judging begins this afternoon
at 5p.m.; final judging begins Oct. 4 al 5 p m
Winner announced at pep raiyi Do It nowl
Double Prints
FREEeveryday
Packages Plus. 111 Railroad. Bowling Green

AOTT "Richelle "AOTT
GetPsychedl
Initiation is only

Packages plus...

i
i

YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT US. ..
Now COME SEE Us!
COMMON THREADS OR VERKERKE CARDS

GET 1 FREE!
,

*EL22AD

352-1693

Hey BGSU STUDENTS
Give STEPH DAVIS a
GREAT Birthday PresentVole Steph for Homecoming Queen I
Happy Birthday StephLovo.KPW
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WE EK
Sept. X, Oct. 1- SCHINDLER-3 LIST Gish
Film Theater. 8:00pm. 10:30pm. $1.50
0:15 PANEL DISCUSSION by MILLER
Oct. 3SUOE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAHP DANIELLE MERRIMAN. BGSU student, Talt Room a:30pm
Ott S HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
GEORGE VINE. Lenhart Grand Ballroom
8O0pm
Oct. OTRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM
Detroit. Ml. 8:30am to 4:00pm. 12.00 charge
sign up in UAO office. 330 Union. Call 2-7184
or 2-2343 for more Info.
sponsored by UAO

s

§
presents

Parallax View
9:30-12:30 Saturday
COSMO'S CAFE

FOR SALE
Volleyball and Pizza
6 7 30pm Oct. 1
Saturday Night Alive'
First United Methodist Church.
1508E Wooster

1966 Mercury Cougar. 50k, 1 owner
Excellent condition Leather, loaded
$3950 "354-1831.

WANTED

1987 Ford Mustang GT. Many x-tras. perl.
ctvxl Neod-ioney Ca'3S3-iQQ4
1987 Toyota Cenca GTS w 65,000 mi. Best
offer If interested can 423-3874.

1-3 Subleasers needed for apnng semester.
Low rent. FREE CABLE. Close to campus.
352-2838.
Buy A Sell Gold. Silver Coins
and Jewel ly
Best Prices
354-8714
BG. Sold A Silver Exchenge
003 S. Mam Suite B
M-R:10-8

For Sale- Heavy Duty 2x6 Construction
Contemporary Design
Used Apt. Furniture
For more information. Call 354-3533
(desk, chairs, non-splitabte bunk beds,

HUGE PRICE ROLL-BACK
15 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

HELP WANTED

Huge Yard Sale We merged, we have doubles, dishes, pots, pans, appliances and more.
403 High (?nd 8 High) Fn. 9-6. Sat 9 5

$1500 wMkly posubl* mailing our circulars)
For Into ca» 202-206-006S.

IBM Compatible computer 640k memory, color
RGB monitor, modem. Dot matrix printer, Application and Entertainment software, delivery
possible, $300 691 -4863

MGMT/MKTG/CS/MIS Majors:

$363 60. Sa.1 72 funny oollsos T-shirts - profit
$36360. Risk free Chooss from ifl designs
Fr— catalog .600-700-4250.
Chsckar'a Pub now hiring!
Bartsnosra & w at; esses
800 S Main St.
Apply within

Miss Tarni Thomas
Congratulations on making Top 10 for Homecoming Queen. We hope you win I
Mrs. Haas and your 4th grade class Ksfsey.
Rachel. Todd, Crag, Tony, Ashley F . rekki.
Jacob, Joe R . Joe J., Shannon, Ashley R
Brenda, Anthony, Melissa, Stacey, Shyann.
Tabatha, David. Jessica. Noah. Eric. Laura.
Vanessa. Douglas, and Kevin.

PLEDGE PIZZA MIXER
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Sunday, October 2

Do your Chnstmas shopping
at 40% off.
The first 5 people to
sign with Avon products
receive $30 worth of
free products.
CaliJudy 823-w ?
EB3COTelemarketing Service
Fed up with working long hours, with tittle pay
at dead-end jobe?

National Park JooaOver 25.000 openings I
(including hotel staff, lour guides, etc.) Benefits
Abonuaesl
Apply now for best positions.

3:00-430 pm
$6.50 includes all you can eat pizza,
soup a salad a a miser tavor.
Drinks extra.
Com* eat, drink a Be social
Any guestione? Call Gail 354-8711
RSVP's Required

Call: 1 -206-545-4804 eit. N55441

PRIZES at AWARDS PRIZES A AWARDS

OPHFA PLEDGES O-PHI-A PLEDGES

Tha meeting tor this month wHI

ot

I

be on Oa 2 at 4pm in no BA
See you there!

M
N

5

SAESAESAESAE

a.

DATE DASH TONKJHT
BRING DATE TO HOUSE
AT 8:45

Hey

l

•v
X
N
n

Sign up in the S3SD Office
Starts today. Essays due
Monday October 10th
For More Inlo: 2-7164 or 2-2343

5

A Monumental Triumph"
"\n Ittoundlng Ichktemcnl."

SniiNDirifiLisr
I i

M.* -«« Hi

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
6:00 & 10:30pm
$1.50 admission
*GISH FILM THEATER*
Special 35mm showing!
(limited seating)

$3
^^mvmv^^^^^

+
V

"Relive Those Crazy Days
of Your Parents"
Essay Contest

PRIZES A AWARDS PRIZES & AWARDS

SAESAESAESAE

on achieving

PRIZES & AWARDS

PAREiVT'S OF THE YEAR

ORDER OF OMEOA

Sales Person of the Week!
9-19 to 9-83

MACINTOSH Computer Complete system
including pnnter, only $500
Call Chns at800-289-5685

Come join EBSCO TELEMARKETING a IN
TERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM which mi
help you get a jump on your fellow students.
We win help you budd your communication
skill as well as give you a weekly paycheck.
Make your own schedule and work in a professional environment. Come in and apply M-F
a1flf<pmal 113N Mai" Si.

O PHI A PLEDGESO-PHI-A PLEDGES

McGraw

Lot for Sale
Good condition
$75' 352-5523

CRUISE SHIPS NOW MMM
Earn up to $2,000 plua/montti working
on Cruiaa Ships or Land-Tour companies
World travel.
Seasonal ft Full-Time employment available.
No expectance necessary.
For more intormaDon
C«l 1-206-634-0468 e»t CS5441.

Money Orders
Meonta
Packages Plus. 111 Railroad. Bowling Green

$

October 5-8
at 8 pm and
October 9 at 2 pm
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Bowling Green State University
For reservations call 372-2719

1992 Dodge Shadow 2 dr.
29k Black Cherry
$4950.1 -675-6882

dressers, and more).

CONGRATULATIONS

TWITTI

Wanted fun. out-going individuals who art) interested m photographing social events on and
off campus. Training & equipment provided
Earn between $5-7 per hr. Call 353-1410.

Fri. a Sac 10-8

Mossimoe, A California based sportswear
company is looking for entrlea in Its new Cam
pus Collection' t-shirt contest. To enter, send in
your t-shlrt design with a short marketing proposal by Oct. 15 to: Moaaimoe; 29302 La*
Cruces; Laguna Nigel. CA 02877. Ten National
winners will be chosen, given a 1500 prize and
appear m the ads 'or their shirt!

Delta Sigma Pi
Little Jessica - Good luck at Individuals!
I know youll do greall Your tarn try
is behind you all the wayl
Love, Your Big, Kelly

Happy Houra at Campus Polyeyea
M-F 4-71 2-4-1 Snacks a Disc. Beer. By the
Smokasttckll Daily Bullets Tool

AOTT

I

Ill RAILROAD ST.

Scon:

Love,
Jenny

Hit

BUY 2 OPTIONS

Grand La Liz
Good luck at Individuals! Know the Purpose1
Relaii, youll do fine.
Grand Big Sean

Li too Jute P'echtel.
Get eicrted fa Inifiationl
Only 2 more day si

Tom Gorman a

Wanted! America's fastest growing travel company seeking individuals to promote spnng
break to Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. Florida.
Padre Fantastic free travei/commissronsl Sun
Splash Tours 1 800-426-771Q

DBENEDETTO'S

Immediate pan-time, fuH-Dme
Spring A even Summer
positions availablell
Apply now with cunent resume
at Co-Op office. 238 Admin.

Delta Sigma Pi

The elstera ot Alpha Phi
end Julie

16 N. Huron
Toledo. OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

I

Delta Sigma Pi
Secret Lir Erich,
Good Luckl Know the
Purpose - Youll do great! I

Love,

Confidential-Health Care For Women

The Best Fnday Nght Happy Hours are at
M.T.Muggsm
Cheap beers at a great place!
With 25 cent notdogs and 50 cent pizza slices
D" 8pm. Open az Noon. 19and over

LOOK FOR

OMa Sigma PI

Social with Eiacutlve MOO Students
at Fhckers
Saturday, October lat
6-i0pm
•••SeeYouTherel"'
New Msmbers Welcome

The Demand, Quality. Child Care
is greater than the aupply.
Am you interested in startmg an in-home child
care business? YW Child Care Connections
will help you gel started by providing fro* referrals, child care advice, training opportuniDes. reimbursement for meals served to children, workshops, and someone to talk to when
you're experiencing burnout You're in business for yourself, but not by yourself. Cal...YW
Child Care Connections- For more information
on services 353-7801 or ' 800 63? 3053
Mon-Thurs tQam-2pm

Big Scon

To tha pledge who is president
And ta also a Fox Run resident
You know the Purpose
So don't be nervous
At individuals you'll excell
So give'em hell
GOOD LUCK - Love, Big Anne

LOST: 1 Casio BOSS (Business Organizer
Scheduling System). If found call 372-1942.
Aek for Bryan. Reward upon rsium.

Peat Control Service Man. Flexible Houra. Own
transportation required No experience nscossa-y Call Bantam Pesi Control at 352-5315

Roommate needed Own room. Great LocaPon. Call 3520470.

Your Big.
Angie

Lil Scon.
Be ready for Individuals.
Don't worry, you're a Scon, What can go
wrong?Good Luck,

DELTA SIGMA PI

PaoISc Crab House - Maumee - now hiring all
positions Flexible hours A schedules. Apply
Mon-Sun. or call 1-891-1161.

SPIRIT WEEK
The week of homecoming October 3rd-7rh is
spirit week on campus. Show your spint by
dressing by the designated days: Monday-BG
hat day, Tuesday BG sweatshirt day,
Wednesday-Toga day, Thursday Beech day,
Friday-Plaid day, Saturday - al out spirit day
SojoJnmtherunl

Lil'LizWhatcanlsayVour the best line around.
And now It's time to make your BIG proud
So, kick some bun at Individuals and youll see
youll make your BIG very happy I
Good luck and KNOW THE PURPOSE I
Delta Sigma Pi love.
Your Big, Emily

Delta S-gma Pi
Ul James,
Good tuck at Individ ualsl
Know the Purpose
Your Big, Phil

Our company is looking tor individuals who
want to gam management eipenence next
summer. Earn $6,000 • $10,000 per summer
The party bird gets the worm. 1-800-8871960.

Process server/coun researcher r-eofled for
the BG area pan-Dme/on-call. No experience
necessary. Resume or letter to P O Box 6705
Toledo, OH 43612.

Lil' Amanda ■ Good luck a study hardi I know
youll do great!
Love, Joey

Delta Sigma Pi PledgesGood luck al Individuals.
Know the Purpose and WEAR
YOUR PINS Youll do great!
LOW.
Your Pledge Educator
-Heather-

Now hiring for all positions.
Apply in Person at Pagliai's
945 S Mam St

Sewnonleners
Next Day Service
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
352-8333

Good Kick at Individuals.
Know the Purpose.

Kappa Sg - Alpha Phi
Thanks to our fabulous coaches on a very kin
TRIKE Races. You guys are the best We love
Ya:Jay. Doug, and Mke.
Alpha Phi
Polly. Heather. Angie. a Mo

Lll Theresa
Good luck at Individuals
Know your stuff
andyou-ldoGREATII
Big Casey

SOLO
Student Organized
Leadership Development
Provide a encourage leadarahip on
campus AppHcaoona can be
picked up in
405 Student Services Bldg.
Due data: Oct. 7Vi by 5pm.

Secret Little James
Know the Purpose and youll do great! Good
luck at Individualal
Your Secral Big

Stacy,

Delta Sigma Pi

LOST & FOUND

BO Club Hockey Tryout
Hon. Oct. i, 10:30. Coat MOO
Anyqueettone:cam»3-3»17

KAPPA KAPPA O.AMMA
its finally overl Thanks for
all of your cooperation and
understanding through rush.
By far, we have the ultimata
Pledge Class.
Make way for RUSH IS!
-The RUSH Team

SCHINDLER'SLIST
Fnday a Saturday
8.00pm a 10:30pm
• Giah Film Theater •
Special 35mm showing
Panel Discussion at 0:15pm
THREE EXPERTS WILL DISCUSS THE HOLOCAUST
sponsored by UAO A Hi l e
(Limited seating)

PRIZES & AWARDS

Join us for
a panel
discussion
on the
holocaust with
three BG
experts at
9:15pm,
inbetween the
films.

4

call 2-7164 or 2-2343
for more information Hillel
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IDE FALCON
Por the first time in his college career, Charlie
Williams was named as a starter in last
weekend's game against Eastern Michigan.
Not only did he start the game, but Williams
saw action in all but 114 of the 151 possible plays.
Though it's true that Saturday's contest was
Williams' first start, he has long been one of the
most valuable members of the Falcon football
team. As well as being the squad's best special
teams player, Williams has also seen action as
the second split end, behind starter Ronnie Redd,
and as the fifth defensive back in passing
situations.
"Charlie can single-handedly affect the
outcome of a game more
than any player we
have," BG head coach
Gary Blackney said.
"I don't ever want to
come out," Williams said.
"I know that's not really
possible, that the coaches
have to give me a little
breather sometimes.
But when they do, I'll
be ready to get right
back in and do whatever it
takes to help the team."

Favorltea:
Movie - Scarface
T.V. Show- "I kind just watch
whatever is on, but I guess if I
had to choose a favorite it would
be "Martin."
Food- Steak
Musical Group - Ice Cube
Professional Athlete - Michael
Jordan
BG Memory- "Receiving those passing
marks and getting my scholarship
after being Prop 48."
Class at BG - American History

On playing offense, defense
and special teams:
"It does get hard
sometimes. It's basically
mental, but your body can
only take so much out
there."
"I don't really ever
think about taking a rest.
When I'm not in on
offense, I just try to take
a lot of deep breaths and
drink a lot of water.
Really, I want to be out
there as much as I can
and help the team in any
way."

Description of play and
responsibilities:
"On this play I would be in for
Ronnie [Redd]. It's a pretty basic play.
Rameir runs a post that should clear
out the safety. The tight end would
stay in on this play, and that leaves
room for me to run a dig route of
about 17 yards across the middle.
That's one of the areas that I like
catching the ball because you
have some room to run with
it afterwards."

On his special teams
play:
"Going down on the
kick offs is really just
determination and trying to give it your
all. I just want to get down the field as
fast as I can and lay a hit on somebody.
"Actually, I don't know myself why I
block so many kicks. I guess I'm just in
the right place at the right time."
On getting his first defensive start:
"I think that I did some positive and
negative things against Eastern. But I think
that I did a respectable job.
"I went to the sidelines after every
defensive series and talked to Steve
[Rodriguez], and he helped me out a lot."
On using his talents to continue
football after BG:
"I would love to keep playing. But I
think there's a lot of politics involved with
playing in the NFL. It is a dream that I
have and have always had. It would
definitely be a dream come true to get a
chance."

^VCH PRE**

Year
Catches Yda.Avg. Tackli
J-3S4
5
Eg 18.4
15
Can
1 9
254 13.4

Block!

D_

Awards and Accomplishments:
1994 - made his first career start at
strong safety for BG last weekend
against Eastern Michigan
1993 - scored only career touchdown
on 19-yard reception against Central
Michigan
- registered four blocked kicks,
including one punt that went out of
the end zone for a safety
1992 - blocked three kicks as a

member of the special teams unit
High School:
■ named to the Detroit Free Press
and Detroit News all-city first team
as a senior
- earned second team Class A
all-state accolades
■ had 25 career catches for
touchdowns

The BG Newi/ Drawing, Mike lee; Text, Mike Kazimore; Graphics & Layout, Jim Mericsko
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U.S. troops seize arms, media bases
by David Beard
The Associated Press
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti -- American military patrols rolled through the capital searching
for weapons Sunday after seizing
1,000 arms at a border outpost
and hundreds more at a paramilitary training base.
In another sign of change in
Haiti, the voice of exiled President Jean-Bert rand Aristide was
heard on state radio for the first
time in years. State media, which
had banned his voice, was under
the control of Haiti's coup
leaders until American troops
seized the installations Friday.
U.S. military police guard dogs
sniffed through the Boutillier
area overlooking the capital, and
convoys of armored vehicles
snaked through Port-au-Prince
and suburban Petionville.
"That's the mission we came
here to do - disarm the military

and go from there," said Army
Chief Warrant Officer Roland
Van Dorn, who had been in one of
the helicopters providing surveillance for U.S. ground troops.
The American mission was being debated Sunday in Washington, where the House is expected
to vote this week on setting a
pull-out date for American
troops.
Rep. Newt Gingrich, R-Ga,
said the administration was "on
the edge of disaster." He told
NBC that U.S. troops should be
pulled out "as quickly as possible, and I mean weeks - not
months, not years."
White House Chief of Staff
Leon Panetta told CBS that
American troops will "be a little
more aggressive ... in regard to
disarming" the Haitian paramilitary.
To Van Dorn and other troops
waiting to make long-distance
plume calls at the airport, the

mission seemed vague and confusing. Van Dorn, 26, was reading a paperback copy of Dante's
"The Inferno," while fellow
Chief Warrant Officer Ron Menoher, 30, played an electronic
game of golf on his Nintendo
Game Boy.

west of the capital, late Saturday.
The navy base had been used as a
storage depot and training center
for Haitian paramilitary units,
who disrupted three prodemocracy marches last week.
American Special Forces units
seized 1,000 weapons at the

"We are here to hasten the transition to
peace. We're not here as an occupation force.
We're not here to impose a form of
government that you don't desire."
U.S. Armed Forces message
in Creole
"We're still feeling our way
through," said U.S. Embassy
spokesman Stanley Schrager.
American military police removed semi-automatic weapons,
machine guns, tear-gas grenades
and rifles from the Admiral Klllick Naval Station in Bizoton,

northern border town of Ouanaminthe, a military spokesman
said Sunday.
A source close to the Haitian
military said the Americans were
only getting a small fraction of
the weapons in Haiti. The source,
speaking on condition of anonym-

ity, said people harboring "We're not here as an occupation
force. We're not here to impose a
weapons had hidden them.
The number of U.S. soldiers in form of government that you
Haiti had reached 20,931 as of don't desire."
Sunday, Chief Master Sgt. David
Smith said. Pentagon officials
have given no ceiling for the
number of troops assigned to
Haiti. The violence of the past
week - at least 13 people were
killed in clashes between proThe American mission
army militiamen and prowas being debated
democracy crowds - has left
Sunday in Washington,
doubts as to how well the Ameriwhere the House is
can forces can protect Haitians
expected
to vote on a
working to restore Aristide to
pull-out date.
power.
American military
The new U.S.-run state radio
police removed weapbroadcast Aristide asking Haions from a Haitian
tians to refrain from looting.
"People get hurt when there is
storage depot.
plundering," he said.
A source said the
The broadcast was followed by
Americans were only
a U.S. Armed Forces message in
getting a small fraction
Creole.
of the weapons in Haiti.
"We are here to hasten the
transition to peace," it said.

Troops make
moves in Haiti

4
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GSS discusses importance
of off-campus work rights

Pro-life...Pro-choice

by Robin Coe
The BC News
Graduate Student Senate discussed the importance of allowing graduate students to work off
campus Friday.
Graduate students are restricted from working off campus if they have assistantships,
and are limited to the work they
can do on campus.
GSS is trying to find ways to allow graduate students to choose
for themselves if they can work
outside of their assistantships.
"Currently, we're not allowed
to work outside the campus,"
said David Vaillancourt, GSS
president. "We want students to
have a choice."
Vice President Edward Eaton
said many graduate students are
involved in a variety of situations.
Graduate students should be
allowed to decide whether they
can commit more time to another
job and still keep the commitments of their assistantship, he
said.
Eaton is the GSS representative at Graduate Council, the
body which will make the final
decision on whether graduate

students can work outside of the not respond favorably to GSS'
proposal.
University.
However, the council never
"My purpose in Graduate
Council is to take a strong stand, voted on the issue.
or they'll put it off," Eaton said.
Eaton said the Graduate Coun"Graduate Council is spending a
lot of time stonewalling the is- cil does not understand what GSS
is asking for, and they see it as
sue "
Graduate Council consists of only one issue when it is actually
the dean of each graduate de- two - graduate students having a

"Currently, we're not allowed to work
outside the campus. We want students to
have a choice."
David Vaillancourt
CSS president

partment represented in GSS,
representatives from the graduate department and two GSS
members.
Eaton said there is also a problem with the enforcement of the
rule to work only on campus, and
the rule should therefore be
dropped.

choice of where to work and
having enough money.
"I'll be trying to split the issue
at the next council meeting," he
said. In other business, GSS
asked members to present their
opinions before Oct. 6 concerning building or renovating the
Union and general fee allocation.

"The interesting thing is it is
impossible to enforce," he said.
GSS previously presented concerns to the Graduate Council in
1993, but council members did

GSS is sponsoring the Charles
Shanklin Award for graduate
research. Submissions for the award will be in either January of
February.

Police chief considers crime
bill effect on Bowling Green
by Aaron Gray
The BC News
AP n«*Macque. Brim
Antl-abortlon protesters demonstrate In front of the Sacre Coeur Basilica In Paris Sunday. More than
1,000 demonstrators marched from the center of Paris to the hilltop basilica at MonUnartre to mark
the 20th anniversary of France's law legalizing abortion.

Hazing death causes concern
by Marco Buicaglla
The College Press Service
At many college fraternities,
lt'a called "Hell Week" - a week
of "character building" activities
for new members that often include annoying drudgework and
sleep-deprived jags where older

members have free license to
harangue pledges in sometimes
humorous ways.
While most pledges spend the
morning after their final initiation nursing little more than
hangovers and bruised egos, far
too often well-intentioned hazing,
meant as a brotherhood-

INSIDE

strengthening experience, can
have fatal results.
The beating death of Kappa
Alpha Psi pledge Michael Davis
in February at Southeast Missouri State University has sorority and fraternity leaders nationwide talking more about f hiding ways tocurbhazjng.

CITY
The city's penalty" for
possession of less than 100
grams ofmarUuana is a
mandatory $100 fine.
Offenders caught with
more than 100 grams could
get a $250 fine and up to 30
days in jail.
»Page4.

President Clinton's declaration
of war on crime with the passage
of the new crime bill may or may
not be all it is cracked up to be,
according to Bowling Green
Police Chief Galen Ash.
"I'm not sure
what the bill
means for
Bowling Green,
If it means anything," Ash
said. "There
may be a trickle-down effect
over a period of
time, but I
think it's going
to mean more to big cities."
The $30.2 billion crime biU in-

NATIONAL
Deadheads.
They're everywhere, of
all ages and backgrounds,
but with a common interestin the music of Grateful
Dead.
«-PageS.

cludes a wide variety of new programs and laws ranging from
more police and prisons to a ban
on assault weapons.
Many of the bill's features
sound good, but Ash said time
will tell whether or not they actually cut down on crime.
"Something needs to be done
about crime," Ash said. "It's definitely on the upswing. Maybe
this will only keep it from growing."
Currently, criminals are given
too many rights, Ash said.
"The most protected person in
this country is a person who's
just committed a serious crime,"
he said. "You have to make sure [
the criminal )is given every benefit of the doubt so the case isn't
thrown out."
The popular "three strikes and

SPORTS
The football team blanked the Bearcats of Cincinnati 38-0 Saturday. It was
the Falcons second shutout
of the season.
» Page 6.

you're out" provision of the bill
mandating life imprisonment for
a third felony may be too soft.
Ash said.
"With the violence in today's
society, three strikes may be too
many," he said. "As long as
there's a chance for parole, the
system doesn't work."
Too often, a 10- to 15-year sentence turns into a 10- to 15-month
sentence, Ash said.
One provision of the crime bill
promises extra funds to states
that require repeat violent
offenders to serve at least 85
percent of their sentence.
The crime bill also promises to
be tougher on released sex
offenders and people who have
See CRIME, page four.

WEATHER
Partly cloudy High near
62. Tonight...clear, low In
the 40s.

Editorial
The BG News
page two
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IIFC should have
| say in hazing cases
In the past two weeks two fraternities have been
brought before Greek Life on hazing allegations.
One was proven innocent, and one, although api pealing the charges, has been put on probation by
S Greek Life.
■ The News realizes that hazing is a serious allega': tion and violates an Ohio State law, but by not conI suiting with Interfraternity Council on the matter,
: Greek Life stepped over its boundaries.
: These are not isolated incidents, and it is not just a
• simple matter of a quick investigation. This has hap■ pened numerous times in the past two years. This
'. type of investigation involves Greek Life stepping in
; and actually shutting down a fraternity. In the case
> of Phi Gamma Delta members last week, it meant
I missing a date party. Not only did they miss it, but
: according to the president of Phi Gamma Delta it
; meant waiting through the weekend to find out what
i would happen.
Interfraternity Council is one of eight governing
I bodies as listed in the Statement on Student Partici: pation in University Government. The document bei gins by stating "Bowling Green State University believes that (a) capable and responsible student
| leadcr(s) can assist immeasurably in developing
[ sound policies and procedures in many aspects of
university living, especially the community life of
students."
Interfraternity Council is the governing body of all
University fraternities and should have been notified about the charges.
• According to the Student Code, it is Greek Life's
'job to deal with such allegations. It specifically says
*"The director of small group housing and Greek life
• and/or designee shall have authority to hear cases
•involving alleged violation of the Code or appropriate policies by social fraternities and sororities
;when the alleged violation is referred under section
:XIIC3b."
». The main problem with such investigations as spelled out in the Student Code is that fraternities are
'. guilty until proven innocent. The only way to correct
jthe problem is to rewrite the code.
The code is up for review during this academic
• school year, and The News believes that both InterI fraternity Council and Panhellenic Council should be
I given the power to deal with such cases.
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Certain classes are unnecessary
If you are a junior or a senior
you will probably be able to relate to the following, and for the
the freshman and sophomore
readers - someday you will understand.
The issue is this, why do we
have to take so many classes that
are irrelevant to our chosen
major?
This Is a question that runs
through many upperclassmen
minds, especially after their junior audit. And of course we just
want to get out of here by the
time we are upperclassmen.
Think about it. Most of us have
sat through certain classes and
wondered why we need to be
taking this class. I'll tell you why
- because some faculty committee somewhere thought the class
would be beneficial to our lives
and enrich us in some way.
A lot of classes become very
redundant to students. Take cultural diversity classes, for instance. They do become very
repetitive after a while. I, for example, have to take five cultural
diversity classes as part of my
telecommunications major requirements. There is probably
some liberal agenda behind
having to take so many cultural
diversity courses. The need to
take these courses may vary
from major to major, but most
students have to take at least a
few cultural diversity classes.
Now I could see the purpose in
having to take one or two cultural

diversity courses, but not five.
There is just one basic theme of
every cultural diversity course:
minorities have been oppressed
and dominated by white AngloSaxon protestant males. The upper-level cultural diversity
classes revolve around studying
the systematic ways In which
minorities In this country have
been oppressed.
Now, I'm not here to dispute
the validity of the professors'
teachings (although I do at times
disagree with what is being
taught).
The point is that If we were to
scale back the number of courses
a student has to take in the group
requirements part of each major,
maybe a college student could
graduate in four years or less.
One of my telecommunications
professors told the class that less
than SO percent of college students graduate in four years.
That fact alone tells that there

are too many classes that have to
be taken. The reality is that a lot
of the classes that students have
to take have nothing to do with
what one wants to do once one
graduates from college. I can
just imagine a professor is now
about to pen a letter to The
Newsto tell how necessary some
culture or humanities class is essential to surviving in "the real
world."
Ill never forget what the academic counselor at my high
school, Mr. Winkles, told my
class just before graduating. He
asked us if we ever found out
what "the real world" is, come
back and tell him. This just made
a joke out of teachers and parents warning us young 'uns about
"the real world" and that we need
to prepare for it.
If we college students could
take Just four straight years of
telecommunications, biology or
accounting we would probably be
better prepared for the career
we want to venture Into.
My own father never went to
college, but took a few engineering courses at a technical school.
Yet, for having not graduated
from college, he is a very successful engineer. He survived
the recession (even got job offers
during the recession), and never
has been laid off. He often tells
me how college graduates just
coming out of college with an engineering degree can't even keep
up or comprehend with what

needs to be known today in the
automotive world.
There are many more examples that could be given to question the need for taking many
unnecessary classes.
Departments should cut the
number of language, social sciences, arts and humanities and
cultural diversity courses down
to one as part of the requirement.
Also, this new proposal to have
Incoming college students to take
a mandatory AIDS education
course should not be Implemented. The AIDS education course
should be optional, not mandatory.
Furthermore, it should be up to
students to decide what courses
they should take for the group
requirement section, not just
pick from a list of appropriate
courses.
This Is what I propose, take It
or leave It. Most likely the current system is going to be left
exactly like it is. If you have any
suggestions of your own, feel
free to send them in.
Now I must continue the arduous task of graduating from this
University, just like everyone
else.
Rick Hackbarth is a weekly
columnist for The News.

Firebug endangered many lives
There must be something in
human nature that makes people
want to light fires. I'll admit to
being possessed of a little pyromania myself, having spent
many a childhood afternoon
dousing action figures with
lighter fluid and striking up the
matches.
But I'm a big boy now, and I
know better than to screw around
with fire. I saw a kid blow off
most of his lower leg some years
back, and I can assure you it ended his firebug streak fairly
quickly. Accordingly, I was not
all that amused when the fire
alarm went off on my floor Tuesday night, and I was even less
amused when I rounded the corner and saw the flames streaking
from our bulletin board.
These were not the kind of
flames one roasts hot dogs over.
These flames were the kind that
start house fires and kill people.
By the time we discovered the
fire, It had engulfed the entire
bulletin board and was headed
for the celling tiles. If some of us
had not been around to snuff the
flames, there might have been a
lot of dead students to bag up In
the morning.

Luckily, the floor was equipped
with working fire extinguishers
and alarms. All it took was a
strong blast of some nasty yellow
stuff In a canister, and the fire
was no more. This does not mean,
however, that I am content to let
this Incident fade off into the
sunset of my long-term memory.
If the residents had not acted
quickly and intelligently, we
could have been killed. We of
eighth floor Offenhauer West
want to know just two things who and why.
. I have • fairly good Idea of who
would do such a thing. The person who set this fire was probably your average student-idiot

with not much between his or her
ears but muscle and hair gel,
bored with his dead-end life and
looking for a way to liven up the
evening He is probably the type
of guy that writes long messages
in bathroom stalls with his car
keys and watches "Hee-Haw"
reruns.
I will assume that the perpetrator was a male, just because I
can't envision a couple of girls in
bunny slippers and nighties running around with lighters at midnight. I'm not saying that females
don't commit crimes - they do but the number of female arsonists Is actually pretty small. No,
I'd say that our man is out there
somewhere, having a chuckle
over his hilarious little prank.
Hey Billy Bob, ever heard of
federal prison? If the police
manage to find out that you did
this, and manage to track you
down, your cute little bun will be
sitting In the yard for five to 10
years. If you think that burning
things Is funny, wait until you get
to watch two 300-pounders going
to the mat over which one gets to
have you first.
Assuming, of course, that the
residents of my floor don't get to

you first. Your stupidity almost
got us all burnt, and things like
that usually dont go unanswered.
If you are thinking about bragging to your friends, think again.
If we manage to find out who you
are and where you are, I hope the
fun you had was worth the consequences.
Unfortunately, you will probably never be apprehended. It
isn't the fault of the police, who
are investigating even as I write
this. The fact is, arson is a difficult crime to solve because of the
lack of physical evidence.
However, I would at least like to
think that you did not intend to
hurt anyone. There were hundreds of people in the building,
many of them asleep and unable
to defend themselves. Nobody
was aware of the fire until the
alarm went off.
Whoever you are, think about
what you did and think about why
you shouldn't have done It In the
first place. You're not a baby
anymore - stop acting like one.
Jim Barker Is a guest columnist for The News.
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THEY
SAID IT
"This is all about destiny and luck and
timing."
■Kate Mulgrew, lead of new "Star Trek"spinoff

Baptised

WEEK
Monday
•Stand Straight, pan of the International Film Series, will be shown in the Gish Film
Theater at 8 p.m. Subitltes. Admission is free.
•Slide Tour of a Concentration Camp as part of the Holocaust Education Week by
Danielle Merrima will be held in the Taft Room, Union at 8:30.
•Ice Cream Social to meet the '94 Homecoming Court candidates. Future kings and
queens will be scooping out your favorite flavors. UAO will sponsor the event in front
of the Education Building from 6:30-8:00 p.m.

Tuesday
•Erendira, part of the African Rim Series, will be shown in the Gish Rim Theater at 7:30 p.m.
•The People for Racial Justice Committee will hold its meeting from 10:30 to noon in the Taft Room
of the Union.
•The volleyball team hosts Wright State at Anderson Arena at 7 p.m.

Wednesday
•Holocaust survivor speaks during the Holocaust Education Week in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom at 8 p.m.
•The soccer team hosts Detroit at Mickey Cochran field at 4 p.m.
•Meet Me in St. Louis, a 50th Anniversary Film, will be shown in the Gish Film Theater
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
•Run for your Wife will be presented today through Saturday at 8 p.m. plus 2 p.m. Sunday
matinee only, at the Eva Marie Saint Theater.

Thursdav
•Homecoming Pep Rally sponsored by UAO will take place between the Student Services
building and Kreischer Quad starting at 8 p.m.
•Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho will be shown in the Gish Film Thater at 9 p.m. Admission is
free.

•The Football team hosts Ohio in the Homecoming game. Kick-off at Doyt L. Perry Stadium is 1 pjn.

HOMECOMING

SPIRIT

HAVE YOG GOT IT? THEN..
APPkMo/Tlw Illaad Packet. Brian LaPetir

The Rev. Ben Williams of Mount Calvary Baptist Church, left, says a prayer Saturday before he and
deacon Nathan Lawyer Immerse eight-year-old Joseph Walters Into the waters of Skull Creek during a
baptismal ritual on Hilton Head Island, S.C Nine youngsters were baptized.

Thought You Missed Out on
Sorority Rush?
TIiink Again...
The Panhellenic Council Presents The
Final Rush Parties of the Fall Season
October 3, 4, 5
9:00 pin - 10:00 pm
Man
Tue
Wed

Mae N
Phi Mit
Delta Zeta
Kappa Delta

Hatch elder
Rodeers
Kappa Delta
Phi Mu
Kappa Delta
Delta Zeta
Phi Mu

Questions?? Call JoAnn 2-2151
All University Women Welcome
Come As Yon Are
- *.' *.-'-- *.-. *.-, V;'* -'. *MVJ

See fe faEre.

PROVE IT!
* Monday Oct. 3
BG Hat Day
* Tuesday Oct. 4
BG Sweatshirt Day
* Wednesday Oct. 5
Toga Day
* Friday Oct. 7
Backwards Day
* Saturday Oct. 8
All-Out Spirit Day
* Thursday Oct. 6
Beach Day
Participate and Win Prizes
Brought to you by

City
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Drug offenders face strict fines
|f by Aaron Epple
»The BC News
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University, city crack down on users

Whether it Is smoking, snorting, dropping or shooting, drug
use is a habit that can have serious consequences for student
offenders, both at city and campus levels.
The city's penalty for possession of less than 100 grams of
marijuana is a mandatory $100

I Student Legal
Services
"fine. Offenders caught with more
Jthan 100 grams could get a $250
•fine and up to 30 days in Jail.
J However, first-time offenders
•usually only get probation, acIcording to Rodney Fleming,
^managing attorney at Student
•Legal Services.
} "Everybody gets the fine, but
first-time offenders usually get
{probation," Fleming said. "Na{rurally, the penalties are enhan•ced if the offense is repeated."
', Anyone caught selling marihuana will be charged with traf•ficking, a fourth degree felony.

considered in terms of whether
or not he or she will stay in
school."
Sixteen students were processed through Standards and
Procedures last year, and there
have been a few so far this year,
he said.
Most students who are caught
on campus are sent directly to
Standards and Procedures without notifying the campus police,
said Barbara Waddell, the public
information officer.
"Officers have discretion on
whether they will cite students or
just warn them," she said. "More
often than not, we're not contacted. The mindset is that students
do things they'll regret later, and
we wouldn't want them to be
turned down from the Supreme
Court because of a college mistake. So they're given a little
leeway."
People selling drugs can be
caught by undercover police
officers or by a offender who
would agree to have his or her
sentence reduced in return for
linking other dealers to the
police.
Violators who are merely
caught with heavier drugs
receive a six- to 18- month jail
sentence. Cultivation of the
drugs carries a two- to 15-year
sentence.
This year SLS has only advised
a couple campus drug offenders,
Fleming said.

"So be careful who you hang
around with and what situations
you get into. Even permitting
someone else to use drugs in your
house is a crime."
More serious drugs, like cocaine and LSD, carry stiffer punishments.

"We've had one trafficking
case in marijuana," he said.
Police will not charge people
who have drug paraphernalia
like bongs and steamrollers as
long as there is no marijuana residue inside A mandatory $250
People caught for selling these
fine is imposed if residue Is kinds of drugs can be sentenced
found.
to up to two years in jail and as-

"[The courts] are harsh on repeat offenders.
So be earful who you hang around with and
what situations you get into."
Rodney Fleming
Student Legal Services

If the offender sells less than
200 grams of marijuana, he or
she can receive up to one and a
half years in jail and at least a
$1,000 fine, Fleming said. For
sales of more than 200 grams,
offenders can receive up to two
years In jail and at least a $3,000
fine.
According to Fleming, if
someone is caught giving away
less than 20 grams of marijuana,
he or she is usually fined $100.
People caught growing marijuana, no matter the size of the
crop, face up to one and a half
years in jail and a $2,000 fine,
Fleming said.
Fleming said to treat drug use
with caution.
"[The courts] are harsh on repeat offenders," Fleming said.

sessed a minimum of a $2500
fine.
The charge is bumped up to a
second degree felony if the
offense takes place near a school,
in front of juveniles or if physical
harm and deadly weapons are Involved.
"Juveniles just have to see you
do it," Fleming said.
Students who are caught using
or trafficking in drugs will
receive severe sanctions at the
University as well, according to
Derek Dickinson, director of
Standards and Procedures.
"For marijuana under 100
grams, they'll get strict probation and they'll have to undergo a
drug program," he said. "It depends on the amounts and the
situation."

Accepted at
more Schools
than you "Were

Local police say
DUI law has little
effect on arrests
by Jim Victors
The BC News
An Ohio drunk driving law
which passed one year ago has
had little effect on drunk
driver arrests in Bowling
Green, according to police department reports.
A new Ohio drunk driving
law went into effect Sept. 1,
1993. The law allows for on-the-spot license seizure of up to
90 days for anyone who falls
or refuses to take a sobriety
test. The law also allows for
immediate automobile seizures of drunk drivers who
have more than one offense.
According to police records,
60 drunk driving arrests were
made in Bowling Green before
the new law went into effect.
After the law took effect, 61
people were arrested.
Although numbers of
arrests haven't changed significantly. Officer Rich Stokes
of the Bowling Green Police
Division said he thinks people
are aware of the consequences
of the license suspension law
and have made arrangements
so they do not drive drunk.
"I've seen people taking
more preventive action such
as the designated driver program," Stokes said.
Capt. Thomas Votava of the
BGPD said he believes the seizure of automobiles in cases of
repeat offenders also helps
deter people from driving
drunk.
Votava said in some cases
people are more upset about
losing their car than the other
punishments they may
receive.
"I've seen people who were
more upset about losing a $250

car than the $1,000 fine that
they are also being charged
with," Votava said.
Votava said although he believes the law has made people
think twice before drinking
and driving, it has also caused
problems for law enforcement
officials.
"The law has made our job
more complicated," Votava
said. "It has made it more
difficult for officers to enforce the law."
Votava said under the new
law, officers have had to take
extra time to fill out complicated paper work regarding
each arrest.
Max Rayle, a local defense
attorney, said he has mixed
feelings about the law.
"I think there is valid concern for people driving under
the influence because they do
constitute a threat to safety,"
Rayle said. "I think there is
some merit to the on-the-spot
suspension, but I am concerned about the constitutionality of it."
Rayle said he has problems
with an officer at the scene,
rather than an impartial magistrate, bringing punishment
against the offender.
Rayle said he also has concerns about some of the fees
that convicted drunk drivers
face.
According to Rayle, the
on-the-spot suspension continues until the end of the
case. If the driver is convicted, there is an additional suspension. Rayle said the driver
must then pay two separate
reinstatement fees after he or
she has served his or her suspension.

CRIME
police to notify the community
Into which the offender is being
been convicted of violent crimes released.
against children.
"I realize it's going to be tough
Previously, victims were notified of criminals' addresses fol- for that person to be given a fair
lowing their release, but lan- shake, but maybe you don't deguage in the bill would allow serve a fair shake," Ash said.
Continued from page one.
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IT'S HERE!!! HOMECOMING '94!
Monday, October 3
3-D Movie
It Came From Outer Space
8p.m. 115 Education Bid.

Tuesday, October 4
Outdoor fun
Human Bowling, fun pix,
and Velcro Fly Trap
11 a.m.-5p.m. Union Oval

'Enjoy the ice cream social
before the movie
Take part in these events FREE OF CHARGE
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Monday Special $ 4.95
" Fabulous" fried chicken
It's everV^0^
■you vant to be.'

inch salad bar, baked potato,
veggie & unlimited beverage

OPEN 4:30 - 7 P.M.
* ALL STUDENT MEAL CARDS ACCEPTED
* BEST VALUES ON CAMPUS
O Vi»» U.S.A. Inc. 199*
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FSU professor's Fans co-author Deadhead book
Novel examines insider slang,
contracts assure concert behavior, testimonials
ntPfi
m
J
passing grades
EL> *B
by Diana Smith
The College Press Service

by Marco Buscaglia
The College Press Service

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. -Want to make sure you pass
organic chemistry? Just sign
on the dotted line.
That is what Florida State
University professor Ralph
Dougherty tells hundreds of
students that sign up for his
lecture course each semester.
Dougherty guarantees students a passing grade in his
chemistry class if they sign a
contract with him, promising
to follow basic study habits
essential to understanding the
course material.
'This is an attempt at approaching the course in a new
way," Dougherty said. "In order to be successful, you have
to put in the work. There is no
way around that. The contract
is there to ensure that students put in the time to get a
passing grade."
Before Dougherty offered
his contract, SO percent of the
students enrolled in the chemistry course dropped it by the
mandatory deadline for withdrawal. Of the remaining students, less than SO percent finished with a passing grade,
setting the rate of students
who successfully completed
the class at only about 25 percent.
Since Dougherty has offered his contract, the number
of students who have successfully completed the course has
risen significantly. During the
fall 1992 semester, the first

time the contract was offered,
76 percent of the students finished the course with a grade
of Cor better.
Dougherty first offered the
contract to his students two
years ago after being assigned
to teach organic chemistry
again after a five-year hiatus
from the class.
"I knew this class was a
back-breaker for some students," Dougherty said. "It
was a problem to get them to
acknowledge all the work involved to understand the subject matter. I wanted to figure
out a way to approach it."
Students who sign the contract agree to do all of the
work outlined by Dougherty in
the syllabus. If they do so,
they are guaranteed at least a
C in the class.

And while Dougherty acknowledged some students
who sign the contract end up
failing because they do not put
forth the effort, he said most
serious students receive A's
and B's.
"Generally, fulfilling all the
requirements will get you a
good grade," he said. "Even if
some people fail the exams, I
can tell if they've kept up with
the work simply by speaking
with them and asking them
some basic questions. I have
no problems with giving
someone a C if they know the
material but for whatever
reason can't Indicate that
knowledge on an exam."

Who would have known there
were so many of them? Or that
their subculture was so welldefined and their network so vast
that it has been estimated there's
at least one in every family?
Deadheads.
They're everywhere, of all
ages and backgrounds, but with a
common interest in the music of
the Grateful Dead, according to
David Shenl and Steve Silberman.
The two longtime Dead fans
recently co-authored "Skeleton
Key: A Dictionary for Deadheads," the first book that attempts to examine in detail the
phenomenon of the Grateful
Dead and its following - 388
pages of it, ranging from concert
behavior to insider slangs and
testimonials from people whose
lives were influenced by the
long-lived rock 'n' roll group.
In so doing, the book also gives
insight into the counter-culture
of the past 30 years, as well as
the Dead's broad influence on
mainstream culture.
There is, after all, a popular
flavor of ice cream named for
lead guitarist Jerry Garcia (Ben
& Jerry's "Cherry Garcia"), and
Garcia's line of neckties designed for corporate types who
just can't resist a nod to their rebellious youth.
Not to mention the legacy of
tens of thousands of fans spanning three generations who have
attended shows and celebrated
"the scene," as Deadheads affectionately call it.

Last year, the Grateful Dead
was the top grossing concert act.

according to "Performance"
magazine.
The Dead's large and intensely
loyal following bought 1.6 million
tickets to a total of 78 shows for
box office gross receipts of
nearly $44.5 million, stated The
Concert Trade Journal.
Among other things, "Skeleton
Key" talks about the eerie circumstances of the band's naming, each band member's history,
personal and collective contributions and the Importance of
every song and album that's been
produced over the years.
In short, everything you wanted to know about the Grateful
Dead but were too uptight, man,
to get down and ask.
"The real question for me is,
"Why didn't someone write this
years ago?' " said Shenk, a New
York-based writer, musician and
former producer for National
Public Radio. "The Deadhead
community is so full of rich history, lore, flavorful language,
colorful dress, spirituality and
terrific humor - It was crying out
to be documented"
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Shenk and Silberman broadly
define Deadheadism as a social
movement comprised of people
who are fans (in varying degrees) of the music produced by
the long-lived rock 'n' roll band.
That encompasses everyone
from the hard-core faithful who
deck out in tie-dyed costumes
and follow the band from concert
to concert in flower-decorated
So, as the old bumper sticker
mini-vans to the casual at-home queries, "Who are the Greatful
listener, musical greats such as Dead and why is everyone folElvis Costello, and yes, even the lowing them?"
wife of Vice President Al Gore,
Tipper, described as a "major
The book tries to explain the
tourhead-waiting-to- happen."
mystique that surrounds the

AfA*. If
band, which has been touring for
three decades.
In the book, author Joseph
Cambell, renowned for his work
in archetypal mythology, calls
the Deadheads "most recently
developed tribe on the planet."

Computer system hole allows
access to confidential records
by Denlse Trunk
The College Press Service

Gainesville, Fla. - When University of Florida student John
Stepp checked his financial status at the computers in front of
Criser Hall last month, the
screen gave him more information than he requested
"I accidently entered my name
Incorrectly," the senior anthropology major said. "Once I
corrected it, the computer gave
me a complete list of students'
names and Social Security numbers beginning with my last
name and scrolling to the end of
the alphabet."
A hole in the university computer system program has allowed public access to not only
Stepp's records, but all student
records for the past year. Those
students with a privacy flag - a
request to place a computer
block on personal information
such as telephone numbers and
addresses - are also affected.

Stuart Hoskins, assistant con- said it is an illegal breach of controller for UF Financial Services, fidentiality when a Social Securisaid he wasnt aware of the hole ty number and a student's full
in the system, although Stepp had name are listed together.
contacted him.
Instructions on the computers
"This is the first I've heard of
led students to other menus that
it," Hoskins said.
After briefly examining the gave more detailed information
system, he verified that anyone on their accounts.
could access the confidential information.
Hoskins said the computer
Ed Poppell, administrative af- system would be corrected
fairs associate vice president, within a few days.
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Regersterto win $100 CASH!
Second and Third Place
winners each win $25 in
McDonald's^, Gift Certificates.
A new contest with the same prizes starts the
following month

You May Register at Me Donald's® on East Woster,
bring in this entry blank or mail in an entry to the
address below.
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Falcons rout Bearcats;
defense pitches shutout
by Marty Fuller
The BG News
The BG football team stunned
the Cincinnati Bearcats on Saturday night with two quick
touchdowns and a defense that
posted its second shutout of the
season in a 38-0 shellacking.
The Falcons broke out of the
gates quickly with a game opening two-minute touchdown drive.
After three running plays and
one 30-yard pass, quarterback
Ryan Henry found tight end Trevor Stover in the end zone to give
the Falcons an early lead that
would never be threatened.
Cincinnati's first possession
wasn't as productive as BG's.
The Bearcats took control of the
ball, ran six plays and were
forced to punt. Falcon special
tearners Kevin O' Neill and Brian
Manns opened up a gaping hole
for Charlie Williams. Williams
stuffed the Bearcat punt and Eric
Arnold took to the end zone. Williams' eighth career block put the
Falcons up 14-0 just six and a half
minutes into the first quarter.
"It certainly set the tempo for
us. I don't think by any means
Cincinnati folded at that point,
though," head coach Gary Blackney said. "They kept coming
back, but our defense was able to
rise to the occasion any time Cincinnati mounted a serious drive."
APfhMaVut
The BG defense had no probBowling Green's Greg Cepek, shown here chasing down a N.C. State running back In the first game of
lems stopping the Bearcat
the year, and the rest of the defensive unit combined to shut out the Bearcats of Cincinnati 38-0 Satur- offense. Even with Its depleted
day.

secondary, the Falcons held the
Bearcats to just 74 total yards of
offense in the first half.
The defensive line formed an
indestructible wall that yielded
just 12 rushing yards on 20 UC
attempts in the first half. The
secondary contributed by shutting down the Bearcats' air attack, allowing just 62 passing
yards without surrendering a
single point.

"Ryan made a great play because he had people in his face,
and Rameir made a great catch,"
Blackney said. "When you have a
good team that's what happens you have great players making
great plays. It was an Important
score for us because it gave us
that much more momentum going into the second half."
The second half was more of
the same - all BG. The Falcons
continued their rout when Henry
again found Martin in the end
zone with 1:22 left In the third
quarter.
Sophomore cornerback Tony
Everhart picked off a UC pass on
the Bearcats' next possession,
and his 14-yard return was
enough to get BG in field goal
range.
Brian Leaver booted the
32-yard field goal early in the
fourth quarter, increasing the
BG lead to 31-0 and extending his
Gary Blackney perfect performance this year.
BG head coach The senior place-kicker is now
22-22 on PATs and 9-9 on Held
goal attempts.
"It means a lot to our defense
and it helps out our offense. If we
The Falcons took the ball away
can keep them off the board we from UC again when Woullard
can win three to nothing," BG sacked the Bearcat quarterback,
linebacker Jason Woullard said.
knocked the ball loose and scamIn the second quarter, the Fal- pered down the field, setting up
cons posted seven more points the next BG score.
when Rameir Martin grabbed a
21-yard pass from Henry. The
Sophomore tailback Keylan
Falcons headed to the locker Cates put the final nail in the
room with a comfortable 21-0 Bearcats' coffin with a 48-yard
lead.
touchdown run.

"Ryan made a great
play because he had
people in his face,
and Rameir made a
great catch."

For once, a cut in
educational spending that
actually helps stud&ts.
HRtAaV P*)irmf 636 M50

WlfPonrtoclriVH/m

AppkDOfff Ktfloardmdmowt.

With Applet special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh*
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa* which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple" PowerBook" or the Power

HmrmmarTtouuamo
u^CDKHIWlfHiJIfkScmlS OBift"

4*fcM|7 Krfiomlmdmum.

Macintosh"- the worlds fastest Macr And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal computer, you won't have to dig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student pricing, a Mac
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to A rw-l _ ffc
discover the power all college students need. The power to be your best' r^jDlc W.

POWER

You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall then
call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
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Cowboys shut down Redskins
by Wendy E. Lam
The Associated Press

If Norv Turner had forgotten
how efficient the Cowboys
offense is, he quickly experienced total recall.
And Turner, who helped
shaped that offense in three
years as Dallas' offensive coordinator, saw exactly how far his
Washington Redskins - particularly rookie quarterback Heath
Shuler ~ have to go Sunday in the
Cowboys' 34-7 victory.
"The way we were playing, we
couldn't beat anybody," Turner
said, "and we were playing the
world champions. We were playing the best team in football."
While Dallas was clicking
along following a loss to Detroit,

Washington's running game generated only 28 yards on 18 carries.
The only hitch for Dallas (3-1),
who led 31-0 at halftime, was
Emmitt Smith's hamstring pull,
which took him out of the game
late in the second quarter. Smith
said he hoped to be practicing by
Wednesday.
In other games Sunday, Indianapolis defeated Seattle 17-15,
Cleveland beat the New York
Jets 27-7, Tampa Bay beat Detroit 24-14 and New England edged Green Bay 17-16.
Later, It was Atlanta at the Los
Angeles Rams, Buffalo at Chicago, Minnesota at Arizona, the
New York Giants at New Orleans, Philadelphia at San Francisco and Miami at Cincinnati.

On Monday night, Houston
visits Pittsburgh.
San Diego, Denver, Kansas
City and the Los Angeles Raiders
are off this week.
The Redskins (1-4) made it
easy for the Cowboys, committing penalties and turnovers that
gave Dallas excellent field position. Smith had TD runs of 4 and
6 yards, and Chris Boniol kicked
a 28-yard field goal for a 17-0
lead.
Troy Aikman drove the Cowboys SO yards for their next
score, hitting Jay Novacek for a
3-yard TD to make It 24-0. Smith
exited the game two plays earlier, following a hit by linebacker
Tyronne Stowe.
Aikman was 20-for-28 for 181
yards, one TD and one intercep-

tion.
By contrast, Shuler, the third
overall draft pick from Tennessee, looked terrible, throwing 11 completions in 30 attempts for
just 96 yards.
Browns 27, Jets 7
At Cleveland, Eric Metcalf
scored one of Cleveland's three
rushing touchdowns and Eric
Turner had an interception, a
sack and forced a fumble. Cleveland improved to 4-1 for the first
time since 1979.
The Jets (2-3), playing without
injured Boomer Esiason, lost
their third straight. Art Monk
caught six passes, putting him
nine games away from Steve
Largent's record for consecutive
games with a catch (178).

Losi finishes first
for Falcons,again
by Scott Brown
The BG News

They were in two separate
meets nearly 1,500 miles
apart, but both the men's and
women's cross country teams
encountered controversy in
their meets over the weekend.
The women's team defeated
Duke and Yale in a meet at
Yale University on Saturday,
while the men's team finished
seventh among 14 Division I
teams at the Lakefront Invitational in Chicago.
At Yale, the women encountered a course that lacked definite border markers, causing
the Bowling Green contingent
to stray off the path midway
through the race and adding
about 200 meters to the total
distance. The men, on the
other hand, were victimized
by a starting gun that misfired, causing the Falcon contingent to start the race a second late and in the back of the
pack.
The women were able to
convincingly win their race,
however. Five Falcon runners
were in the top nine, with
Tracey Losi taking first place
and Renee Strayer finishing
second. Coach Steve Price was
pleased with the team's overall showing.
"We had six in the top seven
until the mishap with the
course," Price said. "The
course was not very well
marked at all. Tracey Losi did
an excellent job in the race.
She was sixth after she corrected her course, but she battled back and took first.
"Overall, this was a very
good race," Price continued.
"Yale and Duke were both
wondering where Bowling
Green was when we got there.
Now they know."
Bowling Green won the
meet with 27 points. Host Yale
took second with 49 points and

Canton wants to
keep farm team
by CUT THIS LINE
The Associated Press

CANTON, Ohio - City Council
has authorized $580,000 for improvements to Thurman Munson
Memorial Stadium in an attempt
to convince the Canton-Akron
Indians to remain in this northeast Ohio city.
The Class AA farm team of the
American League's Cleveland
Indians has threatened to move
to another city because of what
team owner Mike Agganls says
are poor field conditions at the
6-year-old stadium.
Council voted 12-0 Thursday to
replace the soggy field of the
ballpark. New drainage tiles,
soils and sod are to be ready for
play in the spring.
"We will not give up the Little
Indians without a fight," Mayor
Richard Wat kins said.
He said the improvements will
help the city win its' court battle
to force the Eastern League team
to stay until the end of its 10-year
lease in 1999.
Agganls has considered working out a deal to move the team to
Akron, If a stadium could be built
in the larger city.
"We are sending a message to
Akron, to Mr. Agganis, and to
anybody who wants to do business here, that we know how to
keep our word," Watkins said.
Indians spokesman Matt Roda
said Friday that the team had no
comment on the council's action.
Meanwhile, Stark County
Common Pleas Judge John Bog-

gins on Thursday ordered Akron
Mayor Donald Plusquellic to
meet with city of Canton attorneys next week. They want to
discuss Plusquellic's involvement in trying to bring the
Indians to Akron.
"It's amazing that I'm the one
who Is answering the questions
about their lawsuit, and I'm the
one who's the scapegoat," Plusquellic said.
Canton sued Agganis, the Class
AA Tribe and the city of Akron
on Sept. 20 fearing Agganis
would move the team.

Eastern Michigan won the
meet with 35 points. Western
Michigan, a team that Sink
feels his team needs to beat,
finished fifth in the overall
standings. Charles Mulinger
of Lewis University was the
overall champion with a time
of 23:44.

The Brothers off OKY

AP phMo/M«rk Dune

Cleveland Brown Leroy Hoard falls into the end zone for a touchdown In the second quarter of the Browns' 27-7 victory over the New

Duke brought up the rear with
54 points.
Losi's winning time was
19:29, while Strayer ran a
19:37. Kristin Gaves finished
seventh overall with a time of
19:56. Beth Staszak took
eighth with her time of 19:56,
while Christin Lacrolx's 19:59
was good for ninth place.
"This was a fine victory for
us," Price said.
On the men's side, coach Sid
Sink was less pleased with his
team's performance in Chicago. The Falcons totaled 172
points in the meet
"This was not a very good
team performance," Sink said.
"Really, that is understandable with such a young team in
a big meet. There were 32
teams there total and 321 runners. That's our biggest of the
year."
Rob Bowman finished 22nd
overall with a time of 25:48 to
lead the Falcon finishers. "A
real good race for Rob," Sink
said.
Tim Arndt finished 25th following Bowman with a time of
25:52. Jim Weckesser, Tom
Williams, Dave Exner, Scott
Powell and Jason Salak were
the next finishers, respectively, for the Falcons.
"We had the problem with
the starting gun and it delayed
our start by about a second,"
Sink said. "A second doesnt
really matter that much in an
8K race, but it forced our guys
to the back of the pack early.
The course was very narrow
and it was difficult for them to
move up."

York Jets Sunday.

Would Like To

Congratulate
Our Fall 1994 Pledges

presents

Cra\g Shevchik^
JarodMarkets
'DerekJR&ardon
Ryan JrisSy
T,i11
October 5-8
^
at 8 pm and
"yRayCooney
October 9 at 2 pm
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Bowling Green State University

For reservations call 372-2719

Tedtiager
Joseph 'Riff
'Robert Lee
TyCer Qrodi

Joseph. Turns
OMI/

OK'W OMl'

OMil 0MI' OMi' CIM|# OK"'

HOMECOMING CELEBRATION!

UA(J Cordially invites aCCstudents to a

Free Ice Cream Social,
The 1994 homecoming Court
Candidates zuiilSe dishing out your
favorite fCavors in front of the
'Education VSCdg. on Monday,
October 3rdfrom 6:30-8:00 ym.
Come and meet the future king and queen.

FALCONS

SATURDAY 1:00 P.M.!
WIN A TRIP TO LAS VEGAS AT THE GAME
The following prices wDl be given sway it Halftime

1. Trip for two to the 1994 Las Vegas Bowl.
2.100 Gallons of gasoline from Barney's.
3. A year's worth of free video rental at Barney's.
Te enter, register at the game anytime before the second
quarter ia the concourse. Winners will be drawn at halftime

Sponsoredbp Barney's Convenience Mart
Season Sponsor*: FoodTown,Pepsi-Cola, Wal* Mart

Dos'I MISS THE MAJOR I'ltl/.E GIVEAWAY!!

MAJOR PRIZE GIVEAWAY INCLUDING TRIP FOR TWO TO THE LAS VEGAS BOWL!
AT SATURDAY'S HOME FALCON FOOTBALL GAME vs. OHIO. Register at Gate.
Sponsored by Barney's

Sports
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Scoreboard

UC hrad coach Rick Minlcr talking to the media
"I'd be happy to field some questions, but I don't know where you guys
would even begin with this team. Hell, I don't even know what the score
was I got so tired of looking up at the scoreboard that I stopped."
Minlcr on his Irani
"Right now we're a poor excuse for a football team and if I was a
paying customer I'd have to do some serious thinking before I came to
another one of our home games. In fact, I don't think it's worht it right
now."
Minlcr on whether he saw any positives from his team
"/ thought that our kids looked really good in their uniforms. Besides
that, there weren 't too many positives out there. You don't see manypositives in a 3fl-0 shellacking."
Minlcr on not kicking a field goal at the end of the game
"if would've been nice to have gotten a field goal at the end of the game
just to put some points on the board, but I have more pride than that.
We're playing football games to win, and if we can't win then we're
going to go for touvhdowns and not just kick field goals so we don't get
shut out."
Greg Cepak on the Falcons second shutout
"// means more to our defense because I think there was alot of doubting Tomas' out there in the pre-season. I think we're proving points to
the MAC and hopefully to the rest of the country."
Minlcr on playing it safe in the first quarter
"There were some situations where we could have gone for it on fourth
down. But, hell, I figured if we couldn 's gain ten yards on three plays
then there was no way in hell that we were going to gain six yards on
one play,"

AL<1> AL<I> AI-.cD AL<I> AI.O AI.O AI <I» A [■;«!>

rhe brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi wouldj
like to congratulate our new pledges
Paul Adelsperger
Jason Anderson
Nate Bickel
Erin Bigelow
Jason Butler
Jason Carl
Steve Dickerson

Rick Ferrebee
Tom Hollender
Eric Hopkins
Scot Murphy
Bret Perry
Mike Pheifer
Brian Sinclair

Jason Wineland
And our new initiate
Greg Bronder
A L<> A E<P AM) A .<> AM> A CO AM) AM>

the

Cincinnati
0 0 0 0 0
Bowling Green
14 7 7 10 38
BG - Stover 23 pass from Henry
(Leaver kick)
BG - Arnold 8 punt return of blocked
kick (Leaver kick)
BG -Martin 21 pass from Henry (Leaver
kick)
BG - Martin 6 pass from Henry (Leaver
kick)
BG-Leaver 32 field goal
BG -Cates 48 run (Leaver kick)
TEAM STATISTICS
BG
First Downs
25
Rushes-yards
50-195
Passing yards
196
Return yards
85
Passes
16-25-3
Punts-average
4-38.8
Fumbles-lost
1-0
Penalites-yards
7-45
Time of Possession 34:13

UC
15
30-28
207
0
19-34-0
6-39.2
3-1
6-37
25:47

""" DISCOUNT-X^L. DRUGS

Mid-American
Football
League
Overall
W L T
3
Western Mich
Bowling Green
Ball State
Toledo
Central Mich.
Miami
Kent State
Ohio
Eastern Mich.
Akron
Saturday's Games
Bowling Green 38, Cincinnati 0
Western Michigan 24. Kent 10
Ball State 31. Central Michigan 28
Miami 24. Eastern Michigan 17
Toledo 31. Ohio 6

/^ Co Falcons!
AJ Beat o.u.H!
Show your spirit for
less at The PHARM !
PHARM DEEPER DISCOUNT fj
|IR72304

by Mike Kazimore
The BC News
While the football team's
offensive unit has been averaging more than 40 points over
the last four games, the defensive unit has been just as impressive.
With their 38-0 trouncing of
Cincinnati Saturday night, the
Falcons registered their second shutout of the season. The
last time the Falcons recorded
two shutouts in a season was
back in 1981.
"I think [the shutout] means
more to our defense because
there were a lot of doubting

Thomases out there in the
preseason," defensive end
Greg Cepek said. "I think we're
proving a point to the MAC and
hopefully to the rest of the
country."
The Bearcats were limited to
just 235 yards of total offense
- US of that came in the fourth
quarter when much of the Falcon second unit was in. While
UC was without its starting
quarterback, head coach Rick
Minter said that it made little
difference in the outcome of
the game.
"Their defense just played a
really solid game," Minter
said. "Really they just shut

down everything we wanted to
do. I know we didn't have our
starting quarterback in there,
but really I think the only difference would have been that
we might have completed one
or two more passes."
UC threatened to score on a
few occasions, but each time a
good BG defensive effort
turned the Bearcats away.
The Falcon defense was also
responsible for creating two
big turnovers - Including a
blocked punt by Charlie Williams that was returned by
Eric Arnold for a touchdown.

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING -CU. Kimbrough 15-49.
Blackwood 8-25, Smith 2-4, Tate l-(-l).
Vibberts 4-(-40). BG. Cates 20-110,
Davis 10-46. Parker 6-25, Redd 1-7,
Kiddwell 3-2, Card 1-1, Henry 1-1,
PASSING— CU, Vibberts 19-34-1207. BG, Henry 15-24-0-181. Kiddwell
1-1-0-15.
RECEIVING— CU. Ladd 5-70.
Stewart 4-68, Scott 3-36. Coleman 2-10.
Tate 2-8, Olverson 1-13, Kimbrough 19, Blackwood 1-3. BG. Martin 4-43.
Davis 4-60. Card 3-28. Stover 2-29.
Redd 2-21. Hoey 1-15.

The Pharm is a Deep
Discount Drug Store...
mi a mole lot MORE!

PHARM

BG's defense answers
critics, stops Bearcats

THE EDGE
Howling Green 38, Cincinnati 0

Quarterback:
tf

Q
Q

G
Q
Q
<S

Si

Running Backs:
UC running back Craedel Kimbrough was thoroughly shut down by the Falcons.gaining just
49 yards on 15 carries. BG's Keylan Cates continued his fine play, racking up 110 yards on
20 carries. It was the first time that a BG back broke the 100-yard mark this year.

Wide Receivers and Tight Ends:
The Bearcat wideouts never really got a chance to get going -- mainly beacause Vibberts
rarely had time to look downfield for them. Rameir Martin stepped up and had another big
game for the Falcons, scoring on two pass plays. Senior Ronnie Redd improved his consecutive games with a catch streak to 40. Tight end Trevor Stover also stepped into the spotlight
when he hauled in his first touchdown grab of the season.

Offensive Line:
The Bearcat offensive line was simply overpowered Saturday. UC was never able to
establish a running game against the Falcons. The UC line also allowed the Falcons to
pressure Vibberts on nearly every pass. After a shaky performance against EMU.the Falcons
offensive line bounced back with a strong showing.

Defensive Line:
While the Bearcats were able to mount a rush at times. Henry had plenty of time to find
open receivers, for the most part. The Falcons were also able to rush for more than 200 yards
against the Bearcats. Blackney used a variety of players on the defensive line,and the move
seemed to pay dividends as the Falcons were able to shut down UC's running attack as well
as finding their long-lost pass rush.

Linebackers:
UC's linebacking crew played very well at limes - but at other times they appeared to be
sleeping as the BG backs were able to rip large chunks of yardage right up the gut of the
defense. For the first time in a long while,BG's linebackers were able to pressure the
opposing quarterback.

Defensive Hacks:
UC's secondary was burned for three touchdown passes by Henry - as well as letting Cates
ramble 48 yards down the left sideline for another Falcon score. For the fourth time in five
games the opposing secondary was unable to create a turnover by Henry. On the other hand,
BG's Tony Everhart recorded an interception for the fourth consecutive game. Everhart also
registered six tackles - including one for a 7-yard loss.

Special Teams:
tf

VALID 10/03/94-10/09/99

BOWLING GREEN
SWEATSHIRT.

UC's Eric Vibberts never got a fair chance in his first start as a collegiate as the Bearcats
found themselves trailing by 14 after five minutes of play. BG signal caller Ryan Henry
continued to impress as he threw three touchdown strikes while failing to turn the ball over.
For the year. Henry has thrown 12 touchdown passes against only one interception.

Q

The Bearcats didn't have much of an opportunity to display their special teams laler t
Saturday - except for their kickoff return unit which was called to action on seven occasions. Brian Leaver remained perfect on the season and Charlie Williams blocked another
punt to easily put the edge in the Falcons favor.

Coaching:
Cincinnati head coach Rick Minter admitted that not only was his team outplayed, it was
outcoached. BG head coach Gary Blackney once again came up with a solid game plan that
his team was able to stick with throughout the contest.

>IOM» \\ ONLY Sri < I \l

we GUARANTEE

we'll have Jurassic Park
for you to rent. If we
don't, you'll get a FREE
video rental of your
ChOlCe! SEE STORE FOR DETAILS

Because we care about your health,
we've continued our Shoo tlra Flu
program. You can receive a flu shot
for Just '10. at The Pharm:

MEDIUM
PIZZAS Cheese & ONE Topping

Thursday, October 6th,
NAT\iR»l BEVFflAHS

limit ft bottlts

16 OZ.

Bottles

^

SAVE MOM WITH THIS COUPON I I.10W.I

from 3-7

PM

Limited
Time Only

available at

1044 N. Main St..
BOWLING GREEN

Pharmacy phone: 352-2114

3531045-N. 0044
Main
Bowling Green

• No coupon necessary
• no other discount
with this offer
• Free delivery
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HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.
O

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

O

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm."
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare change."

O

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name and extra zeros.

O

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
really tight pants.

V

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless they look just like you.

Apply for the Citibank Classic card by completing the application in this issue or by calling I- 800 - CITIBANK

Classifieds
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Oroan nation lor Woman
on Monday. October 3, at 9pm
in the UCF canter.
Fwmer attendees will speak about
inatr experiences

CAMPUS EVENTS
•FMAF ashen Mercriandising Association
2nd General mMting at 8pm
in Mcf all AutmMy
Come hear all you would ever
want ID know about Nike
"ATTENTION"
APKS/Purchaalng Club Sawn Meeting
Tuesday, October A
BA 112 730pm
Dava Stanford speaks on Coop experiences
"Free Pizza and Pop"

•OS.EA.Don't forget about our meeting Tuesday. Oc
Boar 4. 9 pm in 115 Ed Bldg Coma join Xa
fun, door prizas & guatt speakers'
See you there!
Ann: All Educaten Majors
OSEA would like to invite you
to come hear Pars Brroks talk
about alternative assessment

COLLEGIATE 441
COLLEGIATE 44,
MMting Tuesday Oct 4 ai 8 30pm in 305
Mosatay. Donl miss Hi

LOST tV FOUND
LOST: 1 Caso BOSS (Business Organizer
Scheduling System). I. found call 372-1942.
Ask for Bryan. Reward upon return.

HORSEBACK
RIDINO'TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13598 W KRAMER RD . BOWLING GREEN. OH 419-353 5403.
Pregnant? We can help.
Free A confidential pregnancy tests
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center
Call354HOPE
SKY0IVE IN BG 1st Jump course Season
ending in 4 to 5 weeks. Call tor info, and good
deal Visa*Mastercard accepted 352-5200

PERSONALS
'" Adopt-A-Grandparent "*
Do you miss your grandparents? Are you interested in working with the elderly? fi so, find out
what Adopt-A-GrandparenI is about. Cal
372-8088. wall return your message. This organization is a pan ofVoiurtee's In Progress.

00 SN

Agenda.
■Plan Rubbermaid Tour
-Job and Internship opporsjniry listings
-Plan future events

IT'S HERE
The honest shirt in town is at
THE GREEK MART
The Original B.G. NHeLlle Shin
STOP WHAT YOU RE DOINGl
COME INANDGETITI

' Bring your T-shirt ideas''
PUBLICITY OFFICER'S-le your organization
trying to Ind creative ways to publicize your
events? Are you trying to make your group
more vjaible to the campus community? Please
attend the Publicity's Officer's Workshop on
Wed. Oct 5. 100* at 7:00pm Gardner
McLean. Associate Director ol the Public Relafions Ottos will be the guest speaker. For
reservations, please contact the Office of Student Activities at 372-2843.

••""353-OOOr"—•
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi
Congrats to Julie Buehler
for being elected president of
Pi Omega PiiGreatJoblll
-Lynn
Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
ALPHA PHI
WHAT A GREAT PLACE TO BE I
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi

SOLD
Sudani Organized
Laarearetilp Development
Provide A encourage leadership on
campus. Applications can be
racked up in
405 Student Services Bldg
Due date' Oct. 7ti by 5pm.

Undergraduate Alumni Association
Next General MaaBng is Tuesday October 4th
In tr» Taft Room of the Union at 9pm. Find out
about Homecoming activities. Refreshments
provided. All ara welcome!!

ATTENTION: Stephanie Sllnil.no.
A certain So Ep Alum requests the honor of
your presence at what could be a very special
and magical evening at the SheratonSandusky on Saturday the 8th of October. Anxiously waiting your replyl
Love ya always and forever,
Your TJ>-w and Improved'
Cincinnati Man

BG'S Largest Selection of
Fraternity A Sorority products
Coilegiaie Connection
S3' RogeSt
352-8333

PRIZES & AWARDS

PARENTS OF THE YEAR

I<
SB
U
N

I

Hey

'Relive Those Crazy Days
of Your Parents
Essay Contest
u
Office

Sign up in the (gJBf)
Starts today. Essays due
Monday October 10th

m A

&

For More Into: 2-7164 or 2-2343
PRIZES a AWARDS PRIZES 4 AWARDS
JT_

1

M:

LEADERSHIP IN THE REAL
WORLD
Panhollenic Council Presents
A Program For The Following Officers And
Those Who Are Interested In Them For Nest
Year:
•Presidents •IntramuralrPhilan.
-Cabinet Directors -Pledge Educators
Treasurers *Alumni Chairs
'PR Chairs 'Community Service
'Scholarship Chairs 'Sr/Jr Delegates
'Social Chairs 'Rush Chairs
In 1007 BAA 0:00 In Place Ol Panhel
Guest Speaker Wat Be Human Resource Specialist. Mr. Yetka. Learn How Your Of ices Can
Help You In The Future.
Happy Hours at Campus Pollyeyes
M-F 4-7: 2-4-1 Snacks A Diac. Beer. By tie
Smokoalackll Dally Buffets Tool
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
■Leem now so that hletory
win never repeat KeenY
SEPT 30. OCT 1- SCHINDLER'S LISTGISH
FILM THEATER6PM A 10 PM.
OCT 3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP. TAFT ROOM UNION 8 30PM
OCT. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
LENHART GRANO BALLROOM 8 PM
OCT. 9 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM 8 30AM 4 00 PM
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for more kite
aponsered by UAO
HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
Sept. 30, Oct. 1- SCHINDLER'S LIST Gisn
Film Theater. 6:00pm. 10:30pm. $1.50
9:15 PANEL DISCUSSION by HILLE R
Oct 3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP DANIELLE MERRIMAN, BGSU student, Taft Room 6:30pm
Oct. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
GEORGE VINE. Lenhart Grand Ballroom
8:00pm
Oct. 9 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM
Detroit, Ml, 8:30am to 4:00pm. 12.00 charge
sign up in UAO office. 330 Union. Call 2-7164
or 2-2343 for more info.
sponsored by UAO

T-shirts $8.00
Waterboffies 12.00
Package 19.50
@Unon Foyer: 9am. 5pm
Monday-Friday
Catch the Wave!
HOMECOMING
PEP RALLY

PRIZES * AWARDS PRIZES * AWARDS

a

DON'T FORGETI
It's your last chance to win the homecoming
spirit awardl Decorate your floor In beach
theme today-first judging begins this afternoon
at 5p.m.; final judging Begins Oct. 4 at S pm.
Winner announced at pep rally! Do it now I

Moesimoe, A Caktorraa baaed aportswaar
company is looking for entrtee In Ha new 'Campus Collection't-shirt contest. To e nter. sand In
your t-ehin design with a short marketing proposal by Oct. 15 to: Moaalmoe: 29392 Las
Crucos: Laguna Nigel, CA 92677. Ten National
winners will be chosen, given a $500 prize and
appear in the ads tor Their shinl
Political organizers
Toxic Action seeks bright committed man A
women ID do campaign work on a federal pesticide regulation bill. No eaporience/pd. mining. PT 4 iopm M-F, rapid advancement/excellent resume' work. $250rwk. sajary 241-6567.
Sewn on letters
Next Day Service
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
352-8333
SPIRIT WEEK
The weak ol homecoming October 3rd-7Th is
spirit weak on campus. Show your spirit by
dressing by the designated days: Monday BG
hat day, Tuesday.BG sweatshirt day,
Wednesday-Toga day, Thursday-Beach day,
Friday-Plaid day. Saturday - aH out apirit day.
So join in the fun!
TanlTanlTanl
Campus Tanning
Month UnxmiM: $30
Cose to campus
6 Beds'352-7889
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
congratulate Ryan Honeyman and Jen Hykes
on their recent lavalonng

NfO
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Would you be interested m working tor and
growing with one the Largest employers In
Nonhwood?
NfO Reeearch.lne. is the em largest marketing
research Arm In the country. We gather information about ol a variety o' consumer products
and services We collect this information In tie
evenings and the weekends by conducting
telephone interviews with our panel members.
There is absolutely no selling Involved.
NFOofferswIephone interviewers:
'Starling wage of $5.25 per hour 'Benefits
-Flexible scheduling 'Weekend shift differential
•Pay tor performance incentivas
Stop by our offices at 2700 Oregon Road In
Northwood oft 1-75 for more Information and to
complete an employment appkcahon.
NFO RESEARCH.INC. IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PRIZES & AWARDS

3C

|-|oward's club|-|
210 N Main Voted Best Bar in WoodCounty 1994 352 . 9951

OCTOBER

COME JON USI
OCTOBERS, 19*4
8:00PM
MEET THE COACHESI
HEAR THE BANOI
SEE THE COURT!
LISTEN TO WFAL!
WIN SOME PRIZES!
BE THERE BETWEEN STUDENT SERVICES
AND KREBCHER OUADI
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: FRATERNITY
ICE HOCKEY - MON., OCT. 3; COED 4
PLAYER VOLLEYBALL - TUES.. OCT. 11;
MEN'S BOWLING - WEDS.. OCT. 12: ALL
ENTRIES DUE WITH FORFEIT FEE BY 400
PM IN130FIELDHOUSEONDUEDATE.
INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFICIALS
NEEDED. APPLY IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BEFORE 10/5. EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
MANDATORY MEPINQ-10/5-7 00 PM
IS BARBARA SMITH REALLY A TRANSVESTITE?
IS MARY SMITH REALLY A NUN?
SEE RUN FOR YOUR WIFE - CALL 372-271B
IS JOHN SMITH REALLY A BIGAMIST?
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO LnTLE STANLEY?
SEE RUN FOR YOUR WIFE - CAU 3722719

LOOK FOR
DBENEDETTO'S
HUGE PRICE ROLL-BACK
15 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

Mary Kay Sale 20% off
Everything in stock.
Call 3534115. ask tor Karen.

Roommate needed. Cum room. Great Location. CaJ 352-0470.

FOR SALE
1986 Pontiac Grand Am SE - V6. 3.0 liter, 2
door, new paint, excellent condition. Call
3533424 ask tor Jeremy.
1987 Ford Mustang GT. Many i-tras. perl.
cond. Need money. Call 353-1004.

EBSCO Telemarketing Servloa
Fed up with working long hours, with lirde pay
at dead-end joba?

Kenwood Portable CD-player w/tape adapter,
rechargeable batteries, remote and car mount
$100.00 QUO. Call Slave 352-8069.

Coma toin EBSCO TELEMARKETING A INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM which will
help you gat a Jump on your tallow students
We will help you build your communication
skills as wall as give you a weakly paycheck
Make your own schedule and work in a professional environment. Come In and apply M-F
after 4pm an 13 N. Main St.

The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
congratulate Man Dobransky and Mona Askins
onfnolrraoamlswstlksrlng.

WANTED

Pacific Crab House • Maumaa • now hiring all
positions. Flexible hours A schedules Apply
Mon.-Sun. or call 1-691-1181.

For Sate- Heavy Duty 2x6 Construction
Contemporary Design
Used Apt. Fumitura
For more Information, Call 354-3533
(desk, chairs, non-splitabie bunk bads,
dressers, and more)

The brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
congratulate scon Sprague and Amanda
Peterson on their recant engagement.

WIN ATRIP FOR TWO TO
IBM LAS VEGAS BOWL!
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL VS. OHIO
SATURDAY 1:00 PM I

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer. Earn $6,000 - $10,000 par summer.
The early bird gats the worm. 1-600-867-1960.

The first 5 people to
sign with Avon products
receive $30 worrn of
free products
Call Judy: 823-1712

MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800-289-5665
Sony CD player- $1 SO, speakers $20
Tape player $30. Receiver $30
Call tor into. 354 6807

E van kng Office Cleaning
12-15 hrs ./week
Cad 352-5822

Trek 820. Purple 21 ".3 months old
great condition, w/bar ends and U loch
Asking $290 O.B.O. Cal 353-4526

Lawn Maintenance
Part-time 20-25 hrsAvaak
Call 352-5822

FOR RENT

National Park JobaOver 25,000 openings!
(including hotel staff, lourguees. etc.) Benefits
icon uses I
Apply now for best positions.
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext. N5S441.

1-3 Subteasers needed tor spnng semester.
Low rent. FREE CABLE. Ctoee ID campus.
352-2838

1 bedroom apt. tor rant

dose to campus $25Brmonth A
utilitiea. Call Craig at
893-1277 or 1-897-9030
Available Nov. 1 at

25% OFF

Spring 95 - Wanted: 1 Female roommate.
Nice furnished apartment.

BG Gold & Silver Exchange

Call 354 8315

Hofnacofnirto] i ■©••

USE YOU*. POUTICAL POWER
Wbmyn tor Womyn will be
holding a diacusaion on the
upcoming Oho National

in

354-8714. I 800883-8647
BG. Gold t Silver Eacnange
993 S. Main. Suite B
MTh10-8. -F. Sat 10-8
|25%oHaaleongold«etenlngAoolria|

EXEC

SERVICES OFFERED

MORTAR BOARD
Oanaral Maetng
200Moae$ey
Monday Oct. 3.6pm

Wedneaday. October 5.19S4
7pm Meeting
Room 4000 BAA

Buy 4 Sail' Baal PtttM
Anything made of gold A ailver.
Gold & silver coins-coin collection 3

993 S. Main • suite B
HELPWANTED

Buying • Selling • Estate Appraisals
Anything made of gold or silver
Coins • Jewelry • Diamonds • Precious Metals
Proot & Mint Sets • Coin Collecting

$1500 weealypoesible mailing our circulars!
For info call 202-296-9065.
$363.60. Sea 72 lunny college T-shirts - profit
$383 60. Risk-free Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-600-700-4250.
***SPRMO BREAK 98"
America's #1 Spring Breek Company!
Cancun, Bahamas. Daytona A Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee I Organize 1S
friendsandTRAVEL FREEI Earn highest
commissions! (600) 32-TRAVEL
Ann: Get paid tor reading books. $500 weekly.
Choose subfect matter Free details call:
1 (206)-649-5967 Ext E8500
BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS AN0
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS EXPERIENCED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS FOR
ADULT LEAGUES BEGINNING OCTOBER 31
AND ENDING MARCH 31. 1996. APPLICANTS MUST BE AVALABLE EVENINGS
FROM 6PM -11 PM ON MONDAY, TUESDAY
OR WEDNESDAY. RATE Of PAY IS
$12.0(VGAME. APPLY IN PERSON AT THE
PARKS AND RECREATION OFFICE IN CITY
PARK.
GYM SUPERVISOR
CITY Of BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS (2)
GYM SUPERVISORS TO OVERSEE ADULT
BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL LEAGUES
AT HIGH SCHOOL AND JR. HIGH SCHOOL
BEGINNING OCTOBER 16 AND ENDING
MARCH 31, IBM. RATE Of PAY IS
$4.50'HOUR. APPLICANTS MUST BE
AVAILABLE EVENINGS FROM 6PM TO
MIDNIGHT, MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY. APPLY IN PERSON AT THE PARKS
AND RECREATION OFFICE IN CITY PARK.
Checker's Pub now hiring!
Bartencars A waitresses
809 S. Main St.
Apply within
CRUISE SHIPS NOW WRING
Earn up to $2,000 pi us/ month working
on Cruise Shi pa or Land-Tour com paries.
World travel.
Seasonal A Fu:i-Tlme employment available.
No experience necessary
For more Information
call 1-20S-834-04O8snl. CS544I.

354-8714

1-800-883-8649
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CATCH THE WAVE: BG Beach Bash
Oct. 3rd-8th
1994 Homecoming Week

Monday
Ice Cream Social: outside Ed. Bldg., 6:30-8:00 pm
"It Came from Outer Space": 3-D movie, 1 IS Ed. Bldg., 8:00 pm

Tuesday
Outdoor Fun:
Human Bowling, Fun Pix, Velcro Fly Trap
Union Oval, 1 lam-Spm

Wednesday
Tie Dye
Union Oval, 11 am-4pm
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Thursday
Pep Rally
Lawn between Student Services and Kreischer Quad, 8pm

Friday
Master Hypnotist J. Medicinehat,
Lenhiut Grand Ballroom, 8pm
Top Gun," 111 Olscamp Hall. 8pm and 10pm, $ 1.50
"Risky "Justness,"
Business,' 111 Olscamp Hall, midnight, $1.50

Saturday
OFace Painting & Pictures with Freddie & Frieda, Stadium, 11 am-1 pm
tlinii,
fiimr vs.
in Ohio
Ohin University,
T tnivjprcirv Stadium,
^tarluim Inm
Homecoming TTmiirmll
Football Game
1pm
■ King and Queen announced at Half time

i

Top Gun," 111 Olscamp Hall. 8pm and 10pm, $1.50
"Risky Business." Ill Olscamp Hall, midnight, $1.50
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Give Your Keys
to a Friend,
Call a Cab.

BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK

M

(fi
to
4*

• Merchandise on sale Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm in the Union Foyer*
rjg
•KugandQi»senvc«ngM«iday-WednesuAy,9am-5pm,Ur^
t^
"All Homecomiig events arc free unleaa otherwise noted.** 4^

HOMECOMING 1994

Call353-BWWW
DW-3B.G.
t*N
176 E. Wooster
V
BowlingGreen,Ohio F\
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Please Don't
Drive Drunk!
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i The Song Remains the Same?
Rock music has gone through a turmoil of change since its
birth 40 some years ago. Weekend Reality takes a look at
the sculpting and the sculptors of rock as well as where
pioneers of its technology are leading

IFEAWIRIE8
4 I can Eat for Miles and Myles
Myles pizza has got the cheese like no other pizza restaurant
in town. Find out why people come from miles around to
dine at Myles.

Australia's IYXS is one of the many Insightful group* that l
constantly changing the face of Roeh Music.

ff JayElias
The grad student and music teacher talks about his spare
time adventures hanging out with various rock and pop
artists.
§ Frank Allison and The Odd Sox
Critically acclaimed and naturally outrageous, Melinda C.
Monhart shows you the band before you see them at
Easystreet tomorrow night.
WEEKEND

RL/ILITY
editor
•toff photographer
managing editor
managing editor
itafftrrltrr
'tofftrritrr
•tafftrHter
executive, editor

Andy Dugan
Ross Weitzner
Melinda C. Monhart
Dorian Halkovich
Anita j. Michels
Janet Oyen
Eric Parker
Clen Lubbert
Copyright © 1994 by Weekend Reality. Reprinting of any materials in
this publication without the permission of Weekend Reality is strictly
prohibited.
Weekend Reality is an independent magazine published weekly during
the academic year.
Send all letters, questions, submissions or any other correspondence
to 210 West Hall. Bowling Creen, OH 43403.
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Events
If it's happening around the swamp, you'll find it here

6

Pretzel Boy Music Quiz

10

Music Reviews
REM. Kerbdog, Hot Country, Liz Phair

10

Movie Review
Universal^ The River Wild, which opens today, gels critiqued.

11

Theatre Review
"Jake's Women," currently playing at The Village Players Thean
in Toledo, gets the shake down.

editor's letter
It is said that the more something changes, the more it stays the same.
Rock music, in its 40 odd years of existence, has experienced numerous
dynamic turns and twists as it continually evolves into a representative of
the current generation of youth.
From Elvis to The Beatles to Led Zeppelin to Cuns and Roses to Nirvana,
music has been reshaped through the decades by an array of innovative
artists and groups. These new develops in sound style opened the doors to
greater variety: to more outlets of expression and listening choice. Today
there exists so many tub-categories under the title of "rock" that it would
surely take more than this page to list them all. The options are out there
and many are sending the same messages, only in different channels. In the
words of master songwriter Billy Joel. "Hot Funk, Cool Punk, even if it's old
junk, it's still rock and roll to me."
Long live rock, be it dead or alive!

Weekendi

What's Buzzin' Around the Swamp
Today 9-30
• SekUUUer't I.Ut will be shown
in the Cish film Theater at 6:30
and 10 p.m.
• Muiical performers
Komanorsfcr and Phillip* will
be at Kobaclter Hall at 8 p.m.
• It's Friday at the Toledo
Museum of Art. Galleries open 10
a.m.-9 p.m. Music by Blue Noon
from 5:308:30 p.m. Film: 'I'll \ Tour
at 7 p.m.
• TSO Concert Preview at the
Toledo Museum of Art in the
IVrislyle at 7:15 p.m.
• The Toledo Symphony
Classics Concert will be at the
Toledo Museum of Art in the
Peristyle at 8 p.m. Tickets: (119) 2411272.
• The Village PlaJWM Theatre. 2740
Ipton Aviv, presents Jake9*
Women today and tomorrow at 8
p.m. Call 472/(817 for more info.

Saturday 10-1

■ Sfhindier'e. I.Ut will he shown
in the CUh film Thaller at 6:30
.mil II) p.m.
• The Byrda perform at the
Sandusk) Slate Theatre In Huron,
Ohio at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12 in
advance and SI5 on day of slum and
will In' available at Kirelands College
Bookstore, tile Sandilsky Slate
Theatre BOX Office. Musician's
Alley. Boogie Records (Toledo) and
hot-acker Box Office.
- \n exhibition of fine art
photography, sculpture, glass and
renderings by Los Angeles-based
ariisl Kenneth kloater will be
on display at the David Broadway
Salon. 6511 Best Central Avenue in
Toledo. Gallery hours are 8 a.m.-9
p.m. Monday through Thursday;
Kriday 8 a.m.-6 p.m.: and Saturday 8
a.m.-6 p.m. The exhibit will run
through Oct. 30.
• Free Pnblic Tone at the
Tolrdo Museum of Art will present
Sculpture Across Time and Cultures
at 1:30 p.ai. in the llerrick Lobby.
' Toledo Symphony Clnaaica
Concert at the Toledo Museum of
Art at 8 p.m. in the Peristyle.
Tickets: (419) 241-1272.

Sunday 10-2
• Black Swamp Festival at
Pearson Melropark at the PackerHammersmith Center from 1:30-5
p.m. Celebrate the natural and
cultural history of the Creat Black
Swamp with acitivities. music, and
living history. Black Swamp Hike for
Autumn Adventure credit at 2 p.m.
Refreshments by Friends of Pearson
for a nominal fee.
• Free Public Tow at the
Toledo Museum of Art presents
Sculpture Across Time and Cultures
•I 1:30 p.m. in Herrick Lobby.

Monday 10-3

■ .Viand Straight, part of the
International film Series, will be
«h»wn in Ihe Cish film Theater at 8
"'"ItendKeaHlr

p.m. Subtitles. Admission is free.
• Art Exhibit! 500 Venn of
Reslatance: paintings by Nora
Mi-mi. i/,i will be on display at the
University of Toledo. 2500 Student
Union. Free and open lo ihe public.
Call 537-2261 for more info.

Tuesday 10-4

Phillips, chairman, cratorial
department. 1:30 p.m. in the
llerrick Lobby inside the Grove
Place entrance.
• The Specials with Lel'e Go
Bowling, will be al St. Andrews.
431 F. Congress. Detroit, at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $16.50 in advance.
Call (313) 6654755.

• Erendira, part of the African
film Series, will be shown in the
Cish Film Theater at 7:30 p.m.
• El Cnlido Vlento will perform
at the University of Findlay. Ritz
Auditorium. I0(K) N. Main Slreel al
7 p.m. Free and open to the public.
Call (419) 424-1678 for more info.

• The Toledo Opern presents
Donizetti's The Daughter of the
Hegiment al 7 p.m. al the Toledo
Masonic Auditorium. Tickets range
from $5-$45 and are available the
the Toledo Opera Box Office. 2557461.

Band Listings
Weekend Heality is pleased to list
your band's shows for Ihe week. If
you would like to have your event
listed send your schedule to:
Weekend Reality listings. 210 West
Hall. BCSU. BC. Oil 43403.

Friday

Frtzk itiliiSE Easystreet
_.".; Mu Eaxi Howards

Monday
~izz Night Easy-street

Tuesday
Cis- Mis Easystreet

ElSSS Gamers
UOttf ;i 7ilia Checkers
Zzzzzrzz Easystreet
Tfcs Mu 2 i:.i Howards

Wednesday

Saturday

Thursday

RilSC Gamers
uCUB li 7:11; Checkers

..jrcsii Gamers
-cur.LT7 _. Checkers

-.c^j Zizzmz Easystreet
Ksrriii Clieckers

Wednesday 10-5
• Meet Me in .St. Ionia, a 50th
Anniversary Film, will lie shown in
the Cish Film Theater al 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.
• Run for Your H{fe will be
presented today through Saturday al
8 p.m.. plus 2 p.m. Sunday matinee
only, al tin- Eva Marie Saint
Theatre. Nole: ihe play involves
.iilnli situations ami may mil be
appropriate for young ciildren. I or
ticket info., call 372-2222.
• Srott Henderson-Gar; Will
and Tribal Tech will In- ,ii Vlvin's,
S756 Caas W.. Detroit al 9 p.m.
Tickets are $10.50 in advance.Call
(313) 6654755.
■ Ballet lliapaniro of.^rw
York. Ti.lid.. Ballet, ai Ihe Toledo
Museum of Arl al 8 p.m. in Ihe
Peristyle. Tickets: call (4I») 243700(1.

The Byrds will perform at (he Sanduslty State Theatre In Huron, OH Saturday at
8 p.m. The eonrert lit sponsored In part by BCSU Flrelands College.

Thursday 10-6
• Alfred Hitchcock's IVreho will
be shown in ihe Cish Film Theater
at 9 p.m. Admission is free.
• The Toledo Museum of Arl
continues free gallery talks with
Sol leliitt and the Creatire
Proeett, presented by Hubert

HQiteidoscope
10% off all
Moondance Oils
Reading by Appt..
Crystals, Books,
Jewelry,
Incense, Oils,
and Much More!
Hours This Week
Monday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
143-C E. Wooster
(behind Madhalter)

354-4015

Prices are Falling on
CD's and Tapes,

*£ $11.96
*»<^$8a26

Save on our Large Selection of videos.
100's to choose from at always the
lowest price

WAL MART
Exclude* doable packs and encoded length.
New Store Hours: Mon. - Sal. 7a.m. - 11 p.m.:
Sunday 10a.m. -8 pan.

1120 S. Main St. at W. Gypsy Lane Rd.
BOWLING GREEN
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I Can Eat For Miles and Myles
Myles Pizza Pub provides pizza with tons of cheese and toppings
By
Melinda C. Monhart
As YOU walk through the
iln IJ - of Myle's Pizza Pub
in Howling Green, tin* dim
lights and (lark
surroundings create an
ambiance like that of
entering I In- Twilight

side where customers can watch as
people walk b\ and a cigarette

Zone, Katingat thisestablishment is
iini like anything VOU have ever liuil
before* ii is a dining experience
unique I" il"- fair i-ity.
rasing through the door into the
eating area mam things pop into
sight. Offers of two pinball
machines, a video game, a choice of
lix tablet in the renter of the action,
or a comfortable booth off to the
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IiiiH' are (inly a (CW of Myle's

temptations.
llUtlde the dark wood walls are
decorated with different beer
mirrors and lighl ing bearing (he
namei of different 1.1 in.', of beer.
The lights are covered with
pentagonal shaped glass covers. On
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the far side of the restaurant there
it a bar with a complete line of soft
drink*>. beer and niived drinks. This
selection has something to please
alntOBl am palate.
If.'i k music filters through the air
as you -it down at a slightly rocky
table set with napkins thai have the
Myle's logo along with parmesau
and pepper shakers. A friendlywaitress greets you and pass out
menus as she takes orders for
drinks.
A few minutes later tin* waitress
has returned to bring out the
drinks. As she places them on the
table you start to notice that the
glass is a little wurped. Do not think
of this as a defect, it is more like a

Details
Myle's Pizza Pub
• Where: 516 E. Wooeter
•Phone: 352-1504
•Credit Curds: Diseover,
Master Curd, Visu, Am Kxpress
■Hours: Mon.-Wod.ll a.m.2:30 a.m. Sun 12 p.m.-2:30
u.m.
* Ruling (out of five O):
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The Ark
Band
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Night
Open
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Night
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T.B.A.

*ffife
SPSS*

Eddie

| Burks

bit of character.
As you peruse the menu, the
waitress returns to lake your order.
The choice fur dinner this evening is
a medium vegetarian pizza and
tomato bread. After you place the
order the waitress turns it in and
then sits at the bar and waits for
the food to come.
In the mean time you have
finished your drink and the
waitress, that has an eye like an
eagle, notices and returns to fill
your glass not only once but
eonstantly throughout your whole
meal.
At Myles Pizza Pub you have to
take special notice to the different
items on the menu. There is such a
thing as the usual cheese or

Where are you
goins after
the bars?

Fountain

MAIN ST<
DELI

Head

109 N. Main

\Happy Halloween

Open Late Night

'til 3:00 AM!
Fri. & Sat.
Free Delivery —352-5
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standard pepperoni pizza, but wh)
not try something new.
Pizza can lake on a whole new
looks with the help of the folk- .,i
Myle's Pizza Pub. hems such a-.:
wheat dough; ground buffalo;
seasoned chicken strips; crab meal
shrimp; fresh egg-; sauerkraut;
almonds and fresh cul Carroll .in'
only few of ihe toppings ■ i. ,- can
give your mouth a whole new
adventure in ihe world of pi/./a
The old standard garlic bread U
also available, but by no means
should you consider stopping there.
Why not try tomato bread or pizza
bread to lake a tasle on the other

tide?
If creating an individual pizza or
one of the various breads is nol
enough to tempt your taste buds Of
satisfy a craving, there are other
eating options avuilable.
In Ihe middle of the restaurant
there is a full salad bar. The menu
offers the choice of six different
kinds of salads including; a separate
salad, all-you-ean-eat at the salad
bar. or a specialty salad.
Aside from the above mentioned
food selections, there i> a seel inn i
ihe menu for six sub sandwiches
including rcubens. There are two
sizes to choose from in Ihe subs, so
if yon have u ravenous hunger or
the appetile of a bird I here is
something for everyone.
Finally dinner has arrived. \\\ ilii
time you are starving and your
mouth is watering from thinking
about all of the different food on
the menu.
This is nut only piz/a but hating!
the ultimate of all eating
experiences. As you pick up the
piece of pizza you slowly take in tU
smell of the spicey sauce, feel the
lexture of the crust and take a bito|
into the overly generous |Hirlions
cheese on lop of that piece of pizzal
It makes the pizza the best value iff
eating out. After three of four slice]
of this delectable pizza you are
nearly stuffed.
In between taking bites of pizza
dug into the piece of tomato bread
The slices of tomato provide a zcstl
addition to the cheese covered
bread. I washed it all down with a |
big gulp of ice cold coke.
As I sat eating my dinner I <
reminded of an incident thai my ei
worker Andy Dugan told me about!
that occurred at Myle's last year,
roommate, Davis Lamb, made a l>|
that if he could eat a whole, large
Myle's pizza he would win $100.
I .ami) proceded to devour the who!
pizza in 37 minutes and take homl
large sum of money.
Instead of staying in this weeke
and throwing a frozen dinner into]
the microwave, take a trip out to [
Myle's Pizza Pub and take a bite
into something different.
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"Odd" Music Makes Good Sense
Frank Allison and the Odd Sox give alternative music a new name
II y Melinda C. Monhart
I r-imU Allison doM not read
nui-i'. In* write* thr songs and plu\s
thrni with tin- Odd Sox.
"I have done it for so long that I
h.iu' a funky way of doing it,"
Alli-nn -aid. "It's just rork and roll."
In mid-1985 Frank Allison
mid thr Odd Sox consisted of a
few tf-yearokj bore, formerly of the
band Oul Crowd. Allison ■pent
inorc lime driving thr hand from
baaketball practice to hand practice
thru ihe) did working on thr auric.
Thr lark id timr and roinniilmrnt
pi. ">:>;-I Alli-on to look for new

Arbor called Kit.
Krrqurnt •tope for ihe hand
include: Ann Arlmr. Detroit,
Kelamaioo end Ml, Pleasant. In
Howling Green tins have played at

Howard's Club II and Kasy Street.
"Sometimes in the middle of a

For thr band, thr worst crowd to
play for is in thr establishments that
an* half restaurant and lull i luh
"They are not t here lo srr you or
hrar your music,*1 Allison said.

song I stop and tell a story," Allison
said. "I In thr hand work out their
aggressions (through the mueie).**

Frank Allison and
thr Odd So» have their
next performance in
Bowling Green on Oct. I
at Kasy Strret.

bond members.
I hi second time around .Allison
rrpt.n i tl his hand with three guvs
that stayed together for six years. In
1987 the) recorded "Monkey
Business", in thr basement of
Allison'- h<
• in \nn Arbor, while
the recording machine was operated
from tin kitchen.

Befon the second album was
rrlra-i 'I thr hand played at clubs in
Detroit and wenl to New "lurk to
audition for "Star Search**. Thru in
' D-llokeyS
ke'eame
oul I l.r CD included 17 studio
recordings.
v.itli their popularity on thr rise.
Ihe band then traveled to what is
loo* thr former Sn\irt f nion.
I rank lllison Hn(| ||„. (j,|,|
So\ «lour went from Moscow to
hies |o Vnnrnia. Mrlndia, thr only
State label, had made a deal with
ihe hand for a 60 minute CD to be
recorded in an old cathedral along
with a ;t0 minute film of the tour.
Thr hand has retained all of Ihe
rights and master copies of this
material outside of Ihe former
Soviet I'nion.
In late 1992 the second group of
the Odd Sox came lo an end.
Ihrir third and final recording "I'ig
Out" was recorded live from Iheir
last show al Ihe Blind Pig in Ann
Arbor. Ml.
l"or Allison the third lime was a
rharm. when he learned up with ihe
current Odd Sox: Kevin Allison (no
relation), guitarist; Chris Notcboom.
bassisi and Don Pryor. drummer.
They recently made a recording
with a molown engineer thai did
work with Barry Cordy.
Allison's work in the band is his
full time job. The other Allison (no
relation) teaches guitar and
•<otel>oom drives a cab whenever he
can. Pryor runs a drum store in Ann

Frank Allison and thr Odd Sox will br in Bowling Green on Saturday at I n-.y-.tr. .1 to display just how odd
they really are

fHElfe
CELEBRATION

Spring Break lo Toronto
F.xporieiKfTbealre!!!
March 21 -March 25,1995

DONT MISS A FANTASTIC
WEEK IN TORONTO!
OPENING ATT: REDCT.IFF
SATURDAY, (XTOBER 1, 1994
SANDUSKY STATE THEATRE 8:00 P.M.
109 I .>luminis Ave. Sandiudcy, Ohio
Tk-ketN available Al Kobackcr Box ntli,,
TKKETS Hia ADVANCIv/HlS DAY OF
SHOW

Toronto Tour
Phtntotn of the Optra

Miss Saigon

Showboat

RIZZO

Just S390 Includes:
VcaimmodsuouiTraasporlitioa limited Meals
For Information CaD Campus Activities:

I rank AUiaon and Ihe Odd
So* ran he found at these
Blares In the near fatssre:

INFO CALL

4i<umwm/mKm47H7

(800)322-4787 eat 2-0691

•Oct. 6 —Tap Room YPKI-

Solo
"Oct. 8-Heidelberg A2
*Ort. 18 — Hibeo Rock
Island. HI.
"Oct. « _ Doc's

^•"■fceitd Reality

32 Days lo Halloween

Peru. III.

September 30, 1994-
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Theatre
Jake's Women
by Neil Simon
The Village Players Theatre
OOO 1/2
A middle-aged writer's
imagination collides wilh reality in
Neil Simon's semiau1ol>iographical
work "Jake's Women," now showing
at The Village Players Thealre, 2740
Upton Ave. in Toledo. '"Jake*'*
Women" is an insightful comedy
telling the story of Jake (played hy
Peter OToole), a man driven to the
brink of despair b) the "voices in
his head (voices that in fact he is
creating). Sound confusing? Think
how Jake feels!
Jake's life is further complicated
by the numerous women who exist
in his imagination, as well as in
reality. Chief among these is Maggie
(Nancy Wright), Jake's second wife.
Jake and Maggie's marriage is on
the rocks: each has had an extramarital affair, and now Maggie is
asking for a six month separation in
order to "save** their marriage. Jake
believes that such a separation will
destroy all hopes of salvaging the
marriage.
The entire situation is also
hampered by the fact that Jake
cannot let go of the memories of his
first marriage. Jake's first wife,
Julie, died eight years ago in a car
accident. Her angelic persona (Mary
Ann Coscarelli) is still a powerful
player in Jake's imagination. In
trying to save his second marriage,
Jake also has to find a way to leave
his first one behind.
Coaching Jake along (in his mind
as well as in reality) are his witty
sister (Sherry Ballou), his wisecracking therapist (Margaret Kishcr),
and two versions of his daughter a
ages twelve (Sara Skow) and twentyone (Stephanie Skaff). Add Sheila
(Carol Smith), a woman that Jake
starts dating in Maggie's absence, to
this mix and the circle of Jake's
women is complete.
Veteran performer OToole steps
easily into the role of Jake. His solid
performance as the aging author
keeps the entire production rooted
to a strong base. OToole's main
strength lies in the ease with which
he breaks the "fourth wall" of the
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stage and interacts with the
audience, a convention that is
continually used in this play.
The women in the play are led by
Nancy Wright's energetic portrayal
of Maggie. Wright shifts easily from
the smart-minded business woman
that Maggie is to the various
character" Jake turns her into in his
mind. This flexibility is important
for all the female character*,
because in Act II ihev seem to have
more control over Jake than he does
over them, and thus i* the women
that ill HI the show to its
conclusion.
Chuck Topes set il' -VM is
purposely "unfinished.*1 Pdrtionsof
wall and "black area*" on the stage
reflect the fragmented world
between imagination and realilj in
which Jake exists. The set is nicely
complimented hy Pat Tansev's
somewhat erratic lighting scheme.
'lanscy s emphasis on lighting
specific areas of the stage and
leaving others in -hadow heighlens
the fragmented picture of Jake's
world.
The bigge>t problem with "Jake's
Women" is the house it is played in.
The sighllines at The Village Players
Theatre are horrible, and the
seating is less comfortable than thai
of an amusement park ride. If
you're looking for comfort, don't go
to The Village Player's Theatre, but
if you're looking for a decent night
of theatre with a number of laughs,
"Jake's Women" is for you. The
production runs until tomorrow.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. For tickets,
call 4724817.

-Junes M. Brandon
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Movie

movie should be given some kind of
award for the unbelievable foolage
on the river und rapids.

The River Wild
Universal

oooo

Jrrry Goldsmith produces the
great dramatic film score.

Summer vacation may
be over, hut the new
movie, The Hirer Wild.
has as much tense thrills
and excitement as any
amusement park rule.
Meryl Streep stars as an
ex-river guide. Gayle. who
lakes her family on a
peureful vacation (or so
she thought). David
Slrathairn play- her
hard-working hushand.
Tom. who has been

^ The original storyline utilizes
"natural" weapons and tactics for
the action sequences instead of
stressing on the typical action movie
tools like guns. The climax at "The
Uiantlet*' delivers great action and
an original ending.
I recommend I hi- movie for the
spectacular camera work and solid
■tory. Many people who acted in the
movie went through u tremendous
amount of physical obstacles to
deliver great performances.

engulfed in his work, "lie
just doesn't have time lor
us anymore." Caylc
complains.
Kevin Itacon plays
Wade, the friendly,
inexperienced river man
who has some suspicious
characteristics. "I'm a
nice guy. just a different
kind of nice guy." Wade
explains.

Look for a possible AcademyAward nomination for Meryl Streep.

Hill movie opens today.
- Mil hurl Siebmaler

Video

Director Curtis Hanson
{The Hand That Rorkm
the Cradle) keeps the
camera shots
straightforward with few
technical tricks. Hanson
doesn't need I he tricks
because the story can
survive on its own and can
easily keep the audience
involved.
Hanson and most of the
actors and actresses in the

Surviving the Came
Rated It. 96 rain.
l\ew I in.- Horar Vidro

OOOO
How (In win lik.- in spend your
vacation? Skiing, sunbathing or
perhaps hunting mint human
licings in remote forests with your
closest friends.' Well, let's jusl say

In the HUHP..„K...||lri||..P -THE RIVER WILD." a ..hlt.-w.te-r rafting vacation become
a Mtruggle for survival.

beach. For adventure, they hire poor
homeless men with no connections
to society to be "hunting guides" on
their trips to the deep woods of
Oregon. Once in the woods, the
"guide" becomes the hunted with
the goal of returning to civilization
alive. Some of you think Surviving
the Game is a rip-off of the Jeun1
Limit- Van Damme movie Hard
Target, hut even though it has a
similar theme, the two movies have
little else in common.

This movie, directed hj Ernes)
l in kir-un (Juice), received a limiti-d
iIn-.11in .il release but is still a very
good movii- which, despite its
inhuman plot, i- un almost loo
believable story. Th<- movie stars
Hulger llaut-r (Hlude Runner) and
Charles S. Dullon (TVs Hue) as the
hunting leaders and Ice-T (.V'eir Jack
Cifv)as the eventual hunted. The
other hunters, who at times deliver
overly dramatic performances
include Gary Busey (( rider Sri/ir).

Game don'l like i" -ki *»r pi lo the
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Red Hot &
Country: A
benefit for
AIDS
education and
relief
Mercury
OOO

FREE DELIVERY - 352-5166
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Surtiiinn the '.'rime is enjoyable
because it manages to blend "reallife drama and action/adventure so
Hell, an urea where many films of
its genre fall short. This movie also
receives big help from clever camera
work and special effects, with just
t he right amount of suspense.

tin- gentlemen in Suriittiiv the

-^ 11 Large
■VM-ltem
1 aa».
rl«rtuitional,
■M i Pizza Pinai lorSoj^J
m

John C. McCinley (Platoon) and
Oscar-winner K. Murray Abraham
(Amatlvus),

FREE DELIVERY - 352-5166 |

cr-aqoSt»,e*E« ikmsV* c«#»t.p i«* TRV OUR GREAT BREADSTICKS mM MM MB ■*■

13596 W. Kramer Rd.
Bowling Green, OH
1 mile S. of HI. 6
where 25 8 6 meet

•
•
•
•

Trail Rides
Pony Rides
Riding Lessons
Reservations Necessary

ihis I'M is the I.-in 11 in a series
of AIDS awareness and niudraising
projects \n the Red Hot
Organisation. It is a compilation of
country hits recorded hv the
original artisl and the Red Hot
I .homs. Some of t he art i-l - include:
Brooke ft Dunn: CrosDK Still-.. &
Nash, Kalh) Mattea, Doll) Barton,
Hilly Hay Cyrus;and many others.
Most of the songs are in the Iwangy
COtuMr) Stylo, hul there is a variety.
*y I his i- a good compilation for those
who like older couutrv sounds
because it Is put together with the
idea of showing I he history of
country music. The booklet contains
a history of country music* the
reason for using country music as a
mean- of educating others and some
facts on the history and ways of
preventing the spread of AIDS.

-Janet (hen
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THE SONG REMA

The Metamorphic Rock
Dorian Halkovich
What is rock n mil' Rockn-roll can !"■ anything. It's
the spirit of freedom; a
release for ideas, hopes, and
dreams. It's a cry for help,
for peace, or for love.
Ultimately, it is (he sound of
generations.
Through each
generation, music has taken
on as many variations to fit
the changing environment
as does a chameleon. What
<M hear now is a fusion of
original rock-n-roll sound
and modern innovations.
Heavy metal, industrial,
progressive, pop, rap. and
others name only a few of
the styles predominate
today. Each and every form
branches from the sturdy
roots of early rock-n-roll.
Even so, can these
variations still be called
rock-n-roll?
"I probably wouldn't call
it (music today| rock-n-roll,"
William L Schurk, professor
in the library and sound
recording archivist,
commented. "I'd call it rock.
In effect, the words rock-nroll kind of changed in the
60's with the different styles
that were being
introduced."
Electrical, world music,
multi-tracking all changed
the face of rock-n-roll.
altering not only the sound
but the meaning of the
words rock-n-roll, according
to Shurk. Between the years
1952 and 1963 remains the
true essence of rock-n-roll,
with performers such as
Chuck Berry, Bill Hailey and
the Comets, Buddy Holley
and The Crickets* Little
Richard and Fats Domino
leading the musical
revolution.
Rock-n-roll did not
simply appear one day. It
arose out of a variety of
styles which gave it the beat,
rhythm and heart it utilised
and popularised so well, we
can hear the echo of it when
we listen to popular music
today.
•There's so many styles
that blend into rock-n-roll,"
Schurk said. ' * Rhythm and
blues, rockabilly, even
gospel. Rock-n-roll was a
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The Fab Foor took the world hy atom in 1964 auasl helped
change the face of Rock & Roll by Che end of the decade.
homogenous form of rhythm and
blues which was performed by white
performers. A wonderful down-home
sound copied by white performers and
watered down to sell to a mass
audience."
Large record companies bought
the rights to songs and mass produced
them, allowing the musical style to
flow freely into an eagerly awaiting
audience. The small independent
labels most rhythm and blues
performers called home simply could
not afford such high volume
production.
Many of these releases were cover
versions of songs by the original
artist. Songs like Pledging My Love
by Johnny Ace were covered by several
mainstream artists while his version
remained firmly entrenched in the
charts. ''Earth AngeC* was another
popular song chased around the
charts by the Crew Cuts version
(which surpassed the original on the
charts for a brief time). Companies
strove to steal lyrics and songs from
each other in a constant bid for the
top spot on the charts. Atlantic
Records and Chess Records were
prime targets of musical espionage
and eventually were forced to come up

with hits noone could copy-or at least
copy well.
Tin Pan Alley, named such
because of the sound richocheting
from hardworking songwriters
esneriments. needed to work harder.
This street consisted of building after
building full of musicians and
songwriters blending their voices and
work to make the most marketable
song they could. Songs they hoped
would be difficult to cover.
*'Cover songs meant they were
covering songs already on the charts;
competing on the charts at the same
time," Schurk emphasized. "What
most people consider cover songs now
are simply reinterpret at ions of songs
because they are not competing
simultaneously."
It happened to them all. Some of
the most well known father's of rockn-roll lie in Muddy Waters, Bo
Diddley, Chuck Berry and many
others in the Chess camp. Chuck
Berry, originally a country and
western singer playing blues guitar,
broke into the business with his
infamous song Ida Red. Chess had
Berry revise the song and rerelease it
as Maybetline with a faster pace and
lightening lyrics.

"Chuck Berry crossed over the line
quickly." Schurk said. ''He moved
from H A It t«> rork-n-roll so quickly
he's considered more rm-k-n-roll."
In the Spring of l°57. Berry
released School Day (Mag King Goes
the Hell), a popular anthem about the
trivality of school and reflected just
about every teenagers irritation with
school.
Hail hail rock and roll!
Deliver me from the days of old
Long live mi k and roll
The beat of the drums is loud and
bold.
Rock! Rock! Rock! and roll!
The feeling is there, bodv and
soul!
Jukeboxes everywhere virtually
erupted with Berry's powerful guitar
riffs and staccato verse. At this point
teenagers and people everywhere
realized this music was hitting a chord
people could relate with, ftirents
realized this rock-n-roll fad was not set
to fade as they thought.
"Rock-n-roll now is just like the
60V It is a part of breaking away
from their parents," local musician
Tom Corman said.
The parents knew this and the war
against rock-n-roll began. Pickets,
petitions, and irate parents circulated
in an attempt to throw out this music
that would potentially influence their
children to acts of disobedience and
inappropriate conduct.
"Every generation probably has an
idea their forebearers are taking it
[music] too seriously," Shurk
admonished. "Back in the fifties, a lot
of pop songs were about love. But it
was the way they sang about it that
could have been construed negatively
for the youth."
Songs like Work with me Annie by
Etta James and just about anything
sung by or done by Ehis stoked the
fires of controversy. Elvis' gyrating
pelvis alone fueled the fires jmmenslv.
But the teenage audience ate it up.
This was their music Their form of
expression, voicing what they
themselves could not.
Rock-n-roll was a forum of
expression, commenting on everything
from love, everyday life, hate and
death to simply enjoying life. Music is
the "most widley disseminated form of
expression" according to Schurk.
"I think its the music of change, it
takes people to the edges. It redefines
the edges of society, in the best case
scenario/' Corman added. "In the
worst case senario, it is a fashion
statement. I think rock-n-roll has the
potential to reform society and it
always does."
Jerry Lee Lewis practically threw
rock-n-roll into the mainsteam with

Great Halls of Fire ami Whale Lotla
Shakin Gain On. With his wild style
of jumping around at the pianu ,HHI
his lightning-fast keyboard playing, he
blew a recklessness into rock-n-roll.
With the ever (lunging face ot
rock II toll came (he infusion of
British rock-n-roll. The Rolling
Stones, the Beatles, the Who. lli.
Kinks and the Yardhirds among
others led rock-n-roll into a new . r.i
We hit a new generation of idols and •<
new style of music. Mongside this
new musical style came the form ol
expressionist music influence l»\ drugs
and spirituality. This music became >i
medium for social commentarj on
events, feelings and anti-war/pro
freedom of everything
Music from Boh Dylan dealt with
the folk music side of these issue* and
music tumbled through a series of
changes so rapid it became difficult to
discern. We traveled through the
seventies with disco and bands like
Pink Floyd and Aerosmith. The
eighties with the glamour and punk
band era only to emerge in the
present. Now we have a mix of
acoustics, electric, sound recording
mixed, computerized, and
reinterpreted music. Nco-rockabilly
bands survive in The Stray Cats and
the Blasters who stay true to rock-nroll tradition. But the majority of
music now still contains the element
of expression.
Soul Asylum to ftintera all have
something to say. Censorship and
parents disapproval remain upfront.
As long as music prevails, expression
will be heard.
"People who never listen to music
think it is devil worshipping music. If
people would just sit down and listen
to the lyrics they'd find meaning in
them," explained Ronald Trevino,
member of the local heavy metal band
Black Onyx.
"Songs will always be censored
because a certain clientele has decided
they'll be bad," added Schurk.
Censorship aside, rock-n-roll and
its descendents continue to flourish
and expand. No matter what style, all
musk today has roots that reach far
beyond yesterday into the realm of
gospel, rockabilly, native African
music and more. Listen close and it
can be heard. Whether you decide to
call today's musk rock-n-roll or not,
do not dismiss its family tree. It is a
rich one. Musk is more than just a
sons} It is an expression which reflects
on us and our society. It is a part of
yesterday, today and tomorrow. Most
importantly it is a part of each one of
us.
In the words of William L.
Schurk "ROCK ON!"

\INS THE SAME
A Piece of the Rock
II r Michael /.aicacki

horizon.
Kork and Roll and rock guitar

Without ill-- I'lin.r (here would 1H'
pbyen seem to emit a certain kick-ass
no Hork and Roll.
attitude.
Sjnrr Rock and (toll's conrrpiion
Hilly Man way. owner of Madhatter's
in I he 1%0's. the guitar ha* played an Music, part owner of BC Music *
inlrieate part in its evolution. I lie
Sound and guitar player for the band
rodt guitarist is at the forefront of
Paste, said true Kork and Roll was
any hand. In some eases, the guitarist
performed by socially disenfranchised
i* the only reason for a group's
people. Real Kock and Roll is an
existence.
attitude tpcaking against conventional
society.
Wiih its guitar-oriented sound,
Hork and Itoll has given birth to a
With that altitude in mind, guitar
number of guitar heroes — i h 11, k
playing is a way for the normal
Kerry, Jimi llendrix, Keith Kit-hards.
average guy to yet somewhere in life.
Krie Clapton, Jinimv Cage and I'.ddie
"[Cuilar playing) i- an easy way to
Van llalen to name a few - who may
express oneself. It's an easy way to
not necessarily make the best role
lioast your ego. It's an ea-y way to
models. They nonetheless have taken
meet women. It's the promise of the
guitars in their grips, thrown hack
fast lifestyle seen on MTV" Hanwny
their heads, faced the crowds and left
said.
their marks on music history.
University Professor of music and
The enigma of the rork guitar has
guitar instructor Chris Huzzelli said
had a profound effect on the teen-age
the popularity of the guitar builds on
American boy. At times its power can
itself. It's doesn't take very long to be
able to play something that sounds
he more influential than that of the
good.
fairer sex. It hypnotizes adolescent
males to spend their savings on a
I In' guitar enables players to play
Stratoeaster and an amp, form a
up to six notes at one time, giving the
music it creates a complete sound, he
group, get in a van, head toward the
setting sun and toward the myth of
-.ml Rending notes and vibrato enable
the player to change and enhance
the ever-present gig over the next

sounds and better express themselves.
Ilanway said the rock guitarist
leads a difficult lifestyle.
"There's more to it than meets the
eye," he said. "There's a lot of
practicing, smoke-filled clubs, late
hours, dealing with club owners,
eating at Denny's at four in the
morning Hut it's also great to be able
to play music and entertain people."
"When |guitarists| play they don't
play for the crowd or for women, thev
play for other guitarists," he said.
"It'- a chance to show off. It's
competition, but it's a friendly
competition."
Ilanway would not comment if the
old adage that the guitarist always
gels the girls was true or not.
"We're sinners first, and then
guitar players," he said.
Ilanway said though the music
industry may change, there will always
be guitar heroes.
"There will always be some new kid
on the block who will be the new
hero. (Guitarists) will have someone to
strive for." he said. "Changes may
happen around the Jmusicj industry,
but you always have the guitar hero in
the middle."

Festival Shakes Nation

Local artl-it Adam Rich pick* the guitar as hi. in*trumrnt of

By Andy Dugan

chnlrr on hi, newest album, "Virgin Freak."

I .ill lapa l(«)7a hat been one of I he
hottest concert series in the past
decade, hosting a variety of modern
alternative rock musicians. This year's
festival hosted such groups as the
Hrrrdrra. the Beaatie Horn.
George CUaton and the P-Funk

AII Star., trrrn Day, and
Snaaaklna; Pnsnnhlna, to name a
few. Pact years have also hosted such
alternative performers as the Red
Hoi CUM Peppera, Jane'*
Addiction, Pearl Jam. Nirvana.
Sloaxale and Use Baaaaees,
ty press Hill, and lee-T.
ftrry FarreU, former frontman of
Jane's Addiction and now Porno
for Pyroe, created the festival as a
going-out celebration of Jaae's
Addiction in 1991. The festival was
designed to host a plethura of
different music, art, and culture.
Three years and four summers later,
Farred'a brainchild has retained these
characters, offering its young

participants a full day of watching,
walking, buying, and moshing.
With the tremendous success of the
tour this summer come some
tremendous statistics:
* Total paid attendance - 936,53-4
• Total » of people who actually
saw Lollapalooza (including comps.) 9*9,554, $856.437.16 was donated

8,698
* * of people who rode the
Chameleon naked - 2 (in Chicago)
* * of passes printed • 46,150 (all
were used)
* pounds of dry ice used • 172,116
* pounds of regular ice used by
festival staff and talent - 396,600
* Smart Drinks sold - 215,710

to charity.
• # of bottles of Evian used
• # of times trash cans were
backstage .ftUM
emptied - 1S4.80S
• • of cases of beer consumed by
• # of miles traveled - 15,176
festival talent- 1,548
• # of kids who successfully crowed• # of bottles of Snapple consumed
surfed to the front of the stage •
by festival staff and talent - 18*176
• There were 861 me It*. 88
• # of gallons of free drinking
bnaes, 875 people traveled with
water provided to kids • 516,489
the tour
• » of people who took a ride in
• 89.98 percent of available
the Chameleon (virtual reality ride) tickets for the entire tour were sold

MM

Top of the Pops
by Joe Boyte
To hear the answers Weekend
Reality received when asking about
musical preferences, one would think
we were asking for the solutions to
poverty, disease and the Student
Union conflict. One hundred people
responded to a random survey
conducted by the staff of Wee head
Reality asking what style of musk
they personally preferred.
The results, while not surprising,
were interesting Three styles of
music were clustered near the top of
the list, those being Top 40 rock,
alternative music, and country
western. Top 40 had a slight edge,
with 22 percent of respondents
adopting this genre as their favorite.
Many participants claimed that
they liked so many forms of music,
that it was impossible to whittle their
list down to one single artform.
However, upon further questioning, it
was determined that none of these

lovers of all music would choose easy
listening as a personal preference, and
in fact found it quite easy to come up
with a single genre that they
frequently enjoyed,
One student claimed that he
doesn't listen to anyone but the
Grateful Dead. Folk music fared
poorly, with only one vote, but not as
poorly as classical music. At a
university with a well respected music
department, not one of the
respondents claimed classical music as
even a secondary interest,
1. Top 40.
2. Alternative
3. Country.
4. Classic Rock.
5. Rap/Hip Hop
6. Reggae
7. R A B
8. Heavy Metal
9. Christian
,„
10. Folk.
11. Only Creatful Dead
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22%
20%
17%
14%
12%
6%
3%
3%
|fj
1%
1%
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Jay Elias
Second-year grad student music teacher spins some tales
from his adventures of hanging out with rock stars
Andy: Jay, tell me what ycm
do hrrr al the University, for
•tarter*.
Juy: I'm a graduate assistant in
Musir for Classroom Teachers. You
Wen OH* of my star pupils.

...I did Disxie Cillespie
before he passed away...

...better to see him tcith
his clothes on.

Andy: Now. you told me before that
you work with rock groups in your
spare time, right'/
Jay: Yep. I have a degree in music
marketing, and for fun on the side, I
used to work with different rwk
groups. Some down at Pittsburgh,
but inn-! were at Clarion University
when 1 was going to school there.
We used to get a lot of groups
because of the Pittsburgh scene and
I did would coordinate all the
security whenever groups came to
town. I'd get all the police together
and the security guys and line them
up and go through the whole formal
and things like that. We decided
who we wanted to get, who was
around in the area at the lime, if we
could fly someone in — you know,
the whole workings.
Andy: Was it a lot of work?
Jay: Oh yeah. But it was also a lot of
fun. It wasn't like work; it was a fun
thing. I had a really good time.
Andy: What kind of groups have you
worked With?
Jay: Mostly rock and roll groups. I
did some danre groups and some
jazz groups. I did Di/zie Cillespie
before he passed away. That was one
of inv favorites. I started wilh r'.ddie
Money and Warrant were my first
two ever.
Koss (the photographer): Warrant,
huh?
Jay: Yeah, remember them? Yeah.
that concert was the one that got me
started. That and Eddie Money.

.bubble gum phase.

Koss: Kddie Ma honey'.'
Juy: Yeah, and al I he lime lie was

trying to get back into the scene, hut
he wasn't quite there yet. It was one
of bis worst limes, with the drugs
and the alcohol, lie passed out
backstage and we had lo get some of
the security guys lo get him hack on
stage. It was crazy. Me didn't know
what was going on. He was a pistol

debut lecture, and I had been doing
it for a few years. So. I met her
before and we made arrangements
to go out and have dinner and
everything like that. So. when she
got into town, we went out lo dinner
and talked.

and u half.

Andy: What was your most

Andv: Who else did you work with'/
Jay: Urn, Slaughter. It was during
their big time. They had four hits in
the Top -10 at i In- same lime. They
were pretty big I also worked with
tin' Damn Yankees and Ted Nugent.
Koss: Did you ever find that the
music seems to run together'/ I
mean, you've got Warrant, you've
got Slaughter, you've got Trixtcr.
Don't they start to sound the same'/
Jay: Oh, yeah! Hut they all have
their own little thing Every group
has their own little thing (hat makes
them fun or different, but you're
right — the music did start to sound
i In- same.
Andy:Are there any Other groups
that you've worked with'/
Jay: Joan Jelt.
Andy: What was that like'/
Jay: That was an experience. She
was having some trouble wilh her
voice on (hat leg of the tour, and
she diiln'l feel real well. She came
down from I In itagc and I wenl
over io her and handed her u guia
ol water and she threw it down and
she starts ■creaming ul everybody, so
I walked away. I was like ... I don't
know.
Andy: (Jeez, that's pretty tough.
Who else/
Jay: Of course, there's the master of
all masters. Martha Quinn. She
knows anything there is to know
about riM-k and roll. This was her

Photographs by Ross Weitzner
104 S. Main St.
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memorable experience?
Jay: Wow. that's a tough one. It
would probably be during the
Slaughter visit. They offered me a
job to tour with them. They were
touring with Prison al (he lime. I
really thought hard about it. hut I
only had like five minutes to think. I
couldn't do it. I had to slay and do
sehool. And here, two weeks later I
find that ihe (our was canceled.
The lour broke* and if I would have
gone. I would have been out of a
job.
Andy: Anything else/
Jay: Working with Ted Nugeul. that
was a really cool experience all
around. You kind of grow up and
hear that name —a household name
— Ted Nugent. Ted Nugent here and
Ted Nugent there. It was just a
weird experience. Me likes lo talk
about bow hunting I asked him
what be planned to do in the future
and he said 'I'm going bow hunting,
man.'
Andv: Yeah. I've heard lie'-, a hunter.
The Creal White Buffalo.
Jay: Yeah, he talked a lot DDOtll il.
lie had this road manager who was
reall) annoying lie saltl thai Ted
wasn't gniug lu perform thai night
because in his dressing room, his
catered dlCCu lurkev WOJ mixed ill
with the chicken. Me was
demanding the hospitality manager
or else Ted wasn'l going lo play lie
wanted ihe chicken taken out of Ihe
turkey.
Andy: Sounds to me like a scene out
of "Spinal Tap."
Jay: Yeah, ii does. I'll tell you what
ruined Ihe whole icene. You pee him

353-0988

on MTV and television and
all that and vou listen to
his music, and then you
walk into the corner while
he's walking out of the
shower: il jusl ruins the
whole thing. Next time ymi
see him on TV. it's just
like. Tgh!' It's much
better lo tee him with his
clothes on. I'll tell ya. He's
prohahlv going to read
this article and come after
me.
Andv: What's you're
favorite kind of rock
music?
Jay: Van Maleii. Damn
Yankees. AC/DC. That's
got to be mv favorite kind
of rock, no doubt.
Andy: Have you noticed a
shift in rocfc and roll in
the past 10 years?
Jay: Oh vcah! lor a while,
you started off with
groups like Motley ("rue
and Van Nairn, and then
for a while it seemed like
you went Into that bubble
gum phase. Hubble gum
pop rock where vou had
groups like the kinds I
worked with: Poison*
Britney Fox. Warrant, even
Motley Crue started falling
into ii for a while -all
I"

groups.

\ndv:\\ here do you see
rock going in ihe future'/
.lav: I think it's going lo
slav in limbo for a while,
like right where it is now.
Maybe In the future ii will
start to climb bark up. hut
fur now it seems like it's
just kind of hanging there.
I think it will piek up
eventually. It goes in a
cycle.
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Dead Man's Party
New 'Dead' night at Mark's Pizza Pub
comes to life with Classic Tunes
by Ann Snyder
I»ii their drees? Is ii their
unique taste in music'.'' Or
could it he llu'ir desire (n In*
'hippicr than thou?'
These quest ions are all
possible reasons behind t lit*
return of the new age
hippies. The young men and
women running anmml in
their lye-dyed l-sliirts ami
Hirkenstock similes, hoping
lo be seen as rebels or
cnchantcnly different make
up I his new style of hippies.
The new age hippie* do
have some traits in common
with their predecessors
from the I960**.
"They are a youth
oriented generation
consumed with a counterculture attitude,*' William
Si Ii ii r k. professor said.
"Their dress and music
|reflect their belief that)
there was never u counterculture," Schurk said.
Schurk gave the example
of the difference in clothing
styles as a difference
between the new age hippies
and the hippies of the 60V
The main difference is
that today youth dress in
'grunge.'
"Yesterdays hippie

dressed in clothing thai matched.
whHfl the grunge
look is a mix and match — a nonlook." Schurk said.
Obviously Woodstock played an
important role in the new age hinnv

lifestyle.
"There will never be another real
Woodstock.** Schurk said.
And question remains as to
whether or mil the most recent .slum
wa- intended to draw a crowd with
similar interests or a croud willing
lo spend.spend.spend.
According to Schurk, "Both
|slinws| were intended lo be very
commercial. The almightv dollar was
crying to be heard."
In a comparison of the two
shows, "the sequels are never as
good," said Schurk.
'I here seems to be a connection
between the returee of hippy styles
and a love of great music from the
past.
According lo Schurk. "the music
has been a reinlroduced to a
new audience.*'
This music has ojM'ned doors
relative to the times today, stirring a
passion for the love of great music.
The psychouVlic sound of the
Grateful Dead has also made a
comeback along with the hippy
lifestyle that is so prevalent today.
The Grateful Dead is the fire
behind a new theme night at Mark's
Pizza I'uli. located at 532 I . Woostrr St.

Due jockeys Juton Newman and
have Hank" premiered the event on
Wednesday, August 31. 1994 end
they were met will) an outstanding

turn-out.
"People lined up outside I In* door
ami around the corner onto
|Manville \\enue|." Newman-aid.
The Grateful Mead theme will
continue for the remainder of the
semester ami possibly into I lie next.
depending on consistent customer
turnout, he said.
I he idee was discussed last year
by Newman and John Gashen. owner
of Mark's, as a way to inspire
business miring slow seasons.
However, the idea was not pul into
practice until this year.
The evening involves music not
only by the Grateful Dead, bill also
from Dcad-csquc bands such as
Phish and Blues Traveler.
Although this new theme has yet
to produce any increase in sales at
the local store IMAGINK. The
Unique Boutique. 134 K. Court St.,
owner James Britl is hopeful.
IMAGINK. features items essential
to every new age hippie such as tslnrts, slickers and smoking
appliances.
Brill said he believes this Grateful
Deud night might inspire more
word-of-moolh advertisement with
new Deadheads.

Pretzel Boy
Music Quiz

"Rock and roll is here to stay, il will never die..." so sang Sha*na-na
on the original motion picture soundtrack of Grease (which Pretzel
Boy has on eight-track). Is it true? Will rock last forever;* It seems to be
a tricky question to answer for the Sally Twist after looking at how
rock lias emerged over I he past 41) years only lo somewhat shrink lo
make room for an array of new styles and forms of music to share the
charts.
Weird.
"what comes around, goes around. (.Sounds like a song, doesn't it!)
This week's victor is Misabcth Kobrrlit of Ml North Prospect.
Elisabeth ***>» 'he only player lhal got all the answers correct. The
infamous Pretzel Hoy Derbv Drawing was therefore not needed this
week. Wav logo. Klizaheth!
These were last week's answers: Huey Lewis and the News did "I
Want a New Drug," Pink I'loyd did ~t'omfortablv Numb.'* Motley Cme
covered "Smnkin* in the Boy's Boom." Led Zeppelin sang "Misty
Mountain Hop." Glenn rrev was the former Kagle who did
"Smuggler's Blues." Eric Glapton sang "Cocaine." George
Thoroughgood did "If You Don't Start Drinking. I'm Gonna Leave."
Steppenwolf sang "The Pusher." Hilly Joel sang "Big Shot," and the
Beatles did "Day Tripper."
Remember, all entries are to be turned in to 210 Weal Hall by
noon on Wednesday.
Here are this week's (juestions that are hard as a "rock"...

L Dressed in makeup, they sang "I Wanna Buck and Roll All

Night."

2. ** It's been a long time..." was the opening line to this Led
Zeppelin classic.

3. This German band hang "Rock You Like a Hurricane."

4. ul Love Rock and Roll" was done by this former Runaway
member.

5. This former Kagle sang "Hocky Mountain Way."

6. These stoned roller sang "It's Only Rock and Roll (But I Like
It)."

** ATTENTION ■ Students**

7. Who sang "Rock and Roll lloochie KooT

Wood Cable TV has drastically
reduced prices for the student
specials for basic cable
Brown Package (both semesters) - NOW only $150
Orange Package (one semester) - NOW only $90
Call now before this offer passes you by.

^0*l(

352-8424

8. This "pupil" of an artist sang "Love is Like a Rock."

9. Gary Glitter sang this "Hey!" tune thai the Chicago Bulls warmup to.

10. This royal band sang "We Will Bock You."

Don't miss another night of sports, music or movies!!!
** Hurry= will expire September 30
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Green Jelly

"Pinata tietl" brings the night club
feeling right into your room, making
you want to get up and do some
head-banging.
The low point in the album comes
in "Anthem." A song with potential.
Jelly ruins the song with a rough
voice over the pretty guitar solo. It
may be in this song that Jelly proves
what they wanted all along:
"(being)...the musical low point of
'93...—but that's what we wanted."
Adding an intersting twist lo thr
album is the final song "Slave Hoy."
Mere, Jelly seems to steal the sounds
of the B-52's and their song "Love
Shark." It provides comic relief,
though, allowing the listener to
laugh at their attempt to mock the
alternative band.

333
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They became known in
ihe music world for i hier
surprise hit, "Three Ullle
I'igs," but in thier new
album "MS," Green Jelly
has proved that they have
what it takes to make
music that will make them
more than a one-hit
wonder.
'Hie group, wbich burst
into the music scene in
1993, created a second
album with a wide variety
of styles of music, ranging
from bcavy metal to rock
lo punk. It contains hard,
driving rock, slower moving
songs and even a MM*
version of a ballad/hard
rock mix.

Overall, though, "S33** is an
excellent followup album to
"Cereal Killer." With the
creativity of the band and the
potential there. Jelly could continue
to make appealing music for years to
come.

For funs expecting
soiui'lbiiig similar to
'i'igs. the noOD docs not
disappoint you, either. II
sing-a-loug song. "Thr Hear
Sang," gives iIn- listener
the same feeling of "I'lps"
- it gives the listener i
hard driving song with ■
heavv voice singing the
rather simple lyrics.

Monster
IU-.U.

ooooo
Warner Bros.

"If our lir.st album had sold f»
million copies. I'd have been dead
with Qualudes in my blood and Jack
Daniels." It.tX.M. front man
Michael Stipe told Newsweek.
rhaukfutlv. success came slower
for It.l.M. and the result is the
groups latest collection of songs in
Monster. Unfortunately, the route to
finish Monster wasn't smooth by any
means.

Vet Jell) proved they can
capture the attention of
the listener with other
different styles. The
opening song on the

album, "Carnage Rules,"
get you right into it. The
up-hcut drum solo in the
beginning screams for the
radio to be turned up.
When the guitar kicks in
after the solo, the song just
craves to be turned up
more and more. 'Hie
driving beat gels the
listener right into the
groove of the music and
leaves them yelling for
more.
And 389 does not let you
down. The guitarists
continue to do an excellent
job of driving in "Orange
Krush" to keep the listener
going Then the slowed-up,
yet somehow hard-driving

It took Stipe longer than usual to
write the songs on the album due to
the death of two close friends. River
Phoenix and Kurt Cobain. And
there is no doubt those tragedies
effected the outcome of the album.

"Let Me In" is one of the products
of the way Stipe dealt with the
deaths.
Beyond that though, the album
does not reflect the same sorrow and
self-realizing that proved the
trademark of Automatic For the
People and it's most successful song.
"Everybody Hurls.** Monster is just
great, guitar heavy, drum smashing
rock-and-roll.
The first single and the first track
on the disc, "What's The Fri'iiucncy,
Kenneth?" gives hint to the flavor of
R.E.M. latest vision. With the
guitar tracks recorded over t:>p
Stipe's voice 10 presumably give the
album a rougher sound. Monster
proves to be a guide to the world
with Iune> like "Crush With
Eyeliner,*1 "Star W." ami "I Don't
Sleep. I Dream."
One of the best »ongs on Montier
is "King Of Comedy," which drives
the guitar tracks to the forefroni
leaving Stipe's enlightening lyrh barely deciferable. "Tin straight. I'm
queer, I'm hi/...I'm not your
magazine/I'm not your television/
I'm not your movie screen/I'm not
commodity.**
For the lot- that enjoyed
St.I-!.II.*- more mellow tunes,
Monster has a few with "Strange
Currencies,*1 "Bang and Blame*1 and
"Ibunguc.** Their meanings are
once again left to the ear ol ihe
beholder, bul Ihe sexual overtones
are hard to ignore. In fact, the
entire album seems to follow that
lead.
No matter how well the rest of ihe
album is received, it will In- hard In
ignore the haunting effect "let Me
In'* has with every listen. "I had a
mind to try to stop you/I.et Me In.
Let Me In/I've got tar on my feel
and I can't sec all the birds look
down and laughing/Bugs are
crawling out of my skin."

- Uen l.ulihrrt

TTie Canoe Shop "'"'IfS™
Save on our selection
of Hiking Boots!
Black Swamp Outfitters
GORE-TEX* JACKETS
20% OFF!

140 S. River Rd.
Waterville, OH

878-3700
1*

ANNUAL CANOE-KAYAK SAIE

Howard's club|-|
Mitff Sl Saturday Night
S«pt. 30 & Otl 1

20% Off T-Shins, Shorts & Caps
Great Selection of backpacks,
sleeping bags, outdoor stoves,
and cookware.
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Weekend Reality

TV LISTII
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON

o
o
CD
IS
6D

m
60
EH
SD

11:30

12:00

Judge

News

Sesame St

Midday ir.

Price

NewsK

J. Sponger

NewsH

12:30

1:30

1:00

2:00

Street Legal
Emmerdale
Young and the Restless n

Top Cops

2:30
Rescue 911

varied

Neighbours

Bold SB

As the World Turns

LK

3:00

3:30

Geraldo

4:30
Edition
varied

The Bill

Degrassi J

Homeworks

News

■

Oprah Wmtrey TT

News it.

Edition

News ii

Dennis P.

Days ot Our Lives B

Another Work) ar

Ricki Lake

Maury Povich m

Loving IK

All My Child' >n ■

One Life to Live »

General Hospital

Family M

Instructional

Vaned

Instructional Programming

Sesame St

Mr Rogers

Instructional Programming

Paid Prog.

Doogie H

Jenny Jones

Judge

Family Feud

Manlu

Varied Programs

Varied

Cosby Show M'A'S'H (1

C Sandiego Lamp Chop

Barney

Sesame Street it

Gordon Elliott

Cubhouse

Ricki Lake

Cubhouse

Cheers 3t
News

Varied Programs

Storytime Jt

Reading

Sq 1 TV

C Sandiego

Tiny Toon

Taz-Mania ■ Ammantacs

Rangers

Aladdin tr

Full House

Tiny Toon

Taz-Mania n. Ammaniacs

Rangers

Fresh Prince Boss'

Hockey
Varied Progn ms

Movie

5:30

Coronation

Mike & Maty S Powter

Movie

5:00
First Look

Guiding Light

ESPN Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Varied Progr uns
TMC

4:00
Am .Journal

Challenge

Movie

Story Gm

Varied

Varied Programs

DAYTIMEMORNING
O
O
ID
©
€B

5:00

5:30

Paid Prog

Business

6:00

6:30

News

Sign-Off Cont'd

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9::i0

Good Day Cleveland

Suzanne Somers «.

10:00

CBC Morning News

Wht-Earth

Shopping

CBS News

News i(

This Morning ic

Golden Girls Golden Girts Family Feud

Leeza

NBC News

News IE

Todaym

Donahue »

Sign-On Cont'd

eo

Sign-Olt Cont'd

£0
60
©

Movie Cont'd

Rush L

Homestretch [Barney

News

Urban Peasant

Family Feud

Sally

Mr Rogers

Price
J Springer
Mike S Maty

Storytime ffi

Instructional F Togramming

Sesame Street it

Barney

Station

Lamb Chop

Mr Rogers

Barney

3cnkers <(

Garlield

Bobby

Troopers

Goof Troop

Dark wing

Paid Prog.

700 Club

Tale Spin ■

Dark wing

Mighty Max

BoOby

Menace

Pink Panther Saved-Beii

Bewitched

Laverne

Empty Nest

Judge

Step

Bodyshape

Sportscenter

ESPN Varied Programs

Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sport scentef Sportscenter n Motion

Getting Fit

TMC

Movie

Movie

Movie Cont'd

Mr Oressup Sesame St

Live -- Regis & Kathie Lee Manlu
Sesame Street <t

11:00
Judge

Transform.

Sign-Otl Cont'd

Jeffersons

Good Morning America ::

10:30

Manlu

Movie

Varied

Storytime m

Sesame St.
K Copeland

FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
O News
Fjctra
O CBCN«vra
P.glet Files

CD
IB

m
s
m

CD
CD

7:30

8:00

8:30

H Patrol

MANTIS.

Sketches

Movie: "The Salamander

9:30

9:00

Picket Fences

Late Show

Diagnosis Murder

News

NBC News

Em Tonight Cur. AfiaT

Dateline

Movie: "White Sands"

Rush L

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Fam. Mat

Destinus

Business

MacNed/Lehrer Newshour

Wash. Week Wall St.

Adam Smith Asia Now

Served

Step by S

Mr. Cooper

"First Name: Carmen"

Open Wide

News

Under Suspicion

20/20
| Think Tank

News

Tonight Show

H. Patrol

Cops

MotorWeek

Myslery1
Charlie Rose

Nightlme

Wild Am

MacNeii/Lehrer Newthour

McLaughlin

Wash. Week Wall SI

Poldark

Talking With David Frosl

Served

Simpsons

Married

Coach

MANTIS

X-Files

Star Trek: Next Genet

In the Heat ol the Night

Rosaanne

Golden Girls Married...

Price

MANTIS

X-Files

News

Rosaanne

Sportscenter

Superbouts: Ah vs. Els

Movie: "The Ambulance"

1 Boxing Calvin Gro»e vs Fred bberatore

Movie "Nemesis"

JMovie:

O
O
CD
CD
•3)
ffl
€0

11:30

Feed-Mind

Paid Prog.

12:30

12:00
Space Precinct

1:00

Coach

Speedweek

Sportscemer

2:30

Home

Driver s Seat Gardener

3:00

Garfield and Friends

Beakman

Storybreak

Paid Prog

4:00

3:30
Target

Pel Con

Driver s Seat Disability

in Wildness

TBA

Showcase

TBA

Gunsmoke

Paid Prog

Emer. Call

College Football Stanford at Notre Dame

18A

4:30

Extra Ent Magazine
Triathlon Canadian Chmp.

Swimming and Diving: World Championships

Paid Prog.

Paid Prog.

Paid Prog

Bugs & I

Addams

Weekend

Science Guy To Be Announced

Maximum

.College Football Regional Coverage

Look-Cook

Kitchen

Marcia Adams Kitchen

Burt Wolt s Cnocolate

Frugal Gourmet

Trailside

INalurescene Washington. DC

Old House

Workshop

i

Wild Am

Naturescene Michigan

X-Men

Sandiego

College Football: Miami at Rutgers

CD

X-Men

Sandiego

Star Trek Deep Space 9

The Voung Savages

[Movie:

Hometime

Kerr s

Gourmet

The Karate Kid"

Leather Jackets

Mo.ie

Look-Cook

Grilling

Paid Prog

Babylon S

[Star Search

College Football: Wisconsin at Michigan State

|MOVIB

OCTOBER 1,1994
5:30
5:00

Beverly Hills. 90210

inside Stuff

College Gameday

Up Close

Assignment Adventure

Dreams

ESPN Outdoors

M-A-S-M

| NFL Great

Bugs a T

1 Sportsman

Newz

Movie -Totally Exposed

Universal Soldier"

Movie: "Beat Street"

Real Fishing House

m
TMC

2:00

1:30

Instructional
Night Court

Star Trek: Next Goner

Sports Xtra

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

12:30

Top Cops

Stopwatch

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

12:00

Last Call

CBC Prime Time News

CBS News

Boy-Work)

11:00

10:30

10:00
News

X-Faes

News

tim SpoflsTap
TMC

SEPTEMBER 30,1994
11:30

Alexander

Movie:

Scl Model

Garden

Kung Fu: The Legend

Crusade's

Star Trek Deep Space 9

Horse Racing

Star Trek IV The Voyage Home

Our Nation s Capital

[Senior PGA Goil Vantage Championship

Alive'

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
O
O
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

©

s

8:00

9:00

8:30

Cops

Cops

9:30

TBA

NHL Hockey: Washington Capitals at Toronto Maple Leals

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Cash Exp

Medicine Woman

Buchanans

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

WMer

Sweet Justice

College Football

Crusaders

Movie: "Homeward Bound' The Incredible Journey"

Tour ol the While House

Lawrence Weik Show

Keep America Singing

CBC News

| Empty Nesl

I'll Fly Away

Simpsons

Fresh Prince Simpsons

NHL Preseason Hockey: SI Louis Blues at Detroit Red Wings

Sportscenter Scoreboard

College Football: Georgia at Alabama

Brain Smasher... A Love S tory Contd

Movie: "When Harry Met Sally'

12:00

12:30

Carmilla

News

Road

Sisters

News

Saturday Night Live

Commish

America's Most Wanted

TBA

Fresh Prince Family M.

| Empty Nest

Renegade

Austin City Limits

MUSK

Movie: 'Les Girls"
Cops

11:30
Crypl Tales

Walker. Texas Ranger

| Troubadours ol Folk

Cops

Simpsons

11:00
Crypl Tales

NHL Hockey: Vancouver Canucks at Calgary Flames

Lawrence Walk Show

Tra.is-de

10:30

News

Hearts Afire

Simpsons

Inn Country

10:00

America's Most Wanted

Baywatch

Hitch Hiker's Country

Previews

Crypt Tales

Crypt Tales

Browns Insider

Untouchables

News

Court TV

Crypl Tales

Cops

Football Scoreboard
| Movie: "ChanMiy Lace

Crypt Tales
Sportscemer

Cops
Matchup

|Movie: "Dinosaur Island"

WOODlHND MALI

Gjclc

ii.ji

£$

7:30
H Palrol

Fall 1994
Store wide
Sale
JjJ Going on now

I

7:00
H Patrol

Elm Sr Goll
TMC

6:30
Hands

News

TREKUSA

_.

.SUBWRV"
teg
In

<-|i

tot
'.-)■
ARollerblade l$l
248 S. Main St.,',1",1,1
Downtown

i $1.00 OFF! 50 < OFF

1
1
1

I

ANY
'
FOOTLONG '
SUB
'
Woodland Mall Subway

\JXP.

RNV
SIX INCH
SUB

I Woodland Mall Subway

12/3]/94j eXP^_ _ 12/5]/94

GOOD ONLV (IT WOODinND MRU 5URUJRV
With A GGSU I.D.
353 0204

Nightmare Before Christmas
China Moon
Surviving the Game
Bad Girls
Trading Mom
Being Human
» Membership
Required
wr<Mr!ONo

Mon.-Thurs. 10-10
Frl. * Sat. 10-11
Sunday 10-9

We Accept A»
.OfTDCOsOfa VOCC
Coupons

n
»r

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
O
O
CD
O

®

m

OCTOBER 2.1994 i

11:00

11:30

Paid Prog

Testaverde

NFL Sunday

50 Up

Alive

Meeting Place

Real Estate

Face Nation. Roundtable

Gary Moelier Gary Pinkel

12:00

1

12:30

1:00
Movie

J Cooper

1:30

2:00

2:30

My Heroes Have Always Been Cowboys '

Canada

3:00

3:30

' Baywatch

4:00

Robocop The Series

Hawkeye

NFL Live

NFL Football: New York Jets at Cleveland Browns

Week-David Bnnkley

Used Cars

Editors

Tony Brown

Rights

Market

Oriental Obsessions

On the Issue Ab Isolator

Raccoons

To Be Announced

Showcase

Target

1

I

5:30

Movie

Ear-Grnd.

Street Cenis

Another Woman

Movie: "The Star Chamber
JTBA

Images S Realities African-American Children

Great Outdoor Cooking

Love

Fit or Fat lor the '90s

€0
63
0D

Newtons

Club

Nova

Old House

Paid Prog.

The NFL

NFL Sunday

NFL Football: Detroit Lions at Tampa Bay Buccaneers

NFL Football: Minnesota Vikings at Arizona Cardinals

NFL Sunday

NFL Football: Detroit Lions at Tampa Bay Buccaneers

NFL Football: Minnesota Vikings at Arizona Cardinals

csra

Reporters

rate

American Gladlalors

Sportscenter NFLGameday

Night and Day" Cont'd

o
o

Big Valley

| Cooking

Wolf s Table |Gourmet

|Painting

Sewing

Auto Raang: NASCAR Winston Cup - Tyson Holly Farms 400

Movie: "Super Mario Bros

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
Fortune Hunter
O NFL Football

iMovie:

8:00
Simpsons

8:30
Hardball

NASCAR

When Harry Met Sally

9:00
Married

9:30

I Senior PGA Gofl: Vantage Championship

Movie: "Disaster in Time"

10:00

Wild Oats

10:30

Adam Smith Tony Brown

Lawrence We* Show

|"The Russia House"

11:00

News

11:30
Sports

| Venture

12:30

Road to Avonlea

Movie: "Black Robe"

CBCNews

Country Beat

CBS News

80 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: "The Gambler V: Playing lor Keeps"

News

Gunsmoke

TBA

News

NBC News

Unsolved Mysteries

Seaquest DSV

Movie: "Jack Reed: A Search for Justice"

News

Forever Knight

Emer. Call

Movie: "For the Love ol Nancy''

Media

CD
83
€B
6D

Ghostwriter [Ghostwriter

Austin City Limits

Nature

River Journeys

Masterpiece Theatre

Whotey

CD

NFL Football

Fortune Hunter

Simpsons

Hardball

Married..

Wild Oats

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Time Trax -

m

NFL Football

Fortune Hunter

Simpsons

Hardball

Married...

Wild Oats

News

Murphy B

urn

Senior PGA Golf

NFL Primetime

Cheerteading: Dance Team Bodybu*»ng Ms. Olymp.a

THC

"The Russia House"

Movie:' Housesitter

Extra: Ent Magazine

Videos

Story of Lassie Cont'd

Wonderful Wizard of Oi

6:00
O

12:00
Emer. Can

News

|On Our Own Las 4 Clark-Superman
In Search of Angels

Frank Sinatra, Liza MinneM A Sammy Davis. Jr.

Sports Xtra

Passion

H Patrol

Mussels

USSWis

Viewer's Choice
Newz
Newz

Sportscenter

Mo»e: "Super Mark) Bros."

6:30

News

Warriors

Straight Talk K Copeund
NFL Primetime

|Movie: "Three tor the Road"

"Red Shoe Diaries"

OCTOBER 3,1994

MONDAY EVENING
7:00

7:30

8:00

Extra

H. Patrol

Melrose Place

TBA

Odyssey

Neon Rider

8:30

9:00

9:30

Party of Frve

10:00

10:30

11:00

News

11:30

12:00

Last Call

Top Cops
Watching

12:30

o

CBCNews

0

News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!

Nanny

News

NoC News

Ent. Tonight Cur. Affair

Fresh Prince Blossom

Movie: "Someone She Knows"

Rush L.

ABC News

Fresh Pnnce Extra

Coach

NFL Football: Houston Oilers at Pittsburgh Steelers

Math

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

National Geographlc's Chin i: Beyond the Clouds

The Who: Thirty Years of Maximum RIB EastEnders

Wild Am.

MaeNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic. at Sea

National Geographic's Chin i Beyond the Clouds

Vanishing Civil War

Served

Simpsons

Married...

Coach

Melrose Place

Party ol Five

Star Trek: Next Gener.

In the Heat of the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girts Married...

Price

Melrose Place

Party of Frve

News

Coach

Star Trek: Next Gener

M-A-S-H

Sportscenter

NFL Prime M Dnday

Figure Skating: World Championships Exhibition

Timber

Sportscenter

Up Close

Movie: "Wilder Napalm

"Wrtchboard 2 The Devil's Doorway"

CD
CB

a
CD
CD
CD

EtM Match
THC

"Three for tr» Road"

Ac

,C

Roseanne

| Movie: "Always"

New Release

"°'f s

Imporls
Posters
Postcards
Videos
LPS

Oaves

Blue Skies

Summer ol '45

CBC Prime Time News

News

Mr Been

Murphy B.

Northern Exposure

News

Late Show

News

Tonight Show

Love a War

Sports Xtra

Tapes & Co c-

Parlies
Every Monday

te*s?

163 S. Main St.
352-2595
Fax 353-5210

MEXICAN FIESTA,

,

45'S

I

5:00

NFL Football Eagles ai 49ers

CFL Football Hamilton Tiger-Cats at Toronto Argos

TBA

4:30

Indie-l abels
Local Music
T-Shirts
Stickers

'w'^kP.//

New Releases
this week .
Monthly ■« Midnight
Danzig
Smashing Pumkins
Bull Trumpet
BigCluet.'LP

$1.00 OFF
with this AD
On Items Priced S6.00 Or More.
NO LIMIT!!
,

Monday & Wednesday flights

Enchiladas
^"n*
fhsef. seafood, chicken)
BRINC IN THIS AD 4 RECEIVE 10% Discount
Hoien Margaritas • ume • SUttuiberry

City Beat

Highway Patrol
Whotey
Instructional

Charlie Rose
Night Court

Newz

Prince-Sun

SOUTH SIDE SIX

low! Low!
Beer
Prices!
Where the Party Starts!!
TM S. Main

352-8639

wppupsniY frv^MiMr.

o
o
ID
CD
CD
S
CO
S3
6Q

6:00

7:00

7:30

News

Extra

CBCNews

Adrienne Clarkson

H. Patrol

Jeopardy!

8:00

8:30

Mr. Bean

Watching

News

Late Show

Law A Order

News

Tonight Show

Turning Point

H Palrol

Cops

Jackaroo

CBC Pnme Time News

Country Music Association Awards

Homes

Ent. Tonight Cur. Altaic

Cosby Mysteries

Rush L

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Thunder

Daleline
Ellen

1 Ail-American Roseanne

Main

Business

Wild Am.

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Scl. Frontiers

Pennsylvania Diners

Japanese Version

Served

Simpsons

Married...

Coacfi

Beverly Hills. 90210

Lives ol Meirose Place

Star Trek: Next Gener

In the Heat ol the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

Price

Be.erly Hills M210

Lives ot Meirose Place

News

Coach

Star Trek Next Gener.

M-A-S'H

Sportscenter Up Close

Auto Racing

Movie:

Roseanne

Sportscenter
The Great Lie' Cont'd

6:00

e
CD
CD
®
€B
€9
O

o

6:30

News

| Sports Xtra

Instructional

Charlie Rose

PBA Bowling: AMF Dick Weber Classic

Bering

Speedweek

Movie: "Leather Jackets"

Movie: "Kahlomia'

Movie

Might Court

The Ambulance

7:30
H. Patrol

8:00
Martin

8:30

9:00

9:30

Living Single New York Undercover

10:30

10:00

11:00

11:30
Last Call

News

Health Show Man Alive

Nature ot Things

North ol 60

CBC Prime Time News

News

Fresh Fields Watching

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy'

Due South

Eye to Eye

Chicago Hope

News

Late Show

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Cur. Alto

Mad-You

ER

News

Tonight Snow

RushL

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

My So-Called We

Pnmetime Live

H Patrol

Cops

Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

In Search ot Angels

Sen'eid

|Fnends

| Madman

BUty Ray Cyrus: Road

Mystery!

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Mystery!

Wart lor God May-Dec

Served

Simpsons

Married...

Coach

Martin

Liviog Single New York Undercover

Star Trek: Next Gener

In the Heat ol the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

Price

Martin

Living Single New York Undercover

News

Coach

Sportscenter

Isports Xtra

College Football: Kansas State at Kansas
|Movie:

Fatal Attraction

Chart* Rose

6:00

o
CD
S>
ft

m

6:30

News
CBC News

Instructional
Night Court

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Sportscenter

| Movie: "Tightrope"

Movie:

Up Close

Illusions'

7:30

8:00

8:30

E.Ira

H Palrol

Movie: "The Super"

OnRoad

Market PI.

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

News

11:30

12:00

Last Call

Top Cops

News

Mr Bean

Watching

Ne*s

Late Show

Ne*s

Tonight Show

H. Patrol

Cops

5th Eslale

Wrtness

Wh. Fortune Jeopardyi

Rescue 911

Movie: "The Gambler V: Playing tor Keeps"

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight Cur. Alto

Wings

Martin Short Frasier

Larroquette

Rush L.

ABC News

Fresh Prince Extra

Full House

Boys

Grace Under Lonesome Dove-Series

To Read

Business

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

National Geographies China: Beyond the Clouds

Vanishing Civil War

EastEnders

Talking With David Frost
Charlie Rose

Home Imp

CBC Prime Time News

Dateline

Auto Racing

Wild Am.

MacNeH/Lehrer Newshour

Vic al Sea

National Geographies China: Beyond the Clouds

Nova

Served

Simpsons

Married...

Coach

Movie: "The Super"

Star Trek: Next Gener.

In the Heat o the Night

id!)

Roseanne

Movie: "The Super"

News

Coach

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

Price

ESPN Match

Sportscenter

NHL Hockey Philadelphia Flyers at Florida Panthers

THC

Movie: "The Joy Luck Club"

Perrysburg Aquarium
Setup $48°°
Setup $73<U
Setup S86fi9
Setup $134 Qfl

Satupi bacJuatat Tostb, flouraMaat
Hooel, Watte*- 0*av«4 Nltart, Air Pump,
HNKf, CfcaMeakab, Nat, Tublsafl,
ttftiinfr "i

JMovie: "Body Bags"

Sports Xtra

Drag Racing Keystone
Movie "Cam osaur"

SCHWiNN

CVCL//VG AND FITNESS

GIANT-SCHWI1VNTORO

12:30
Rough Cutz

Nightline

&

" /W

M'A'S'H

OCTOBER 4,1994
7:00

CBS News

10 Gallon
20 Oallo
20 Gallon v
SO Gallon

Newz

Love

News

BMhe Spirit

Open Wide

Nightline

Wild Am

Roseanne

12:30

Mystery!

TUESDAY EVENING

O
O

12:00
Top Cops

News

Juggernaut" Cont'd

Newz

OCTOBER 6,1994

7:00
Extra

CBCNews

ESPN Match
THC

Personal

Nightline

THURSDAY EVENING

O

12:30

William Kennedy s Albany

Straight Talk on Menopause

Straight Talk on Menopause

12:00

News

Jackaroo

NBC News

11:30

Top Cops

News

CBS News

11:00

Last Call

Lives of Meirose Place

News

MacNeil/lehrer Newshour

10:00

9:30

9:00

Beverly Hills, 90210

News

ESPN Malcn
THC

6:30

OCTUbtK D, 199-

10:30

Instructional
Night Court

Newz

Star Trek: Next Gener

M'A'S^H

Sportscenter

Up Close
[MOW:

"Knng ts"

I VIDEO SPECTRUM
Rent 1 Get 1 General Title

Free!

102 PoeRd

353-8323
M-F 8:00A.M. - 8:00P.M
S
8:00A.M. - 5:00P.M.

Mon-Sal 12-8; Sunday 12-5

Largest Selaction in B.Q.
112 E. Washington
Friday-Sat. 10a.m.- 11 a.m.
Sun - Thurs 10 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Only 10 minutes from BG.
420 Louisiana Ave. Perrysburg
419-874-6504

•n>t-MB. la/iLvil

Bikes & Mowers

